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FOREWORD 

 

“Get a good idea and stay with it.  

Dog it, and work at it until it's done right.” 

Walt Disney 

 

During September 2001, I started a consulting engagement as a lead data architect and data 

management advisor at an energy company called Mirant based near Atlanta, Georgia. This 

engagement lasted about 18 months and instilled in me the passion for designing data 

integration platforms using high abstract concepts, pioneered notably by David Hay (Hay, 

1996). I initially led the data architecture and database design efforts to implement an 

enterprise data warehouse. The data integration platform, or as we called it the “Core”, 

required a highly abstract design to ensure data structure reusability. We measured the core’s 

reusability with a homemade formula that calculated a percentage of all attributes that were 

reused at a given phase of the project, something I never saw being done before this project 

and have not seen since. The numbers, measured from one phase of the project to the next, 

impressed us and made my colleagues and I staunch believers in what we call today agnostic 

data model patterns. This sense of great accomplishment was not only for the data 

architecture team, it was also for project management, software development, database 

administration, infrastructure and operations. The executive team provided extraordinary 

leadership. It was like living empowerment with steroids. Everything simply went extremely 

well. Reminiscent of another amazing story of excellence called Amazon. Virtually little or 

no counterproductive politics, our teams were like perfectly aligned planets. From the CEO 

to the executives, managers and workers, permanent and contract, only one attitude 

prevailed: excellence. Such a “no fear” empowering environment fostered the risky but 

successful development of a data integration platform using agnostic data model patterns. 

The quality and performance of Mirant’s enterprise data warehouse represented only a very 

small portion of Mirant’s successful IT ecosystem. Once my contract was completed, I 

remember promising myself to write about this unique once-in-a-career experience.  
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Advancing science typically involves small strides and moving at a geological pace. In 

respect to agnostic data model patterns, and even less with agnostic (formal) ontology design 

patterns, very little has been accomplished in any form of scientific research. The next pages 

will progressively outline an emerging embryo of a solution track to the semantic 

heterogeneity problem. This painstaking process is designed to offer an alternative to the 

current theories. Some of the current proposed theories seem to perpetuate semantic 

heterogeneity albeit with bigger silos, e.g. ontology domains used in run time for inferential 

applications. Hopefully, this project will jump-start a new promising solution path for all 

private industry and government sectors to interoperate with ease, thus resolving the 

semantic heterogeneity problem once and for all. Ironically, older reference architectures, 

“successful” enterprise data warehouses such as Mirant’s, apparently a rare commodity, may 

inspire more effective cognitive solutions for the future. 

 

We are still possibly light years away from describing the concept of success with data 

integration. In this dissertation, I cannot, for the time being, scientifically demonstrate, 

define, explain, prescribe or even less predict a successful design and implementation of a 

data integration platform such as Mirant’s, cognitive or not. But having experienced Mirant, I 

can really tell you how one feels like!  

 

This research is dedicated to the outstanding folks, IT and business staff at Mirant, and my 

former colleagues at Praeos Technologies, all a rare breed of dedicated and talented leaders 

and professionals. This is for you guys! This project is also meant to underscore the 

contribution of all data modelers and data architects who endeavor to keep semantic sanity in 

application ecosystems. And their key role to ensure, as much as possible, a smooth 

transition toward cognitive systems. 

 

Daniel Fitzpatrick 
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PATRONS DE CONCEPTION D'ONTOLOGIE DE CONTENU AGNOSTIQUE 
POUR UNE ONTOLOGIE MULTI-DOMAINES 

 
Daniel FITZPATRICK 

 
RÉSUMÉ 

 
Le premier ennemi de la connaissance n’est pas l’ignorance,  

c’est l’illusion de la connaissance. 
Stephen Hawking 

 
Ce projet de recherche vise à résoudre le problème d'hétérogénéité sémantique. 
L'hétérogénéité sémantique ressemble au cancer en ce sens qu’il consomme inutilement des 
ressources de son hôte, l'entreprise, et peut même affecter des vies. Un certain nombre 
d'auteurs signalent que l'hétérogénéité sémantique peut coûter une part importante du budget 
informatique d'une entreprise. En outre, l'hétérogénéité sémantique affecte la recherche 
pharmaceutique et médicale qui vise à préserver des vies en consommant de précieux fonds 
de recherche. 
 
Le modèle d'architecture RA-EKI comprend une ontologie multidomaines, une construction 
agnostique interindustrielle composée d'axiomes riches, notamment pour l'intégration de 
données. Une ontologie multidomaines composée de patrons de modèles de données 
agnostiques axiomatisés conduirait un système d'application d'intégration de données 
cognitives utilisable dans n'importe quel secteur industriel. L'objectif de ce projet est 
d'obtenir des patrons de modèles de données agnostiques considérés ici comme des patrons 
de conception d'ontologies de contenu. La thèse de ce projet est que de tels patrons 
agnostiques existent et peuvent être utilisés pour résoudre le problème d'hétérogénéité 
sémantique. En raison du rôle de construction théorique de ce projet, une approche de 
recherche qualitative constitue la manière appropriée de mener ses recherches. Contrairement 
aux méthodes quantitatives de tests théoriques qui reposent sur des techniques de validation 
bien établies pour déterminer la fiabilité du résultat d'une étude donnée, les méthodes 
qualitatives de construction de la théorie ne possèdent pas de techniques standardisées pour 
vérifier la fiabilité d'une étude. Ce projet comporte deux questions de recherche. La première 
question porte sur l’existence de patrons de modèle de données qui peuvent s’appliquer à tout 
secteur d’industrie et qui peuvent permettre de résoudre le problème d’hétérogénéité 
sémantique. La deuxième question de recherche, de nature méthodologique, porte sur 
l’existence d’approche de construction de théorie à deux méthodes en vue d’inspirer la 
confiance dans ladite approche. La première méthode, une approche de revue de littérature 
systématique qualitative, induit les connaissances recherchées dans 69 publications retenues 
en utilisant un écran pratique. La deuxième méthode, une approche de recherche 
phénoménologique, élicite les concepts agnostiques à partir d'entrevues semi-structurées 
impliquant 22 praticiens seniors avec en moyenne 21 ans d'expérience en conceptualisation. 
 
La SLR retient un ensemble de 89 concepts agnostiques publiés entre 2009 à 2017. L'étude 
phénoménologique retient à son tour 83 concepts agnostiques. Au cours de la phase de 
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synthèse pour les deux études, la saturation des données a été calculée pour chacun des 
concepts retenus au point où les concepts ont été sélectionnés pour la deuxième fois. La 
saturation des données représente le point où aucun nouvel élément théorique ne s’ajoute 
avec le même protocole de recherche. La quantification de la saturation des données 
constitue un élément du critère de transférabilité de la fiabilité. On peut faire valoir que cet 
effort visant à établir la fiabilité, c'est-à-dire la crédibilité, la fiabilité, la confirmabilité et la 
transférabilité, peut être considéré comme intensif et que cette recherche est prometteuse. La 
saturation des données pour les deux études n'a toujours pas été atteinte.  
 
L'évaluation réalisée dans le cadre de l'établissement de la fiabilité de l'approche de recherche 
qualitative à double méthode de ce projet donne des résultats très intéressants. Ces résultats 
comprennent deux séries de patrons de modèles de données agnostiques obtenus à partir des 
protocoles de recherche en utilisant des sources de données radicalement différentes, c'est-à-
dire des publications par rapport à des praticiens expérimentés, mais avec des similarités 
frappantes. Des travaux supplémentaires sont nécessaires en utilisant exactement les mêmes 
protocoles pour chacune des méthodes, élargir la gamme de l'année pour le SLR et recruter 
de nouveaux cochercheurs pour le protocole phénoménologique. Ce travail se poursuivra 
jusqu'à ce que ces protocoles n'élisent pas de nouveaux matériaux théoriques. À ce stade, de 
nouveaux protocoles pour les deux méthodes seront conçus et exécutés dans le but de 
mesurer la saturation théorique. Pour les deux méthodes, cela implique de formuler de 
nouvelles questions de recherche qui peuvent, par exemple, porter sur des thèmes 
agnostiques tels que la finance, l'infrastructure, les relations, les classifications, etc. Pour ce 
projet d'exploration, la conception de nouveaux questionnaires des entrevues structurées, de 
nouvelles techniques d'élicitation des connaissances telles que des groupes de discussion et 
éventuellement d'autres méthodes de recherche qualitative telles que l'action de recherche 
pour obtenir de nouvelles connaissances et savoir-faire du développement et du 
fonctionnement réels d'une application cognitive ontologique. Enfin, une approche mixte 
qualitative quantitative préparerait la transition vers des méthodes hypothético-déductives. 
 
 
Mots clés: data model patterns, content ontology design patterns, multi-domain ontology, 
qualitative research, systematic literature review, phenomenological research method 
 
 
 



 

AGNOSTIC CONTENT ONTOLOGY DESIGN PATTERNS FOR A  
MULTI-DOMAIN ONTOLOGY 

 
Daniel FITZPATRICK 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
It's not what you don't know that kills you;  

it's what you know for sure that isn't true. 
Mark Twain 

 
This research project aims to solve the semantic heterogeneity problem. Semantic 
heterogeneity mimics cancer in that semantic heterogeneity unnecessarily consumes 
resources from its host, the enterprise, and may even affect lives. A number of authors report 
that semantic heterogeneity may cost a significant portion of an enterprise’s IT budget. Also, 
semantic heterogeneity hinders pharmaceutical and medical research by consuming valuable 
research funds. 
 
The RA-EKI architecture model comprises a multi-domain ontology, a cross-industry 
agnostic construct composed of rich axioms notably for data integration. A multi-domain 
ontology composed of axiomatized agnostic data model patterns would drive a cognitive data 
integration application system usable in any industry sector. This project’s objective is to 
elicit agnostic data model patterns here considered as content ontology design patterns. The 
first research question of this project pertains to the existence of agnostic patterns and their 
capacity to solve the semantic heterogeneity problem. Due to the theory-building role of this 
project, a qualitative research approach constitutes the appropriate manner to conduct its 
research. Contrary to theory testing quantitative methods that rely on well-established 
validation techniques to determine the reliability of the outcome of a given study, theory-
building qualitative methods do not possess standardized techniques to ascertain the 
reliability of a study. The second research question inquires on a dual method theory-building 
approach that may demonstrate trustworthiness. The first method, a qualitative Systematic 
Literature Review (SLR) approach induces the sought knowledge from 69 retained 
publications using a practical screen. The second method, a phenomenological research 
protocol elicits the agnostic concepts from semi-structured interviews involving 22 senior 
practitioners with 21 years in average of experience in conceptualization. 
 
The SLR retains a set of 89 agnostic concepts from 2009 through 2017. The 
phenomenological study in turn retains 83 agnostic concepts. During the synthesis stage for 
both studies, data saturation was calculated for each of the retained concepts at the point 
where the concepts have been selected for a second time. The quantification of data 
saturation constitutes an element of the trustworthiness’s transferability criterion. It can be 
argued that this effort of establishing the trustworthiness, i.e. credibility, dependability, 
confirmability and transferability can be construed as extensive and this research track as 
promising. Data saturation for both studies has still not been reached. The assessment 
performed in the course of the establishment of trustworthiness of this project’s dual method 
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qualitative research approach yields very interesting findings. Such findings include two sets 
of agnostic data model patterns obtained from research protocols using radically different 
data sources i.e. publications vs. experienced practitioners but with striking similarities. 
Further work is required using exactly the same protocols for each of the methods, expand 
the year range for the SLR and to recruit new co-researchers for the phenomenological 
protocol. This work will continue until these protocols do not elicit new theory material. At 
this point, new protocols for both methods will be designed and executed with the intent to 
measure theoretical saturation. For both methods, this entails in formulating new research 
questions that may, for example, focus on agnostic themes such as finance, infrastructure, 
relationships, classifications, etc. For this exploration project, the road ahead involves the 
design of new questionnaires for semi-structured interviews. This project will need to engage 
in new knowledge elicitation techniques such as focus groups. The project will definitely 
conduct other qualitative research methods such as research action for eliciting new 
knowledge and know-how from actual development and operation of an ontology-based 
cognitive application. Finally, a mixed methods qualitative-quantitative approach would 
prepare the transition toward theory testing method using hypothetico-deductive techniques.  
 
 
Keywords: data model patterns, content ontology design patterns, multi-domain ontology, 
qualitative research, systematic literature review, phenomenological research method
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The role of the critical researcher is always to go beyond 

 mere studying and theorizing, to actively affect change 

 in the phenomena investigated. 

W. Orlikowski and J. Baroudi (1991) citing (Benson, 1983) 

 

Preamble 

 

The raison d’être of this research project is to solve the semantic heterogeneity problem. The 

semantic heterogeneity problem detrimentally affects the capacity of an enterprise to 

maintain system interoperability, i.e. the capacity of the organization to have its systems 

exchange data in a seamless manner. The present delivery concludes this doctoral research 

project, hereafter referred to as “the project”. This delivery additionally and partially fulfills 

the requirements of a Ph.D. program. The project first delivered and presented in conferences 

the Reference Architecture – Enterprise Knowledge Infrastructure (RA-EKI). RA-EKI is 

described in greater detail in (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, & Ratté, 2013; Fitzpatrick, Ratté, & 

Coallier, 2013). It was initially presented as a reference architecture for a semantic enterprise 

data warehouse (Fitzpatrick, 2012; Daniel Fitzpatrick, François Coallier, & Sylvie Ratté, 

2012), then reformulated in the more generic RA-EKI. An earlier research plan can be found 

in annex I (Fitzpatrick, 2012). RA-EKI, illustrated in figure 0.1, represents one of the first 

published frameworks that encompass knowledge, know-how and intelligence in addition to 

traditional data and information. RA-EKI covers the full range of the epistemological 

building blocks as represented in figure 0.2 i.e. processing from data i.e. factual symbols 

(unstructured, semi-structured, structured) to information i.e. data with context; to knowledge 

i.e. actionable information; to know-how i.e. functional knowledge; and finally to 

intelligence i.e. cognitive know-how. RA-EKI can also be considered as a reference model of 

a cognitive architecture as defined and described by Lieto and co-authors (Lieto, Lebiere, & 

Oltramari, 2018). The epistemological foundation of this project is further explained in 

(Fitzpatrick, 2012). 
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Figure 0.1 Reference Architecture – Enterprise Knowledge Infrastructure 
(Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 0.2 Epistemological foundation of this project 
 (Fitzpatrick, 2012) 

 

RA-EKI also contributes a new type of mid-level (formal) ontology called multi-domain 

ontology. The multi-domain ontology serves as part of the terminological component (“T-

Box”) of a cognitive (inferential) application purposed for data integration and other 

functions such as Natural Language Processing (NLP). As illustrated in figure 0.3, the focus 
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of the project has changed in a zoom in fashion from RA-EKI as a whole to the design of the 

internals of the multi-domain ontology’s modules, RA-EKI’s cornerstone. The (formal) 

multi-domain ontology comprises ontology modules the equivalent of subject areas for 

(semi-formal) data models.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 0.3 Focus on the design of the multi-domain ontology 
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1. Definition of important terms. 
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consistent definitions in the context of this research, while attempting to avoid 

controversy;  

2. Problem statement. 

The problem statement motivates the execution of this project. Although the project 

ends with the thesis defense, other research projects will need to be started and 

executed to achieve the desired theoretical saturation and ultimate resolution of the 

problem. Furthermore, shortcomings of the greater Information Technology (IT) and 

software engineering domain related especially to the selection and application of 

scientific methodology justify a greater diligence in the choice and design of a 

research approach; 

3. Context. 

This subsection provides the holistic socioeconomic backdrop and factors related 

directly to the enterprises’ requirements for system interoperability notably the 

creation of virtual enterprises and coalitions; 

4. Research Objective. 

The project’s intent related to the resolution of the stated problem. The objective can 

vary over time as research progresses; 

5. Research questions. 

This subsection covers two research questions. The primary question addresses 

directly the project’s objective and problem. The secondary question deals with the 

need to properly select the right approach to effectively solve the problem without the 

influence of scientific domain social factors; 

6. Statement of the thesis argued in this project. 

The thesis statement constitutes the primary assertion that is defended in this 

dissertation’s argumentation; 

7. The research project’s starting postulates. 

The starting postulates inspire the research question formulation; 

8. Fundamental research approach, 

The project’s research approach is summarily described using business process 

modeling; 
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9. Scope of the research project. 

This subsection outlines the expected findings of the project. The primary findings, 

the common thread of all research processes, represent the focus of the project. 

Secondary findings are also collected from the phenomenological research protocol 

mainly to provide context and preliminary data to be useful in subsequent projects; 

10. Limits to the research project. 

The limits of the project represent what is to be excluded from the project but are 

likely to be included in future phases or projects related to the current problem; 

11. Recapitulative overview of the project. 

This subsection provides the project’s main themes in a data flow like representation. 

This concept map also illustrates post-project main activities leading to the resolution 

of the problem; 

12. Structure of the dissertation. 

This subsection briefly describes the chapters. 

 

1. Definition of important terms 

 

The following terms constitute key notions for the project. Their definition intends to 

facilitate the reading of the introduction and the remaining chapters although some of the 

articles comprise a definition section as well. 

 

Cognitive application 

 

The project considers a cognitive application as a set of functions as represented in RA-EKI, 

figure 0.1. A cognitive application consists in a set of functions that transforms data or any of 

the other epistemological elements represented in figure 0.2 into a more advance stage e.g. 

data into information, information into knowledge, etc. These functions include NLP, data 

integration, knowledge extraction, ontology building and others. Also as prescribed in RA-

EKI some or all of the functions may be ontology driven with the use of an inference engine 

(Lieto et al., 2018) (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). Finally, an ontology driven cognitive 
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application may stochastically infer its axioms using probabilistic reasoning (Kelly, 2015). In 

the case of being processed by probabilistic reasoning engine, the ontology is referred to as a 

fuzzy ontology (Carlsson, 2018). 

 

Specification 

 

This project defines a specification as a detail and shareable i.e. explicit description of a thing 

or a collection of things using a language, such as a detail design represented in a Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) class diagram. A specification may be deemed expressive in its 

capacity to represent a conceptualization (see next definition) in a machine-readable form to 

be processed by an automated application, including a cognitive application that processes 

axiomatic terminological rules (Guarino, Oberle, & Staab, 2009). A specification is also 

considered as the language dependent aspect of an ontology (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 

 

Conceptualization 

 

This project considers a conceptualization as a set of semantic elements, e.g. concepts, 

relationships, properties and human readable definitions (Lacy, 2005). Guarino and co-

authors consider conceptualization as what is «private to the mind of the individual» 

(Guarino et al., 2009). Guarino considers conceptualization as the language independent 

aspect of an ontology as illustrated in figure 0.4 (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 
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Figure 0.4 Language dependent and independent aspects  
of an ontology 

Ontology 

 

This project defines an ontology as a specification of a conceptualization. Gruber defines an 

ontology as an «explicit specification of a conceptualization» (Thomas R. Gruber, 1993). The 

project’s definition removes the unnecessary explicit qualifying term since a specification is 

explicit by definition. Figure 0.5 outlines the language dependent aspect of an ontology. The 

specification aspect of an ontology comprises four levels: informal, semi-informal, semi-

formal and formal. The informal level incorporates the natural language. Concept maps 

compose the semi-informal level. The semi-formal level encompasses the Entity Relationship 

Diagram (ERD) techniques and UML. The formal ontology level contains languages that 

define axioms forming a partial account of reality that can be processed by a semantic 

reasoning system or semantic reasoner (Guarino et al., 2009) (Bae, 2014). A semantic 

reasoner also known as an inference engine infers new axioms by deducting them from a 

base ontology. An ontology engineer provides a base ontology and validates consistency and 

correctness of the resulting superset (Lee, Matentzoglu, Sattler, & Parsia, 2015) (Bouten et 

al., 2016). Four exemplary formal languages are illustrated in figure 0.5. The Foundation for 

Intelligent Physical Agents’ (FIPA) Agent Communication Language (ACL) supports the 

representation of ontological reasoned messages (Hsu & Cheng, 2015). The Semantic Web 
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rule Language (SWRL) allows specifying axioms and knowledge rules (de Farias, Roxin, & 

Nicolle, 2016). The Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) language represents 

knowledge in the form of triple stores (subject, verb, object predicates) that can be used for 

semantic queries (Su et al., 2018). The Web Ontology Language (OWL) allows the 

representation of knowledge in an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) document encoding 

format (Rattanasawad, Buranarach, Saikaew, & Supnithi, 2018). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 0.5 The language dependent aspect  
of an ontology 
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relationships relate concepts with the same meaning. An antonymy relation associates 

opposing or disjoint concepts. The Hyponymy relationship subsumes a specific concept to a 

generic one. The meronymy and holonymy relationships support the equivalent of the UML 

composition relationship, the former indicates that a concept composes another one, while 

the latter indicates that one concept includes another one (Nicola Guarino, 1998) (Lacy, 

2005).  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 0.6 The language independent aspect of  
an ontology 
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within the multi-domain ontology illustrated in figure 0.3. ODPs pertain to specific concepts 

or relations (Blomqvist, 2009b). (Blomqvist, 2010). 

 

Content Ontology Design Pattern (CODP) 

 

According to (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009) (Blomqvist, 2009a), a content ODP, or a CODP, is 

a design pattern that addresses business concepts found in a domain ontology. This research 

project specifically investigates CODPs representing business concepts that are meant to be 

applicable to all industry sectors. 

 

Agnostic CODP 

 

This project defines an agnostic CODP as an abstract ODP that possesses a distinct definition 

among other concepts and that can apply to any industry sector. This definition is inspired by 

Thomas Erl’s definition of the term Agnostic in the context of Service Oriented Architecture 

as an application service that is business process independent and reusable across all contexts 

and domains in the enterprise (Erl, Merson, & Stoffers, 2017). Furthermore, an agnostic 

CODP is defined in such a way that it cannot be confused with other agnostic concepts. 

 

Multi-domain ontology 

 

A mid-level formal ontology that comprises a collection of interrelated agnostic CODPs that 

allow a cross-industry conceptualization (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012). Concepts related to 

any industry may be represented using the multi-domain ontology. The multi-domain 

ontology comprises modules that would possibly assist the ontology engineer in optimizing 

the agnostic axioms’ interactions .(Hitzler & Shimizu, 2018).  
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2. Problem Statement 

 

Starting in the 1990s, system interoperability, the ability of application systems to exchange 

information and conduct coordinated processes, has become an important intra and extra 

organizational requirement. This organizational requirement stems from the increasing need 

for the organizations to cooperate within and between organizations (Lu, Panetto, Ni, & Gu, 

2013) (Estublier, Cunin, Belkhatir, Amiour, & Dami, 1998).  

 

This research project targets the semantic heterogeneity problem, dubbed the «old problem» 

by De Giacomo and co-authors in (De Giacomo, Lembo, Lenzerini, Poggi, & Rosati, 2018). 

Some work pertaining to its solution, data integration, dates back over 30 years ago (Deen, 

Amin, & Taylor, 1987). Semantic heterogeneity originates from having application systems 

designed with different vocabularies, data models or ontologies. It affects the capacity of 

enterprises to have their systems interoperate within and between organizations. Systems 

interoperability represents a crucial capability to industry and government sectors alike. 

Semantic heterogeneity plagues the industry sectors by costing valuable funds (Lenz, Peleg, 

& Reichert, 2012) (M. Dietrich, Lemcke, & Stuhec, 2013) (Lemcke, 2009) (Brodie, 2010) 

(Jhingran, Mattos, & Pirahesh, 2002). It also hinders medical and pharmaceutical sectors in 

depriving them from some research funds needed to preserve and save lives (Williams et al., 

2012) (Mirhaji et al., 2009). The scientific community has yet to propose a final solution for 

this problem (Doan, Halevy, & Ives, 2012) (Olivé, 2017) (Olivé, 2018).  

 

The IT scientific community has conducted research notably in the development of formal 

ontologies for reasoning applications to resolve the semantic heterogeneity problem. 

Cognitive applications would perform the data integration function with the use of formal 

ontologies containing knowledge assertions (Bergamaschi et al., 2018) (Haziti, Qadi, Bazzi, 

& Elhassouni, 2018). Ontology science and engineering lack the maturity to provide a 

coherent theoretical framework to allow truly cross-enterprise semantic interoperability 

solutions (Pinkel et al., 2015). To illustrate the lack of maturity, in (Bennett & Bayrak, 2011), 

the authors define a data integration system as a «general-purpose (application) used to 
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provide interoperability among autonomous heterogeneous database systems». Later in the 

same article, the authors refer to data integration as a «problem». In (Lenzerini, 2002), the 

authors define data integration as «the problem of combining data residing at different 

sources, and providing the user with a unified view of these data». Confusing the problem, 

i.e. semantic heterogeneity, with the solution, i.e. data integration, sheds doubts in the theory-

building research process. 

 

Dietrich and co-authors reported, citing an Aberdeen report (Kastner & Saia, 2006), that 

semantic heterogeneity may cost 40% of IT budget in deploying data integration platforms 

(M. Dietrich et al., 2013). The cited Aberdeen report does not explain the research method 

used to determine the cost of a significant problem such as semantic heterogeneity. If applied 

hypothetically to the United States of America’s 2016 global output (Anonymous, 2016) of 

over $31.9 trillion and considering that IT costs in average 3.3% of corporate revenues in all 

industry sectors (Hall, 2016), the problem of semantic heterogeneity would cost the US 

economy each year in excess of $400 billion. Simply quoting an unsubstantiated number 

such as the cost of semantic heterogeneity in terms of the expenditures in developing data 

integration may not constitute effective scientific research, let alone sound theory building.  

 

This research project intends to perform more disciplined theory building based on a dual 

method qualitative research approach. This project’s approach is based on a similar dual 

method research described in (Bano, Zowghi, & da Rimini, 2017) to alleviate the issues 

raised in this section. The project’s approach aims to demonstrate trustworthiness and 

hopefully stimulate a more definitive progress to resolve the semantic heterogeneity problem. 

 

3. Context 

 

The impact of economic woes, in the aftermath of the great recession of 2007 (Elsby, Hobijn, 

& Sahin, 2010), and the increase of compliance regulations render the enterprises more 

dependent on internal and external collaborations to cut costs and to achieve their strategic 

objectives and fulfill their mission more efficiently (Duygan-Bump, Levkov, & Montoriol-
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Garriga, 2015) (De Toni, 2016). The significant pressure to reduce waste, in addition to 

costs, motivates the organizations of all industries to internally operate more efficiently with 

their existing customer base. Globalization, removal of trade constraints and the evolving 

regulatory landscape impose further pressure notably on the service industry (Bagheri & 

Jahromi, 2016). Direct relationship marketing monopolizes excessively financial and other 

resources to maintain good relations with existing customers. Again, as in the case of 

partnerships, the organizations' information systems must also interoperate to allow 

individual enterprises to strive in retaining their customers and expand their business. 

 

Defense government agencies are affected as well by semantic heterogeneity in their attempt 

to implement system interoperability. Semantic heterogeneity constitutes an important 

challenge for large enterprises and notably for organization such as the US Department of 

National Defence (Morosoff, Rudnicki, Bryant, Farrell, & Smith, 2015). In manufacturing, 

new approaches to design products are proposed to allow product manufacturers to be more 

competitive: Set-Based Design (SBD) (Kerga, Schmid, Rebentisch, & Terzi, 2016), a new 

product development process proposed in (Belay, Welo, & Helo, 2014) and the modular 

approach, popular notably in aerospace manufacturing (Buergin et al., 2018). The SBD 

approach, for example, can contribute reducing in average by 25% the project duration and 

by 40% the total project costs as demonstrated in laboratory simulations (Kerga et al., 2016). 

These new product design approaches require that the Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 

systems interoperate. Semantic heterogeneity adversely affects system interoperability thus 

hindering efforts to execute the new product design methodologies (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 

2013). 

 

4. Research Objective 

 

This research project aims to elicit data model patterns from experienced practitioners and 

from rigorously selected publications.  The data model patterns are to be re-engineered as 

agnostic axioms and to compose the multi-domain (formal) ontology. Although data model 

patterns are only used in semi-formal ontologies, e.g. database and software design, they can 
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contribute for building formal ontologies, such as the multi-domain ontology (Blomqvist, 

2010). The use of formal ontologies within data integration cognitive platforms constitutes an 

efficient approach to solve semantic heterogeneity (Jirkovský, Obitko, & Mařík, 2017). 

 

5. Research questions 

 

In this project, the research questions allow to transition, during the project, from the 

research objective to the actual research protocols. This project considers a research protocol 

an instance of a method with a specific research question or set of questions. The first 

question pertains directly to the objective:  

 

Research question #1 

 

What are the conceptualization patterns found in semi-formal ontologies, e.g. data model 

patterns, software engineering patterns, etc., that can be agnostic to any domain or industry 

sector in the context of enterprise semantic interoperability and can be used as the basis of 

agnostic CODPs to resolve semantic heterogeneity in enterprise systems? 

 

Research question #1 is to be translated into more detail forms of investigation in the design 

and execution of the research protocols. The second question raises the contentious issue 

about choosing a research approach, specifically in selecting between theory testing or theory 

building approaches. As indicated in (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012), two fundamental 

approaches can be used: theory building and theory testing. Theory testing or quantitative 

methods typically use known variables to statistically measure and validate the extent to 

which a theory can explain a phenomenon. Theory building or qualitative methods, on the 

other hand, attempt to explain a phenomenon and explore its various facets. While 

quantitative methods are relatively standard, qualitative research methods do not benefit from 

standardization and are still evolving (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012). The use of qualitative 

research methods in information systems may constitute a highly contentious matter 
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(Marshall, Cardon, Poddar, & Fontenot, 2013). The project formulates the second question as 

in the following: 

 

Research question #2 

 

What research method or methods can be used in the attempt to effectively answer the first 

research question while providing sufficient evidence to instill confidence in the 

methodology employed and in the findings? 

 

The second question requires reviewing the literature pertaining to research methods in 

information systems, information technology and software engineering. The literature review 

performed in this project to address research question #2 included a text book well cited by 

researchers: (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012), which provides guidance on selecting between 

theory testing and theory building. A contribution from Orlikowsky and Baroudi raised the 

issue in 1991 about the detrimental effect of the exclusive use of quantitative research for 

information systems (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Chapter 1 provides a more complete 

perspective on the literature review performed for addressing research question #2 and for 

the design decision made and indicated in the upcoming introduction’s fundamental research 

approach subsection. 

 

6. Statement of the thesis argued in this project 

 

As indicated in the problem statement subsection, this project in effect addresses the problem 

pertaining to semantic heterogeneity and secondly the need to perform more disciplined 

theory building. This research project argues the following thesis as the position defended by 

the dissertation (Anonymous, 2018): 

 

There is a set of data model patterns that are applicable to any private industry or government 

sector that can be used as agnostic CODPs and collectively constitute, after being translated 
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into axioms, a (formal) multi-domain ontology that can be used by a cognitive data 

integration application to resolve the semantic heterogeneity problem. 

 

7. The research project’s starting postulates 

 

The project’s starting postulates describe the researcher’s sources of inspiration for 

specifying the primary research question. The researcher draws from professional experience 

to formulate a first research question construed as potentially beneficial for an optimized 

research roadmap. These postulates only apply for the beginning of the project and may 

become irrelevant as new phases or projects pursue the exploration, theory building and 

theory testing efforts leading to the ultimate resolution of the problem. The starting postulates 

are: 

• Agnostic CODPs that ensure ontology reusability are needed for a multi-domain 

ontology to be used in a cognitive data integration platform. This postulate 

conceptually originates from (Erl, 2008) and (Erl et al., 2017); 

• Data model patterns can be used to kick start the development of formal ontologies 

(Blomqvist, 2010); 

• The conceptualization aspect of an ontology is key to the richness of an ontology’s 

axioms (Guarino et al., 2009); 

• Best practice for formulating CODPs consist in the use of ODPs that can be used 

across several domains (Blomqvist, 2010); 

• Data model patterns, such as those proposed in (West, 2011) and (Blaha, 2010b), may 

contribute to a more efficient multi-domain ontology for a cognitive data integration 

platform. 

 

8. Fundamental research approach 

 

In the problem statement subsection, the semantic heterogeneity problem represents the focus 

of this project. While performing research to contribute in solving this problem, this project 

also proposes a research design to demonstrate trustworthiness. The research design needs to 
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ensure the elicitation of agnostic data model patterns or agnostic CODPs used 

interchangeably, fulfilling the first thesis while establishing the credibility, dependability, 

confirmability and transferability of the proposed dual method approach, supporting the 

second thesis. A purely qualitative research approach is proposed in this project to start the 

theory-building process.  

 

This decision stems in part from a position taken in (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991) who were 

the first to argue that the exclusive use of positivist (hypothetico-deductive) methods may 

detrimentally affect the effort of effectively engaging all scientific challenges in information 

systems. Shirley Gregor posits in (S. Gregor, 2006) and (Shirley Gregor, 2017) that the 

science of design, to which the project subsumes, requires a theory-building approach. A 

qualitative research method is prescribed (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012) to build theory when 

needed. In (Alemu, Stevens, & Ross, 2011), the authors clearly argue that semantic 

interoperability research requires a qualitative research approach. This decision about the 

selection of the research methodology is also problematic since some IT postgraduate 

faculties with a positivist stance, and under pressure to produce studies, react in a hostile 

manner against qualitative (constructivist) studies (Marshall et al., 2013). Marshall et al. also 

argue the scarcity of methodological standards in qualitative research, notably to establish the 

trustworthiness of the research process. This controversial situation motivates a careful and 

diligent approach for designing the research methodology for this project. 

 

This project’s research design is based on a concurrent dual qualitative research approach 

that represents one of the first actual utilizations of such research methodology. The 

consequences of the decision to only perform qualitative research entail that this project is 

attempting to establish trustworthiness and not validity (Guba & Lincoln, 2001) (Cypress, 

2017). Furthermore, this qualitative research process being essentially exploratory is driven 

only by a research question and not by hypotheses such as in the case of hypothetico-

deductive or mix methods research (Wohlin & Aurum, 2015). Future phases of this project 

may involve a research design using a mixed-method phenomenological approach as 
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proposed by (Flynn & Korcuska, 2018) where strengths of both qualitative and quantitative 

approaches may be used to solidify this emerging theory’s foundation. 

 

This project’s research approach is inspired from another dual qualitative research method 

approach designed by M Bano, D Zowghi and F Da Rimini. Bano and her team’s approach 

uses qualitative SLR and case studies to investigate requirements engineering, specifically in 

the relationship of user involvement and system success in software development (Bano et 

al., 2017). 

 

Figure 0.7 holistically illustrates this project’s dual method research approach. Process P1 

comprises the high-level design activities to define the two theory elicitation protocols, i.e. 

the qualitative SLR and the phenomenological research method, two use cases and the 

concluding trustworthiness establishment activity. Process P1 also prescribes a strategy to 

establish trustworthiness for the research process. Process P2 pertains to the detail design and 

execution of the SLR protocol, based on (Okoli, 2015; Okoli & Schabram, 2010). P2 

formulates a practical screen that retains or rejects publications in two stages. The practical 

screen’s first stage filters papers based on their metadata. The second stage requires reading 

the publications. Then, the SLR’s analysis and synthesis stages are based on this project’s 

phenomenological research method (C. Moustakas, 1994) and from (Thomas & Harden, 

2008). Process P3 covers the detail design and the execution of the phenomenological 

protocol. P3 establishes a purposeful sampling approach in selecting participants. The 

participants, called co-researchers, provide an insight to their experience in the phenomenon 

defined as data integration. Also P3 elaborates the semi-structured interview questionnaire 

(Bevan, 2014), the analysis and synthesis activities (C. Moustakas, 1994). Finally, P3 defines 

the computation method for determining data saturation that is also used in P2 (Marshall et 

al., 2013). Processes P4 and P5 execute use cases for collaborative product design for 

manufacturing and collaborative logistics planning for military coalition deployments. The 

use cases intend to show transferability from the SLR’s findings in both contexts 

respectively. Finally, process P6 establishes the trustworthiness of this project’s dual 
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qualitative research method approach using the criteria proposed in (Guba & Lincoln, 2001) 

(Anney, 2014) (Forero et al., 2018) (Suri, 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 0.7 Overview of the dual method qualitative research approach 

 

9. Scope of the research project 

 

The focal point of the project is to collect agnostic CODPs, i.e. ontology design patterns that 

represents business concepts of various domains and that can apply to any industry sectors. 

The completion of this project consists in the development of a run-time multi-domain 

ontology functioning as the terminological component or T-box of a data integration 

cognitive platform. Concretely, the multi-domain ontology will comprise agnostic axioms, 

produced from the translation of the agnostic CODPs elicited in this delivery. Although less 

expressive than formal ontology languages such as OWL, UML can still show hyponymy, 

meronymy and holonymy relationships that constitutes valid ontology design pattern material 
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based on the definition of an ontology design pattern formulated in (Blomqvist, 2010). Since 

the project for the time being does not translate patterns into axioms, agnostic data model 

patterns are considered agnostic CODPs. Blomqvist also considered the benefits of 

accelerating the development of axioms intended for cognitive applications using data model 

patterns; a critical consideration for this project. The early of the project for the current 

delivery only elicits data model patterns. The project considers collecting from formal 

ontologies only at a later phase. As indicated earlier in this subsection, agnostic CODPs 

constitute the common thread of this project’s research processes. 

 

10. Limits to the research project 

 

By virtue of the research question, this project and its dual-method design concentrate 

exclusively on data models patterns, or semi-formal ontology patterns, elicited from selected 

publications through the SLR’s practical screen and by interviewing experienced 

practitioners using the phenomenological research method. The recommendations set forth 

by Blomqvist in (Blomqvist, 2009a), to elicit data model patterns to be used as CODPs, 

defines this project’s fundamental purpose and inspiration. This project’s limitations include 

the following: 

  

• Only data model patterns are considered for this research. No formal ontologies are 

studied for concept elicitation; 

• Only data model patterns related to a business context are handled; 

• Only publications written in English or French can be retained; 

• Only participants speaking English or French can be retained; 

• The SLR only covers papers published between 2009 and 2017 inclusively; 

• Only domain level concepts are considered. No foundational concepts such as 

“Instance” are considered; 

• The conversion of agnostic CODPs to axiomatic representation in the multi-domain 

ontology and further design and development of the ontology are not part of this 

project;  
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• The logical representation in a Description Logic language is not covered in this 

project. Agnostic CODPs are represented in light UML;  

• This project’s phenomenological research method limits the number of co-researchers 

to 15. Although this number may increase within the five to 25 range proposed by (P. 

Leedy & Ormrod, 2012), this project does not intend satisfying data or theoretical 

saturation. This project considers data saturation as the point where no new 

knowledge is created with the current research question. Further work may be 

required to achieve data saturation. Theoretical saturation represents here the point 

where no new knowledge is created after all possible research methods and protocols, 

qualitative, quantitative or mixed, have been used; 

• The methodology to assemble and integrate the agnostic CODPs into the multi-

domain ontology and consistency checks are excluded as well; 

• A formal audit has not been performed although the data is available for such review 

on demand along with an audit protocol; 

• A multi-researcher triangulation process for establishing methodological and data 

trustworthiness has not being performed during this project but is planned for 

upcoming phases. 

• The project may remove certain of the aforementioned limitations in future phases. 

 

11. Recapitulative overview of the project 

 

Figures 0.8 and 0.9 summarize the project in its current form using concept maps. Figure 0.8 

illustrates the triangle between the semantic heterogeneity problem, the enterprise’s capacity 

this problem affects, i.e. system interoperability and the data integration cognitive platform, 

the solution to the semantic heterogeneity problem. 
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Figure 0.8 The problem, the affected capacity and the solution triangle 
 

Figure 0.9 provides a recapitulative and holistic perspective of this project in its current state 

starting with the formulation of the problem. This holistic perspective finishes with the 

establishment of trustworthiness and the building of a proposed theory containing agnostic 

CODPs, the common thread to this entire research, also referred as phenomenon knowledge. 

Additionally, the phenomenological protocol provides on its own other elements of 

knowledge, or peripheral knowledge, such as quality and efficiency, elicited material that 

may assist the project to clearly define metrics in a future phase. The semantic heterogeneity 

problem requires a research objective that orients the research efforts toward what is believed 

to be key pieces of the solution, the agnostic CODPs. RA-EKI defines as its centerpiece the 

multi-domain ontology that is to be composed of agnostic axioms. The multi-domain 

agnostic axioms, the logical semantic rules represented in formal language and executable in 

cognitive applications, will originate from the agnostic CODPs elicited during this project.  

 

Also illustrated in figure 0.9, the research objective generates two research questions as 

previously indicated, the primary question relative to the existence of agnostic CODPs and 

the secondary question regarding the research methodology that should be used during the 

initial stage of this project. The research methodology to be used in the initial stage of this 

project consists in a dual qualitative research method approach. The dual qualitative research 

approach comprises the SLR and phenomenological research methods, which design is 

described in chapter 1. Each method is instantiated into a protocol that specifically addresses 
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the research question. The SLR protocol comprises a practical screen that filters queried 

publications and extracts agnostic data model patterns for analysis and synthesis. The 

phenomenological protocol comprises a questionnaire that is used to extract agnostic data 

model patterns from participants also for analysis and synthesis. The phenomenological 

protocol is also designed to elicit peripheral knowledge related to quality and efficiency of 

agnostic data model patterns, or agnostic CODPs. Both protocols build proposed theory as 

documented in chapters 2 and 5. They also contribute to the establishment of trustworthiness 

that provides the means to assess, in the context of qualitative research, to what extent the 

methods and the findings may be trusted, as covered in chapter 6. The protocols also provide 

the means to determine a certain level of theoretical saturation. Theoretical saturation partly 

guides the formulation of the research objective and questions and the evolution of the 

project also documented and discussed in chapter 6. In future phases, the proposed theory 

built during the present stage will be experimentally deployed. The agnostic CODPs will be 

translated into agnostic axioms and integrated in the multi-domain ontology using a formal 

ontology modeling tool. The multi-domain ontology will be incorporated in a data integration 

cognitive platform, in addition to data integration, cognitive and other task ontologies. The 

data integration cognitive platform will be developed to solve the semantic heterogeneity 

problem within the RA-EKI framework. 
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Figure 0.9 Recapitulative overview of the project 

 

12. Structure of the dissertation 

 

This manuscript-based dissertation comprises six chapters, each corresponding to an article 

that covers the work, and in some cases findings, performed in the context of the processes 

illustrated in figure 0.1. These chapters intend to argue both theses described earlier in this 

section. Chapter 1 covers the high-level design activities for the dual method qualitative 

research approach associated with the two main protocols themselves, the two supporting use 

cases and the concluding trustworthiness establishment process. Chapters 2 and 5 constitute 

the main processes in which two distinct and autonomous research methods, the SLR and the 

phenomenological research methods, have their protocols and findings richly documented. 

Chapter 2 outlines specifically the in-depth description of the protocol, the practical screen, 

the search query and the findings, including a set of UML diagrams representing the results 

of the analysis and synthesis of the retained publications, which consists in the agnostic data 
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model patterns. Chapter 5 covers its protocol that is centered on a semi-structured interview 

questionnaire. Chapter 5 similarly to chapter 2 outlines the outcome of the analysis and 

synthesis steps in the form of UML diagrams representing the sought data model patterns. 

Additionally, chapter 5 provides context knowledge relative to the co-researchers average 

years of experience and industry sectors they were involved; peripheral knowledge also 

provided insight in the co-researchers’ belief regarding, for example, the notions of 

efficiency and quality measurements, to be used in future stages of the project. Chapters 3 

and 4 pertain on specific industry applications of the agnostic CODPs elicited in the SLR 

study. These two specific industry applications were randomly selected from several other 

industry domains and sectors that are subject to research on data integration. Chapter 3 

examines the potential application of the SLR’s elicited agnostic data model patterns in the 

context of collaborative logistics planning for military coalition deployment. Chapter 4 

covers the SLR’s data model patterns application in the context of collaborative product 

design in manufacturing. Chapter 6 establishes the trustworthiness of the dual method 

qualitative research approach by applying the four trustworthiness criteria: credibility, 

dependability, confirmability and transferability. 
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Abstract 

In all private and government sectors, the semantic heterogeneity problem constitutes an 

important roadblock to organizations’ efforts to implement systems interoperability. 

Semantic heterogeneity, an unnecessary ill, originates from application systems designed 

with different vocabularies or data models within an enterprise. Systems interoperability 

represents a crucial capability to the industry and government sectors. This paper proposes a 

dual method approach to establish the trustworthiness of a qualitative research project to 

elicit agnostic Content Ontology Design Patterns (CODPs). These two methods are covered 

in separate publications. First, the (qualitative) Systematic Literature Review (SLR) approach 

studies relevant publications using a rigorous approach to elicit the sought agnostic CODPs. 

Secondly, the phenomenological research method investigates through semi-structured 

interviews primarily the agnostic CODPs and other secondary topics. The SLR approach 

intends to elicit data to construct theory around a specific type of mid-level ontology called a 

multi-domain ontology. The concept of multi-domain ontology has been proposed previously 

in (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The SLR approach uses 

a practical screen that comprises a set of criteria to select publications to have their content 

examined, analyzed and synthesized. The findings are represented in the form of CODP 

template. This paper’s research approach draws from Clark Moustakas’ phenomenological 

research methods. Clark Moustakas’ phenomenological research methods, applied in clinical 
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psychology, elicit theoretical material through the experience of participants Moustakas 

referred to as co-researchers. The concept of abstract, or agnostic, concepts used for data 

integration represents the studied phenomenon. As in the case of the SLR, the content elicited 

from the interview is examined, analyzed and synthesized. 

Keywords: Content ODP, Ontology Design Patterns, Ontology, inference application, multi-

domain ontology, Systematic Literature Review, phenomenological research method, 

trustworthiness, constructivism, dual method, qualitative research.  

 

1.1      Introduction 

In all private and government sectors, the semantic heterogeneity problem constitutes an 

important roadblock to organizations’ efforts to implement systems interoperability. 

Semantic heterogeneity originates from application systems designed with different 

vocabularies or data models within an enterprise. Systems interoperability represents a 

crucial capability to the industry and government sectors. The scientific community has yet 

to propose a solution for this problem (Doan et al., 2012) (Olivé, 2017). This problem has a 

financial impact in respect to IT expenses that can be used for more productive functionality, 

(M. Dietrich et al., 2013), (Lemcke, 2009) as well as (Brodie, 2010) and (Jhingran et al., 

2002). Furthermore, there may be consequences in terms of human life since there is 

logically a cost stemming from valuable medical and pharmaceutical research funds wasted 

in addressing semantic heterogeneity (Lenz et al., 2012). In (Williams et al., 2012) and 

(Mirhaji et al., 2009) the authors stress that efforts in deploying data integration pose 

significant challenges in biomedical research and hinders knowledge discovery critically 

needed to develop new drugs. 

 

One solution to the semantic heterogeneity problem is data integration using semantic web-

capable technologies (De Giacomo et al., 2018). Data integration is a capability that allows 

harmonizing the meaning of data originating from various sources in a seamless manner, as if 

the data came from one single source (Jirkovský et al., 2017). (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) 

propose a knowledge management model: the Reference Architecture – Enterprise 
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Knowledge Architecture (RA-EKI), which comprises high-level specifications for several 

ontology-driven applications such as Natural Language Processing (NLP), knowledge 

extraction and data integration. RA-EKI comprises a mid-level type ontology, a form of 

ontology more specific than a foundational ontology but more generic than a domain 

ontology  (Obrst, Chase, & Markeloff, 2012) (Zuanelli, 2017) called the multi-domain 

ontology. The multi-domain ontology is designed to fulfill the requirements of various 

semantic web-based applications, such as inferential or cognitive applications.  

 

The multi-domain ontology intends to apply to all industry and government sectors. Its 

conceptualization is to be agnostic, a characteristic based on T. Erl’s Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) principle of service reusability through agnostic design (Erl, 2008). Erl 

defines agnostic design as a design that can apply across the enterprise. (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, & 

Coallier, 2018a) extend this definition to a design which semantics can apply across all 

industry sectors. The objective of this paper is to propose a research design to elicit agnostic 

Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) for the design of the multi-domain ontology. ODPs are 

defined by as: «a set of ontological elements, structures or construction principles that intend 

to solve a specific engineering problem and that recurs, either exactly replicated or in an 

adapted form, within some set of ontologies, or is envisioned to recur within some future set 

of ontologies» (Blomqvist, 2010). 

 

 As recommended by (Blomqvist, 2010), data model (semi-formal ontology) patterns can be 

used to «kick-start the usage of [formal ontology] patterns». Based on the latter 

recommendation and by (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) classifying data models as semi-

formal ontologies, this project states the following as its research objective: «To elicit data 

model patterns. The data model patterns are to be re-engineered as agnostic CODPs and to 

compose the multi-domain ontology» (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a). The research question 

strictly focuses on eliciting the agnostic (design) data model patterns considered, by 

definition, as agnostic CODPs. The research question is formulated as: 

« What are the conceptualization patterns found in semi-formal ontologies, e.g. data model 

patterns, software engineering patterns, etc., that can be agnostic to any domain or industry 
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sector in the context of enterprise semantic interoperability and can be used as the basis of 

agnostic CODPs to resolve semantic heterogeneity in enterprise systems?» (Fitzpatrick, 

Ratté, et al., 2018a). 

 

This problematic situation consequently influences the decision regarding the selection of the 

fundamental scientific approach to use. As argued in (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012): 

 

The current IT theoretical frameworks do not adequately support the industry in terms of 

knowledge and know-how in respect to ontology-based data integration. No existing 

methodology would allow, without research, to elaborate an ontology-based [design] 

approach of a cross enterprise data integration capability... A qualitative research project to 

achieve the research objective is therefore warranted. For this purpose, a theory-building 

qualitative research approach is considered here. 

 

This decision stems from a position taken by Orlikowski and Baroudi in (Orlikowski & 

Baroudi, 1991) who were the first to argue that the exclusive use of positivist (hypothetico-

deductive) methods may be detrimental to the effort of engaging all scientific challenges in 

information systems. Shirley Gregor posits in (S. Gregor, 2006) and (Shirley Gregor, 2017) 

that in the science of design, to which the present project subsumes, a theory-building 

approach is warranted. A qualitative research method is prescribed (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 

2012) to build theory when needed. This decision about the selection of the research 

methodology is also problematic since some IT postgraduate faculties with a positivist 

stance, and under pressure to produce studies, react in a hostile manner against qualitative 

(constructivist) studies (Marshall et al., 2013). This controversial situation motivates a 

careful and diligent approach for designing the research methodology for this project. 

 

The mixed methods approach, using both quantitative and qualitative research designs as 

recommended in (John W Creswell & Creswell, 2017), is not used by this project on the 

basis that this a first exploratory effort and all project resources are concentrated in eliciting 

knowledge. The utilization of a mixed methods approach design may be considered for future 
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research efforts. This project’s research design is based on a concurrent dual qualitative 

research approach that represents one of the first actual utilizations of such research 

methodology. The consequences of the decision to only perform qualitative research entail 

that this project is attempting to establish trustworthiness and not validity  (Guba & Lincoln, 

2001) (Cypress, 2017). Furthermore, this qualitative research process is driven by a research 

question and not by hypotheses such as in the case of hypothetico-deductive research. 

 

This project’s research approach and strategies consider the trustworthiness criteria as 

defined in (Guba & Lincoln, 2001) and (Anney, 2014). Added to the trustworthiness criteria, 

the concept of theoretical and data saturation, first introduced in the grounded theory method, 

that allows to determine at a point during the qualitative research process when no new data 

or theory are created (Saunders et al., 2017). This is an emerging and elusive concept that is 

difficult to apply since theoretical sufficiency can only be determined post-mortem (Sim, 

Saunders, Waterfield, & Kingstone, 2018). Since this project intends to serve as a starting 

point in a series of other research initiatives, the project does not set saturation goals. The 

project is set to only measure theoretical (data) saturation for the purpose of planning future 

work.  

 

Table 1.1 describes the trustworthiness criteria prescribed by (Guba & Lincoln, 2001) and 

(Anney, 2014) to conduct qualitative research and the key design decisions made to ensure 

that the research process design satisfies these criteria. First of the trustworthiness criteria is 

the credibility criterion, which entails that the findings are considered believable by various 

stakeholders such as publication’s editorial boards and the participants (co-researchers) to the 

research. This is done through thick description and by triangulation, i.e. the relative 

similarity of the findings using methods with different data sources such as a Systematic 

Literature Review (SLR) eliciting data from rigorously selected publications and a 

Phenomenological research method extracting data through semi-structured interviews. 

Secondly, the transferability criterion allows examining how the findings can be used in a 

specific context through use case scenarios for example. Thirdly, the dependability criterion 
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involves an audit trail. Finally, the confirmability is established by the capacity of the 

research design to allow very similar findings to be produced by other researchers. 

 
Table 1.1 Trustworthiness criteria for a dual method qualitative research 

(Guba & Lincoln, 2001) (Anney, 2014) and key design decisions 
 
Criteria Description of the criteria Key design decisions 
Credibility The findings are construed as 

believable by readers. 
Publications for each of the two 
research methods will be written 
using the thick description 
approach; 
 
The two publications will be 
using two different sources of 
research data, which are to be 
compared for relative similarity. 
Anney in (Anney, 2014) 
recommends at least one 
triangulation, ideally two. An 
SLR method, a standalone 
publication-oriented method as 
defined in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et 
al., 2018a) citing (Okoli, 2015). 
The second method used is the 
phenomenological research 
method as detailed in 
(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, & Coallier, 
2018c) citing (C. Moustakas, 
1994). The phenomenological 
approach uses semi-structured 
interviews. 

Transferability The findings are used in a 
specific context, e.g. use 
cases. 

To examine how the findings can be 
used, in the execution of a 
competency question in a specific 
context. This project has adopted two 
scenarios: 

• Collaborative logistics 
planning in a (military) 
coalition force deployment; 

• Collaborative product design 
in Product Lifecycle 
Management (PLM). 
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Table 1.1 Trustworthiness criteria for a dual method qualitative research 
(Guba & Lincoln, 2001) (Anney, 2014) and key design decisions (continued) 

 
Criteria Description of the criteria Key design decisions 
Dependability Criterion involves an audit 

trail. 
Artifacts are produced to allow an 
auditor to verify the veracity and 
accuracy of the findings. Artifacts 
include interview recording, 
interview live notes, transcripts, 
content analysis and synthesis 
spreadsheets (Forero et al., 2018). 

Confirmability Capacity of the research 
design to allow very similar 
findings to be produced by 
other researchers. 

Detailed description steps for each 
research method to allow another 
researcher to reconstitute the findings 
to a high degree of confidence 
(Forero et al., 2018). 

 

In section 1.2, we start with the state of the art related to both research methods, i.e. the SLR 

and the phenomenological research. Section 1.3 provides a holistic perspective of the overall 

research process. Section 1.4 concludes the paper with a discussion on the research project’s 

next steps. 

 

1.2      State of the art 

As stated in the previous section this project aims in eliciting agnostic CODPs from data 

model patterns. After this project, these agnostic CODPs are to be eventually axiomatized 

and developed as a multi-domain ontology for performing data integration. A dual method 

qualitative research process is proposed to perform the required elicitation of agnostic 

CODPs. Although no similar dual method qualitative research with the purpose of eliciting 

agnostic CODPs were found, related publications were extracted and examined as indicated 

in this section. 

 

(Simsion, Milton, & Shanks, 2012) and  (Anglim, Milton, Rajapakse, & Weber, 2009) used 

qualitative research approaches using interviews or surveys to acquire insight from data 

modeling professionals. (Anglim et al., 2009) studied the current and expected practice in 

data modeling. Anglim and co-authors elicited from experienced data modelers insight in 
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respect to high-level data modeling. Their approach, with a documented method, involved 

semi-structured interviews. The latter research reached out to the practitioners by contacting 

professional associations. (Simsion et al., 2012) directly addressed the issue of the purpose of 

data modeling, i.e. descriptive versus design, which this project intends to explore in a future 

phase as a variable that may be associated with the semantic heterogeneity problem. Simsion 

and his co-authors also diligently documented the research method that used surveys 

intended for practitioners and semi-structured interviews intended to data modeling «thought 

leaders» identified by name in the publication. The research design does not explain the 

method to determine how the «thought leaders» were selected. This research attempted to 

identify the purpose of data modeling, either descriptive, i.e. to foster communication of 

requirements, to design semantic structures such as databases. Following the synthesis of the 

survey and interview data (Simsion et al., 2012) concluded that data modeling was better 

characterized as design. 

 

In (Olivé, 2017), the author covers a new variation of the notion of ontological agnosticism, a 

similar concept to the multi-domain ontology. This research proposes the concept a universal 

ontology. This paper elicits positive and negative reactions from the scientific community in 

regards to an ontology that is intended to solve semantic integration, which we interpreted as 

semantic heterogeneity. 

 

In respect to SLRs, only seven papers used the SLR approach on the broad subject of 

ontologies and were identified using the following search query in the scholar google 

publication database: 

 

«allintitle: ontology "systematic literature survey" OR "systematic survey" OR "systematic 

literature review" OR "systematic review» 

 

Table 1.2 summarizes the SLR’s content, concentrating on the relevant material for this 

project. It is important to mention that none of the papers used a thick descriptive approach 

that would allow progressively improving the method for future usage. The project considers 
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thick description as a crucial characteristic for qualitative research that may help future 

researchers to use qualitative researchers. 

 

Table 1.2 Related SLR publications 
 

SLR publication title Relevant summary 

(Blanco, Lasheras, Fernández-
Medina, Valencia-García, & 
Toval, 2011) 

Thick description of the research method, including 
the practical screen as recommended by (Okoli, 2015). 
The papers indicated that reusability was important 
and the abstraction quality of the elicited concepts. A 
light UML is used to represent the concepts. 

(Hammar & Sandkuhl, 2010) Although the central subject is Ontology Design 
Pattern (ODP), the purpose of the study is not to elicit 
ODPs but to study the motives of the primary studies. 

(Subbaraj & Venkatraman, 
2015) 

This research described an SLR approach provided a 
superficial perspective on ontology based content 
management systems. 

(Aranda-Corral, Borrego-Díaz, 
& Jiménez-Mavillard, 2010) 

This SLR provides a framework for future research, in 
a similar fashion in respect to our project. The study 
pertains to interoperability of healthcare systems. 

(Gharib, Giorgini, & 
Mylopoulos, 2017) 

This SLR elicits privacy requirements. The SLR 
provides a descriptive account of the research design. 
Also, as performed in this project’s SLR, a semantic 
model is provided as the result of the synthesis step. 

(Setiawan, Budiardjo, 
Basaruddin, & Aminah, 2017) 

This SLR attempts to elicit combine ontology 
functionality with Bayesian network to obtain a 
combination of logical and stochastic reasoning 
capabilities.  

(Verdonck, Gailly, de Cesare, & 
Poels, 2015) 

This SLR is by far the most richly described of all 
such reviews. While describing the research protocol 
in great detail, the paper also indicates validation 
challenges, albeit the qualitative nature of the study. 

 

While the SLR publications, in a very small number, richly describe the practical screen step, 

which is used to select and extract the sought theoretical material, the actual analysis and 

synthesis activities were scarcely covered. In the next section, the overall design, the 

architecture, is examined. 
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As for phenomenological research methods, in respect to Information Systems (IS) 

(Bharadwaj, 2000) and in Information Technologies (IT) (Introna, 2005) provide insight to 

the use of the method. A phenomenological research method involves the individual 

interviews of ‘first-persons’, individuals that have actually participated in a phenomenon 

(Patton, 2002) (Tesch, 1990). The phenomenon here for this project is a multi-domain data 

integration capability, as perceived and lived by experienced practitioners. 

 

1.3     Overview of the research process design 

To answer the research question that pertains to eliciting agnostic CODPs to solve the 

semantic heterogeneity, the project is using a dual method qualitative research process. This 

dual method research process, while attempting to solve the problem, also intends to satisfy 

the trustworthiness criteria.  

 

Figure 1.1 describes the processes performed for this project. This overview diagram 

illustrates using the Archimate notation (Lankhorst, Proper, & Jonkers, 2009) the business 

processes for the dual method qualitative research method project. Table 1.3 describes the 

business processes involved in the overall dual method qualitative research process. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Overall business processes for the dual method qualitative research process 
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Table 1.3 Description of the dual method qualitative research processes 
 
Business process name Business process description 

BP1.Design Dual 
method qualitative 
research 

The current paper outlines the design for the dual method 
qualitative research process. 

BP2. Perform 
phenomenological 
research method 

This process elicits theoretical material through the 
experience of participants referred to as co-researchers. The 
concept of abstract, or agnostic, concepts used for data 
integration represents the studied phenomenon. This process 
and the outcome are documented in  
(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018c). 

BP3. Perform the 
Systematic Literature 
Review 

This process elicits theoretical material from publications 
selected by a query search and meeting criteria defined in a 
practical screen. This process and the outcome are 
documented in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a).  
 

BP4. Perform use case 
on collaborative 
logistics planning 

This process involves:  
• A literature review about military collaborative 

planning and collaborative logistics planning for 
coalition force deployment; 

• A literature review about interoperability ontologies 
for coalition force deployment; 

• The execution of a competency question for 
collaborative logistics deployment 

      (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, & Ratté, 2018). 
BP5. Perform use case 
on collaborative product 
design 

This process involves:  
• A literature review about collaborative product design 

including notably Set-Based Design (SBD) and 
modular product design; 

• A literature review about interoperability ontologies 
for collaborative product design; 

• The execution of a competency question for 
collaborative product design in the context of PLM 

      (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, & Coallier, 2018d). 
BP6. Establishing the 
trustworthiness of the 
dual method qualitative 
research 

This process completes the dual method qualitative research 
approach by providing a holistic perspective on the findings 
of all of the previous processes. 

 

As described in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) and (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018c). The 

research protocol used for both the SLR and phenomenological methods, follow the same 
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techniques for the analysis and synthesis stages. The exceptions, i.e. the differences between 

the SLR and phenomenological methods, are: 

 

• The techniques used to select the knowledge sources. In the case of the SLR, a 

practical screen is designed to systematically and rigorously select the publications to 

be studied to answer the research question. In the case of the phenomenological 

method, the selection criterion, for example, targeted practitioners with a minimum 

of eight years’ experience in conceptualizing that speaks either French or English; 

• The elicitation of the knowledge from the knowledge sources. In the case of the SLR, 

a note-taking approach allows to extract the sought concepts from publications. In 

the case of the phenomenological method, notes are taken and the conversations are 

recorded. 

 

1.4     Conclusion and future work 

The research question motivated the inquiry into the elicitation of agnostic concepts that can 

be used as agnostic CODPs in a multi-domain ontology. Although positivist or hypothetico-

deductive criteria of validation cannot apply here in a qualitative research (Guba & Lincoln, 

2001), evidences are emerging to indicate that the findings of this paper’s phenomenological 

research method is significantly consistent, in the similarity of the findings, with two other 

sources: this paper’s companion publication (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) and the best 

practice research on CODPs in (Blomqvist, 2010). This significant similarity in the outcome 

of qualitative research, as in the case of this project’s two companion papers along with 

Blomqvist research on CODP best practices, is referred to as triangulation. Anney in (Anney, 

2014) recommends that one or two such triangulations be demonstrated as a criterion to 

establish the research’s trustworthiness. The authors posit that, although this is an initial 

phase of a multi-phase project, the outcome of this phenomenological study demonstrated a 

credible inductive process in eliciting data model patterns from experienced practitioners that 

may be considered as experts in twenty out of twenty-two individuals based on criteria 

established in (S. Ahmed, Hacker, & Wallace, 2005). Furthermore, the companion SLR is 
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also followed by two use case papers: (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, et al., 2018) and (Fitzpatrick, 

Ratté, et al., 2018d). These use cases allow determining the transferability of the SLR. 

(Anney, 2014) indicates that transferability is the equivalent of positivism’s generalizability 

criterion for qualitative research. Anney also posit that «thick description» and purposeful 

sampling facilitates transferability. Along with the involvement of several co-researchers in 

the execution of the phenomenological protocol (use of peer debriefing) (C. Moustakas, 

1994) (Anney, 2014), an audit trail, thick documentation and the application of Okoli’s best 

practice approach for conducting qualitative, this research has shown evidence of 

trustworthiness following the guidelines established in (Guba & Lincoln, 2001). 

 

The authors consider that the phenomenological research method has supported quite 

adequately their needs for eliciting agnostic CODPs and other insights, such as prescriptive 

directions to eventually study design methods for multi-domain ontology based applications 

to resolve semantic heterogeneity. While it is expected that qualitative research protocol will 

predominate in this research project for some time in the future, it is conceivable that, on 

occasions, when sample size and other conditions are met to perform hypothetico-deductive 

methods that theory testing protocols may complement the current approach. 

 

Following this phase of the project, where an SLR approach and a phenomenological 

research method were used, a new group of about twenty-five participants will be solicited to 

become co-researchers. The phenomenological research method will be executed identically 

to the present study without the imaginative variation technique to attempt to establish 

theoretical saturation. Additional semi-structured interview questionnaire, surveys and focus 

group sessions will be designed to further investigate some questions studied in this paper 

such as additional agnostic CODPs, additional domain-specific concepts, the influence of 

lines of business and others. This project intends to increase the size of the co-researcher 

group from twenty-two to approximately 100. 
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Abstract 

 

All organizations from the private and government sectors attempt to implement system 

interoperability in their information ecosystem to allow the exchange of data to solve 

business problems and engage in commercial opportunities. Semantic heterogeneity is the 

problem that affects system interoperability. Enterprises spend significant efforts and money 

to implement palliative measures to address this problem. No definitive solution has been and 

is likely to be developed in the foreseeable future. This Systematic Literature Review (SLR) 

intends to elicit generic conceptualization structures, language-independent semantic 

constructs, to solve the enterprise semantic heterogeneity problem.  

 

This SLR intends to elicit data to construct theory around a specific type of mid-level 

ontology called a multi-domain ontology. The concept of multi-domain ontology has been 

proposed previously in (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). 

Multi-domain ontology comprises the concept of the agnostic Content Ontology Design 

Pattern (CODP). The agnostic CODPs form a conceptualization that intends to establish the 

semantics of real world concepts applicable to all industries. In this paper, such agnostic 

concepts are intended to be represented in a formal ontology to provide data integration 

functionality to all private and government sectors. This paper uses the SLR method, as a 

standalone research method, to elicit agnostic patterns from data models, domain models and 
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other types of schemas (semi-formal ontologies) usually applied in (non-cognitive) 

contemporary information technologies, such as relational databases. The axiomatic form of 

these patterns would constitute collectively the multi-domain ontology. 

 

Keywords: Content ODP, Ontology Design Patterns, data model patterns, ontology, 

inference application, multi-domain ontology, systematic literature review, trustworthiness, 

constructivism. 

 

2.1            Introduction 

2.1.1     General Context 

Semantic heterogeneity challenges affect organizations, or enterprises, in private and 

government sectors. This problem adversely affects the enterprise in its attempt to allow 

interoperability between systems required to support intra and extra organizational business 

processes. The scientific community has yet to propose a solution for this problem (Doan et 

al., 2012) (De Giacomo et al., 2018).  

 

The information technology scientific community has conducted research notably in the 

development of formal ontologies for reasoning applications to resolve the semantic 

heterogeneity problem. Cognitive applications would perform the data integration function 

with the use of formal ontologies containing knowledge assertions (Bergamaschi et al., 2018) 

(Haziti et al., 2018). Ontology science and engineering lack the maturity to provide a 

coherent theoretical framework to allow truly cross-enterprise semantic interoperability 

solutions (Pinkel et al., 2015).  

 

The impact of economic woes and the increase of compliance regulations render the 

enterprises more dependent on internal and external collaborations to cut costs, achieve their 

strategic objectives and fulfill their mission (Duygan-Bump et al., 2015) (De Toni, 2016). 

The scientific community prescribes ontology-driven integration, for the most part, to 

provide the required semantic interoperability. Commercial and government organizations 
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have gained the interest to create partnerships in various domains such as medical research, 

fight against terrorism, law enforcement and to bail out economies on the verge of collapse. 

In the wake of what is now called the great recession of 2007, organizations worldwide had 

the need to create partnership networks notably to cut expenses and become more efficient. 

Free exchange of quality information and business process harmonization contribute 

significantly to the survival and sustainability of partnerships. These essential capabilities 

require that the partnerships' information systems can interoperate.  

 

The significant pressure to reduce cost and waste motivates the organizations of all industries 

to internally operate more efficiently with their existing customer base. Globalization, 

removal of trade constraints and the evolving regulatory landscape impose further pressure 

notably on the service industry (Bagheri & Jahromi, 2016). Direct relationship marketing 

monopolizes excessively financial and other resources to maintain good relations with 

existing customers. Again, as in the case of partnerships, the organizations' information 

systems must also interoperate to allow individual enterprises to strive in retaining their 

customers and expand their business. 

 

The problem of semantic heterogeneity plagues the efforts of the organizations to establish 

interoperability between their information systems. Semantic heterogeneity consists in 

having information systems each narrowly designed with semantics specific to a business 

domain. The problem of semantic heterogeneity also impacts multiple organizational 

partnerships.  

 

2.1.2    Research Context 

Despite advances made by academia in ontology engineering tool development, ontology 

integrative capabilities rarely contribute to knowledge discovery or any other applications in 

the industry. For over 25 years, the research community has conducted projects to develop 

machine learning capabilities based on formal ontologies, to perform data integration and 

thus solving the semantic heterogeneity problem. Alon Halevy, lead researcher at Google's 
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and renowned authority on data integration, with his colleague AnHai Doan and Zachary Ives 

in (Doan et al., 2012) indicated that the semantic heterogeneity problem may possibly never 

be solved.  

 

This paper covers a systematic literature review that is part of a project with the primary 

objective to elicit agnostic ontology design patterns. This project proposed an approach to 

perform data integration with the use of a multi-domain ontology (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 

2012). It has first introduced the concept of multi-domain ontology in 2012 as a formal 

ontology that can perform data integration thus supporting interoperability between an 

enterprise and a group of enterprise's information systems. In the context of a group of 

enterprises in partnership, the multi-domain ontology's data integration capability services all 

of the group's information systems that are involved in the partnership agreement to 

interoperate. 

 

A set of agnostic CODP composes the multi-domain ontology. A CODP pertains to the 

conceptualization of a specific domain (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009). Agnostic CODPs relate 

to concepts that apply pervasively to an entire enterprise of any industry or government 

sector. In the context of the data integration capability, such agnostic conceptualization 

constitutes a "domain", even if it encompasses all business domains in respect to the 

Gangemi-Presutti ODP classification, that is further detailed in section 2.2 Definition of 

terms. 

 

This paper thus intends to elicit data models patterns that may eventually be re-engineered as 

(formal) agnostic CODPs as proposed by (Blomqvist, 2010).  Furthermore (Hammar & 

Sandkuhl, 2010) encourages the discovery of «best practices» of patterns in data models that 

aim to facilitate interoperability between information systems. He also considers this field of 

research as immature and in need of formalization. 

 

The SLR approach used here in this research is defined by Okoli and Schabram (Okoli, 

2015)for information systems research. The SLR approach is a rigorous scientific method 
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introduced originally in the life sciences and other mature research domains. Using 

quantitative research techniques, life sciences' SLRs notably apply hypothetico-deductive 

theory testing processes on data already collected and analyzed by a number of original 

studies. Inspired notably by the SLR approach for software engineering in (Kitchenham, 

2004), Okoli and Schabram proposed a qualitative SLR approach suitable for this project 

inductive theory-building processes to unearth the sought agnostic CODPs (Okoli & 

Schabram, 2010). The paper analyzes selected publications published between 2009 and 

2016 using a qualitative approach inspired from the Okuli and Schabram approach. 

 

 In section 2.2, we start with Definition of terms that defines the fundamental concepts 

relevant to this project. Section 2.3, Problem Statement, enunciates the project's primary 

uncertainty for which it was designed to resolve. Section 2.4 formulates the objective of this 

research. Section 2.5, Research Method, comprises subsection 2.5.1, Research Protocol, that 

describes the SLR methodology used in this paper. Section 2.6, Research Question, describes 

the intended inquiry at the heart of this paper. Section 2.7 describes in detail the practical 

screen and its two sets of criteria, the metadata level and content level criteria.  Section 2.8 

provides the logical query formulation. Section 2.9 provides statistics on the actual search 

after query execution. Section 2.10, Content Analysis, describes the findings from the 

systematic examination of the selected publications. Section 2.11, Content Synthesis, 

presents light UML (Archimate notation) diagrams with accompanying descriptions for each 

derived agnostic CODP. Section 2.12 concludes the paper with a discussion on the SLR's 

outcome and the research project’s next steps. 

 

2.2       Definition of terms 

The following definitions have been formulated based on research performed before this 

SLR, notably through a traditional literature review. This SLR’s authors consider these 

definitions necessary to establish a solider conceptual basis to this research effort. 
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2.2.1      Conceptualization 

Conceptualization is defined here as a process that implicitly creates semantic structures. 

Semantic structures establish the meaning of things. Semantic structures are set of concepts, 

properties and their relationships. Pierdaniele Giaretta and Nicola Guarino define 

conceptualization as «an intensional semantic structure which encodes the implicit rules 

constraining the structure of a piece of reality» (Giaretta & Guarino, 1995). Guarino also 

refers to a conceptualization as an «intended meaning of a formal vocabulary» (Nicola 

Guarino, 1998). 

 

2.2.2      Representation 

It is an externalized depiction, or specification, of concepts that can be shared amongst 

people or machines. Representing concepts involves converting implicit concepts lodged in a 

person’s brain into explicit concepts using a language. For example, domain ontologies that 

are created to share a vocabulary amongst a community are represented using one or several 

of the following languages: natural, concept map, SQL, XSD, OWL, etc. The represented 

domain ontology is submitted to the members of its community through a consensus-building 

process to be officially recognized and used accordingly. Nicola Guarino defines a 

representation or a specification of an ontology as «a logical theory accounting» (Nicola 

Guarino, 1998). 

 

2.2.3      Ontology 

The formulation of a universally accepted definition of an ontology represents in itself a 

problem, caused by the confusion in attempting to elicit one (Welty, 2003). Gruber defines 

an ontology as an «explicit specification of a conceptualization» (Thomas R. Gruber, 1993). 

Gruber’s definition constitutes the most cited definition of an ontology, amid several other 

definitions (Guarino et al., 2009). (Guarino et al., 2009) cites (Borst, 1997) who defines an 

ontology as «formal specification of a shared conceptualization». Borst’s definition entails 

that an ontology is formal, i.e. that it can be executed as a set of axioms in an inference 
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engine and that it is shared, i.e. adopted consensually by a group of at least two persons, thus 

using a common vocabulary to communicate (Basu, 2018). Consequently, if an ontology is 

designed for an actual semantic application, the inherent obligation to gain consensus on the 

ontology’s structure, instead of limiting the number of designers to an individual or a very 

small group of specialists,  would likely caused a delay in delivering a solution (Maier & 

Rechtin, 2009).  

 

This project defines an ontology, since a specification is explicit by nature, simply as a 

specification of a conceptualization. A data model and a domain model constitute ontologies 

as well (West, 2011), albeit of lower ontology level, i.e. semi-formal, as described later in 

this sub-section. It aims in providing a shareable and reusable knowledge to be used by 

people and computer systems. Ontologies would favor the trend toward a greater universal 

interoperability across all industries. 

  

Conceptualization is independent of language. However, an ontology’s representation is 

dependent on a language. An ontology is a logical theory that describes the intended meaning 

to its defined vocabulary, in other words, using the committed concepts to a particular 

conceptualization of the real world. Guarino stresses that ontologies only approximate a 

conceptualization. He also indicates that the only way to enhance the representation is to 

develop a richer set of axioms (N. Guarino, 1998). The search for a richer set of axioms 

explains this project's interest for data model patterns, here used interchangeably with 

CODPs, for multi-domain data integration developed in the industry and academia for 

acquiring the sought semantic richness. 

 

All ontologies may be classified in five types:  

 

• Top level or foundational ontologies, such as Cyc, SUMO and Proton describe some 

of the basic objects of reality such as time, matter, action etc. These concepts are 

independent of a particular problem or domain. This type of ontology supplies the 
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fundamental concepts serving as the basis to define the other type of ontologies (Ruy, 

Reginato, Santos, Falbo, & Guizzardi, 2015); 

• Mid-level ontologies such as the multi-domain ontology as proposed by (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2012), are described by (Obrst et al., 2012) as being «less abstract 

(than foundational ontologies) and span multiple domain ontologies. Mid-level 

ontologies also encompass core ontologies that represent commonly used concepts, 

such as Time and Location». Core ontologies may be voluminous and can be more 

difficult to develop (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009); 

• Domain ontologies represent the vocabulary of a domain, e.g. civil engineering 

domain;  

• Task ontologies describe a generic process structure that can be used to solve a 

certain type of problem, such as for semantic integration described in (Calhau & de 

Almeida Falbo, 2012); 

• Application ontologies, which describe semantic entities that stem from a domain and 

task ontology or ontologies, both providing a specific function context (N. Guarino, 

1998). 

 

There are essentially three types of ontology applications: 

 

• To support the mediation between people and ontology representing a vocabulary for 

the exchanges between people and organizations; 

• Domain interoperability: support to develop (development time application) or to 

operate (run time application) systems of the same or different domains; 

• Knowledge reuse:  requires the highest level of rigor, in addition to axioms, other 

concepts and their properties; ontologies for knowledge reuse will rely heavily on 

constraints and other types of restrictions. Problem solving methods or PSM have the 

capacity to support shared knowledge. They often include generic algorithms to 

perform various functions within the domain. Figure 2.1 illustrates a summarized 

definition of an ontology. One type of application that is growing in popularity in the 

research domain is ontology-based information extraction through natural language 
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processing (NLP). (Navigli & Velardi, 2008; Völker, Haase, & Hitzler, 2008; 

Wimalasuriya & Dou, 2010) In (Ratté, Njomgue, & Ménard, 2007), NLP processes 

are proposed to extract information from the organization's internal documents. These 

aspects constitute key elements behind the proposed reference architecture in this 

research project (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). Figure 2.1 illustrates the two basic 

facets of the ontology concept: language dependent and language independent 

characteristics. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Summarized definition of an ontology 

 

An ontology does not impose the application of properties to a given instance of a class or 

concept. The finality here should be to build libraries of reusable knowledge and knowledge 

services available on networks. Ontological commitments or agreements pertaining to classes 

and relationships of an ontology are discussed among software agents and knowledge bases. 

(T. R. Gruber, 1993). A concept definition is a human readable text that in itself provides 

significance, meaning therefore semantically whole (Gruber et al., 2009)  (Noy & 

McGuinness, 2001). 

 

An effective equilibrium must be achieved in defining ontology constrains rules in order to 

avoid affecting the concept abstraction level in the ontology even if it supports 

interoperability in a more effective manner. Affecting the ontology’s abstraction level may 

lower the robustness and flexibility of the vocabulary (Spyns et al., 2002). 
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Semantic relationships are categorized as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, meronymy and 

holonymy relations. Synonymy relationships relate two similar concepts. An antonymy 

relation indicates opposing or disjoint concepts. The Hyponymy category pertains to a 

generic to specific relationship between concepts. The meronymy and holonymy 

relationships support the build of material structure between concepts, the former indicates 

that a concept is included in another one, while the latter indicates that a concept includes the 

object of the relationship. Figure 2.2 illustrates the conceptualization aspect of an ontology 

that is language independent (Lacy, 2005) (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 
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Figure 2.2 Language independent  
aspects of ontologies 

 

Ontologies can be used to solve syntactic and semantic problems, and to automate data 

integration. However, some of the ontologies written in specialized languages such as OWL, 

RDF, RDFS, PLIB and SWRL have grown to be voluminous and are becoming difficult to 

execute in main memory. A hybrid solution has been proposed by both academic and 

industrial organizations to address the in-memory loading of voluminous ontologies (Khouri 

& Bellatreche, 2010). 
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Figure 2.3 illustrates the language dependent aspects of ontologies. In terms of their level of 

formalism, there are: highly informal, semi-informal, semi-formal and formal ontologies.  

 

The first level of formalism is the informal level. It refers to a natural language text. In the 

case of semi-informal ontology is represented as a restricted and structured form of natural 

language, such as a concept map. In a case of a semi-formal ontology, the vocabulary would 

be expressed in an artificial language such as pseudo-code or an entity relationship diagram. 

Finally, at the formal level, ontologies possess: 

 

Meticulously defined terms with formal semantics, theorems and proofs of such properties as 

soundness and completeness, i.e. classes including property information, value restrictions, 

more expressivity, arbitrary logical statements, first order logic constraints between terms 

and more detailed relationships such as disjoint classes, disjoint coverings, inverse 

relationships, part and whole relationships, etc. (Xie & Shen, 2006). 

 

Formal ontologies can be based on first-order logic, frame-based constructs or both. (A. 

Gómez-Pérez, Fernández-López, & Corcho, 2004; Lacy, 2005) The concept of multi-domain 

ontologies has been researched to facilitate the exchange of data, information and knowledge 

between domains (Jinxin et al., 2002). 
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Figure 2.3 The language dependent  
aspects of ontologies 

 

2.2.4      Pattern 

Alexander introduces the notion of pattern in defining it as a generic solution to a recurring 

problem from the building architecture domain (Alexander, 1977) (Alexander, 1979). Later 

in 1993, the software engineering scientific community adapted the pattern concept to object-

oriented design (Gamma, Helm, Johnson, & Vlissides, 1993). (Poveda, Suárez-Figueroa, & 

Gómez-Pérez, 2009) indicates that its fundamental meaning of a pattern pertains to 

something that can be imitated, that can serve as a starting point. 

 

2.2.5      Ontology Pattern 

Blomqvist defines an ontology pattern as «a set of ontological elements, structures or 

construction principles that intend to solve a specific engineering problem and that recurs, 

either exactly replicated or in an adapted form, within some set of ontologies, or is 

envisioned to recur within some future set of ontologies» (Blomqvist, 2010). 
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This project excludes ontology structure patterns since foundational concepts are excluded. 

Also, ontology architecture patterns are excluded since the project considers concepts and 

relationships other than what is found in a taxonomy (Blomqvist, 2009b). (Blomqvist, 2010) 

considers that ontology architecture patterns only covers the ontology as a whole or modules, 

but not specific concepts or relations. This SLR only covers ontology design patterns that are 

related to business concepts and that agnostic, i.e. applicable to any industry or domain. 

 

2.2.6      Ontology Design Pattern (ODP) 

An Ontology Design Pattern is a «an ontology design pattern is a set of ontological elements, 

structures or construction principles that solve a clearly defined particular modeling 

problem» (Blomqvist, 2010). It is a pattern used for the formulation of an ontology to be 

processed by a reasoning application. ODPs are represented as axioms in a specialized 

language such as OWL, a derivative of the XML language, for the purpose of logical 

processing. However, for the purpose of publication, an ODP can be represented in a natural 

language, concept map, UML, etc. This article uses the Archimate architecture modeling 

formalism, a simplified derivative of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), to represent 

the CODPs for the proposed multi-domain ontology. 

 

2.2.7      Content ODP 

According to (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009) (Blomqvist, 2009a), a content ODP, or a CODP, is 

a design pattern that addresses business concepts found in a domain ontology. This article 

represents CODPs that correspond to business concepts that are meant to be applicable to all 

domains. 

 

2.2.8      Enterprise 

According to The Open Group Architecture Framework (Anonymous, 2009), an enterprise 

can be a commercial profit driven entity, a no-profit organization or a government agency. 

An enterprise can also be a group of organizations such as a coalition or a partnership. A 
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subdivision of another enterprise such as an affiliate company or department of a government 

can be considered as an enterprise. 

 

2.2.9      Domain 

A domain represents a community or collection of knowledge and know-how shared by a 

group of individuals within an enterprise, across an industry or universally  (Tennis, 2003). 

 

2.2.10     Abstract concept 

An abstract concept is defined as the quality of a general concept that can be instantiated in 

several forms depending on a given context. In the context of this article, the sought abstract 

(agnostic) concepts from the elicited data model patterns can apply to any domain.  

 

2.2.11     Agnostic concept 

An agnostic concept is defined here as an abstract concept that possesses a distinct definition 

amongst other concepts. Thomas Erl defines the term Agnostic in the context of Service 

Oriented Architecture software component logic as logic that is reusable across all contexts 

and domains in the enterprise (Erl et al., 2017). Furthermore, it is implied here that an 

agnostic concept is defined in such a way that it cannot be confused with another agnostic 

concept. 

 

2.2.12     Multi-domain ontology 

A mid-level formal ontology composed that comprises a collection of interrelated agnostic 

CODPs that allows a cross-industry conceptualization (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012). 

Concepts related to any industry may be represented using the multi-domain ontology. 
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2.3      Problem statement 

Semantic heterogeneity hampers enterprise application systems’ interoperability. Semi-

formal and formal ontology-based data integration solutions have yet to be successful and 

commoditized (Doan et al., 2012). Furthermore, the ontology engineering research 

community, albeit significant advancements that were made, still cannot consensually 

formulate a single unifying definition of an ontology, the prime element of a theory (Welty, 

2003). 

 

As indicated earlier in this SLR’s introduction, the financial impact of this problem on the 

US economy (output) in 2016 was in the order of magnitude of $400 billion. This constitutes 

the cost of palliative measures that do not provide added business value to any aspect. Since 

the life sciences’ research, including the medical domain, is equally affected by this problem, 

it is reasonable to assert that quality of life and even the capacity to preserve and save lives 

may also be affected by this problem. In (Laínez, Schaefer, & Reklaitis, 2012), the authors 

raise the issue that the pharmaceutical research domain is data rich but knowledge poor. We 

stipulate that semantic heterogeneity may affect the pharmaceutical research domain, 

notably, in its capacity to convert raw data into insight. 

 

2.4      Research Objective 

This SLR aims to elicit data model patterns from selected publications published between 

2009 and 2017.  The data model patterns will be re-engineered as agnostic CODPs and will 

compose the multi-domain ontology. Although data model patterns are only used in semi-

formal ontologies, e.g. database and software design, they can contribute for building formal 

ontologies, such as the multi-domain ontology (Blomqvist, 2010). 

 

This paper specifically deals with ontology patterns that can be found in the 

conceptualization of semi-formal ontologies, for example in an object-relational database 

schema or a canonical model. The sought semi-formal ontology constructs enact semantic 
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interoperability allowing the enterprise’s application systems to work jointly intra and extra 

organizationally, and, will be re-engineered as agnostic CODP.   

 

This SLR seeks to elicit existing conceptualization patterns that transcend any representation 

form (semi-formal vs. formal) that are domain agnostic and perhaps industry agnostic. 

 

2.5      Research method 

This SLR is based on methodologies documented in (Kitchenham, 2004), (Okoli, 2015) and 

(Okoli & Schabram, 2010). These guides propose an approach to plan, prepare, document 

and conduct a SLR for software engineering (Kitchenham) and information systems research 

(Okoli and Schabram). Pioneered mainly by the life sciences research domain, the SLR 

approach constitutes a method to produce rigorous stand-alone secondary reviews that are 

meant to be, as much as possible, reproducible. 

 

SLR can be done for both quantitative and qualitative research methods types. This paper 

outlines a qualitative SLR based on the need to create theory about agnostic CODPs for a 

multi-domain ontology for performing data integration (Fitzpatrick, 2012).  

 

2.5.1      Research protocol 

Mainly inspired by (Okoli, 2015), the research protocol includes the following activities. 

 

Previous exploratory literature survey 

 

A previous exploratory literature survey conducted in this research project as identified 

conceptualization patterns in semiformal ontologies. Prior to the undertaking of this SLR, a 

lengthy multiyear conventional literature review was performed. Over 200 articles were 

found and assessed. This conventional literature review supported a qualitative research 

project conducted using a phenomenology method in an exploratory fashion. 
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As indicated in (Okoli, 2015), some steps in the research protocol, as this one, are not 

reproducible. The previous literature survey was performed on a broader subject, the 

Reference Architecture – Enterprise Knowledge Infrastructure, for which the multi-domain 

ontology was one of several components. This regular literature survey elicited key aspects 

that were used in the present SLR such as the more focused research question, the search and 

quality criteria and the query formulation. This particular SLR constitutes the first secondary 

study to elicit semi-formal data model patterns to build a formal multi-domain ontology. 

Since no previously published SLR with such a research objective has been found, most steps 

in this SLR’s protocol are not reproducible, as indicated in (Okoli, 2015), except the research 

objective formulation, the research protocol drafting, the literature analysis and the synthesis 

activities. Although the guides used in this SLR do not prescribe to start with an SLR 

research with an exploratory literature survey, this project includes it as a necessary primer 

step. 

 

Formulation of the research objective 

 

This activity indicates the purpose of the research and is reproducible. In the context of a 

qualitative SLR, as it is the case here, the objective is broad (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012). 

 

Formulation of a research question 

 

As indicated by (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012) and (John W Creswell, 2003), a research 

question, not hypotheses, guides the remaining activities for a qualitative research. 

 

Drafting the protocol 

 

The design of the protocol for this SLR draws from (Okoli, 2015; Okoli & Schabram, 2010) 

for all steps of the protocol except for the Analysis and Synthesis steps. The Analysis and the 

Synthesis steps originate from the adapted phenomenology research method outlined in 

(Fitzpatrick, 2012). 
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Formulating the practical screen 

 

The practical screen establishes the criteria that will allow the researcher of this SLR to select 

the publications that will be analyzed and synthesized. The criteria ensure the feasibility of 

completing the SLR by allowing a number of publications that can be read and treated by the 

authors. The practical screen comprises two subdivisions: metadata level and content level. 

The metadata level comprises any information available without actually reading the 

publication. The metadata level part of the practical screen allows only to either entirely 

reject the publication or allowing it to be further examined at the content level part of the 

practical screen. The content level provides the criteria that will allow the researcher of this 

SLR to retain and further process part or all of the content. 

 

A key consideration that supports the necessity of a previous exploratory literature survey 

consists in providing this SLR’s researcher with a list of publications that contained sought 

data model patterns. A search query too rigidly inspired from the research question would 

have missed too many valuable papers. However, the search query allowed too many 

publications that required being read and that were rejected.   

 

Search results 

 

The logical query defined in the previous step is executed in each of the publication 

databases earmarked in the practical screen.  The metadata level criteria allow the retention 

or the rejection of publications without actually reading the content in first elimination. Once 

the metadata level part of the screening is completed, the retained publications’ content is 

examined, but not analyzed, to determine if there is any material that can be used in the 

content of this SLR. Some publications may be rejected if no material of interest is found. All 

remaining publications not rejected on the metadata and content levels are then registered in 

the EndNote reference management software. 
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Content analysis 

 

Each publication is then read for analysis. This SLR authors’ previous publications are the 

first to be analyzed. The note-taking technique employed here consists in using Nuance 

Communications’s Dragon Naturally Speaking dictation software where speech is converted 

into text and inserted in a Microsoft Word document. The extracted components are: the 

main agnostic concept, the subsumed subordinate concepts, the definitions and relationships. 

The properties, rigid properties and instances are not covered by this SLR. The 

documentation is segmented by publication and then by main agnostic CODP.  

 

Content Synthesis 

 

Agnostic CODPs found in all retained publications are then merged with same concepts that 

were elicited in the previous step. The documentation for the content synthesis step is 

segmented by agnostic CODP and represented in a simplified domain diagram where the 

patterns are represented as classes and not in an axiomatic form. The axes for the synthesis 

activity are for each CODP: the universal Thing concept, the main agnostic concept, the 

subsumed subordinate concepts, the definitions and relationships. Table 2.1 describes the 

rules used to synthesize the selected agnostic data model patterns into agnostic CODPs. 

These rules are based on the same rules used in this paper’s companion publication that uses 

a phenomenological research method to also elicit agnostic CODPs for a multi-domain 

ontology. The ontology elements and structures are considered as meaning units as in the 

phenomenological approach. And as in the phenomenological research method, the semantic 

material extracted in this SLR is coalesced using the described rules. 
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Table 2.1 Rules to synthesize data model patterns into agnostic CODPs, based on 
(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018c) 

 
Meaning 
unit 
number 

Meaning unit type description Meaning unit coalescence rule 
description 

1 The agnostic concepts. Concepts defined in the same 
manner are retained if it was 
identified by at least two 
publications; 
• In the case of synonyms, only 

the term with the greatest 
selection by publications is 
retained. In case of equal 
number of selections, the 
researcher makes the final 
decision; 

• In the case of concepts that have 
been defined in more than one 
way, the same rule as in the 
case of synonyms applies.  

2 The subsumption and other 
relationships between the 
agnostic concepts. 

• The relationships need to be 
selected only once to be 
retained;  

• In case of conflicting 
relationships, only the one with 
the greatest number of 
selections is retained. 
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Table 2.1 Rules to synthesize data model patterns into agnostic CODPs, based on 
(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018c) (continued) 

 
Meaning 
unit 
number 

Meaning unit type description Meaning unit coalescence rule 
description 

3 The definition or description of 
the agnostic concepts. 

The texts are integrated by the 
researcher. 

4 The de facto agnostic CODPs 
derived for the above-mentioned 
meaning units. 

The aforementioned meaning units are 
then integrated in distinct modules 
using the SLR’s module structure as a 
starting point. The SLR’s architecture 
module’s structure may be modified 
during the synthesis step to adapt to the 
emerging agnostic CODPs.  

 

2.6      Research question 

(N. Guarino, 1998) stresses that ontologies only approximate a conceptualization. He also 

indicates that the only way to enhance the representation is to develop a richer set of axioms, 

which are derived from concepts. Guarino stipulated that conceptualization is language-

independent. This project posits that the elicitation of richer concepts, albeit being light 

ontological structures, as ontology design patterns, and their conversion into axiomatic rules 

or axioms as proposed by (Blomqvist, 2009b), would enhance the use of inference engine 

technologies described notably by (McGuinness & Da Silva, 2004).  Data integration, also 

referred to as semantic data integration by (De Giacomo et al., 2018), represents a potentially 

effective application for ontology-based inference technologies. As proposed by (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2013), a multi-domain ontology would leverage agnostic design patterns, 

based on semi-formal ontologies, to perform data integration and resolve the semantic 

heterogeneity problem. The research question’s formulation intends to be accurate in relation 

to the desired results, i.e. the set of publications that will be filtered and examined (Okoli, 

2015). 

 

For this SLR, the research question is formulated by the following: 
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What are the conceptualization patterns found in semi-formal ontologies, e.g. data model 

patterns, software engineering patterns, etc and that can be agnostic to any domain or 

industry sector in the context of enterprise semantic interoperability and can be used as the 

basis of agnostic CODPs to resolve semantic heterogeneity in enterprise systems? 

 

This research question guides the design of this project’s qualitative research approach. The 

research question serves as the foundation of the search query for this SLR. During the pilot 

phase for this Project, a query statement written closely as the research question is executed 

first. The query formulation is progressively phrased in a manner that it identifies a minimal 

set of publications previously reviewed during the conventional literature survey performed 

in the early phase of the Project. 

 

 

2.7      Practical screen 

The criteria for the practical screen are grouped in two categories: metadata level and content 

level. The metadata level criteria, in Table 2.2, are used when the researcher of this SLR 

examines the general information made available by the publisher of the publication without 

actually reading the content, such as the title, abstract, keywords, etc. The content level 

criteria, in table 2.3, require the researcher of this SLR to visually scan part of or the entire 

publication. Some criteria may be used in both practical screen levels. The practical screen 

constitutes a subjective topic in the SLR and is not reproducible (Okoli, 2015).  
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Table 2.2 Metadata level criteria 
 
Name of criterion Description of the criterion 

Ontology level Only semi-formal domain ontologies are sought for this SLR. 
Research publications that pertain to formal ontologies will be 
discarded. 

Ontology type Data models that do not pertain to business concept domains are not 
retained. 

Publication 
language 

Only publications written in English and French will be retained. 

Publication year Publications are retained only if they were published after 2009 
inclusively and before 2018. 

Publication types All scientific and industry peer reviewed publications are eligible to 
be selected. PhD theses are also to be considered. Masters theses 
are not to be retained. 

Authors The publications written by this SLR’s authors will be retained 
regardless of that the practical screen identifies them or not. Such 
self-reference criterion is noted in Okoli’s guide (Okoli, 2015). 

Research source 
libraries 

scholar.google.com, 
IEEEXplore, 
ACM Digital library, 
Springer Link, 
Web of Science, 
Scopus, 
Science Direct, 
Compendex & Inspec. 

Study type Only primary studies are to be considered in this SLR. Other SLRs 
are to be excluded. 

 
 

Table 2.3 Content level criteria 
 
Name of criterion Description of the criterion 
Ontology level Only semi-formal domain ontologies are sought for this SLR. 

Content that pertain to formal ontologies will be discarded. 
Agnostic business 
concepts 

Only business concepts that can be used in any industry domain, 
e.g. Financial, Retail, Government and others can be considered.  

Industry specific 
(low abstract) 
concepts 

Low abstract business concepts are to be retained only if they are 
associated to agnostic business concepts. 
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2.8      Logical query formulation 

This search query is specifically designed to answer the research question to extract 

conceptualization patterns from semi-formal ontology primary studies. The following search 

query is adapted only for the time period between 2009 and 2017 inclusively. During the 

Project’s the pilot phase, a query statement closely formulated as an abridged version of the 

research question is first tried without any returns from the source libraries. The query 

formulation is then diluted by trial and error until several publication previously identified in 

the standard literature survey and considered by the researcher as essential were returned. 

 

A preliminary research of the selected publication sources indicates that there are fewer than 

a dozen systematic literature reviews that contain the term ontology in the title for all year at 

the writing of this SLR. The query to find existing systematic reviews was submitted in 

Scholar Google as: 

 

allintitle: ontology "systematic literature survey" OR "systematic survey" OR 

"systematic literature review" OR "systematic review" 

 

A total of five publications are identified by the search, excluding irrelevant papers: 

(Hammar & Sandkuhl, 2010), (Subbaraj & Venkatraman, 2015), (Diaz, Antonelli, & 

Sanchez, 2017; Setiawan et al., 2017; Verdonck et al., 2015). None of the latter publications 

intended to elicit ontology patterns or any other form of patterns. The novelty of systematic 

literature reviews, let alone for qualitative research, for ontology research explains the small 

number of such publications. The logical query is formulated in a form that can be adapted in 

the selected research source libraries as listed in the practical screen found in section 2.7: 

 

enterprise "patterns of data modeling" OR "pattern of data modeling" OR "data model 

pattern" OR "semantic pattern" OR "class model pattern" OR "data vault model" 

"data model" 
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As (Okoli, 2015) indicates, this step is not reproducible. In the case of this project, it was 

developed over time through a traditional literature survey with very few examples, i.e. 

systematic literature reviews on ontology development, to inspire from as indicated in this 

section. 

 

2.9      Search results 

The statistics in Figure 2.4 show the total number of publications displayed after executing 

the search query in all research source libraries from 2009 through 2017 inclusively.  The 

search query listed a total of 860 publications from the source libraries prescribed in the 

practical screen over nine years. 

 

Number of publications obtained by query search
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Figure 2.4 Number of publications per year returned and scrutinized 

 

Figure 2.5 shows 69 papers, or eight percent of the 860 returned publications from the query, 

retained publications for analysis and synthesis once the filtering criteria are applied. As 

established in the metadata level criteria of the practical screen, this SLR’s authors’ 

publication, (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012) are included in the statistics although being 

elicited in the query. The small number of publications that were finally retained can be 
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explained mainly by publications that treated the matter regarding data model patterns 

without actually showing any. 
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Figure 2.5 Number of publications per year screened and retained 
 

Following the search results, the publications are a studied more in-depth for agnostic data 

model patterns, i.e. that can be used in any private industry or government sector. The 

analysis step elicits agnostic concepts, their relationships and definitions, isolating these 

elements from the rest of the text. While not in an axiom format, these semantic elements, or 

meaning units, are ultimately integrated in the synthesis step.  

 

2.10     Content analysis 

The analysis of the elicited publications breaks down the sought material in the following 

components: the main agnostic concept, the subsumed subordinate agnostic concepts (if any) 

and the definitions. The publications that are considered of greater interest, which contain a 

complete data model or that contain a greater number of agnostic concepts, are covered in 

this section in more depth at the beginning and summarized in tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5. Then 

Table 2.6 shows the other remaining analyzed publications with main and subordinate 

agnostic concepts. 
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The first papers analyzed are some of this SLR’s authors’ previous publications, i.e. 

(Fitzpatrick, 2012; Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). These 

publications cover research performed on the concept of Reference Architecture – Enterprise 

Knowledge Infrastructure (RA-EKI). RA-EKI defines processes, data structures and 

ontologies to produce knowledge, actionable information, and know-how, functional 

knowledge. It proposes an assembly line like epistemological approach to convert data into 

information, then information into knowledge and know-how. Knowledge and know-how are 

stored and executed from an ontological structure composed notably of the multi-domain 

ontology, a contribution of this project. These publications, while describing RA-EKI, also 

provided the following descriptions of agnostic concepts in Table 2.3. Only concept names 

and descriptions are provided. This set of agnostic concepts and the multi-domain ontology 

architecture modules serve as the foundation, the starting point, for the content synthesis 

process. The RA-EKI multi-domain architecture modules used for grouping the elicited 

agnostic CODPs are shown in figure 2.6. 
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Table 2.4 Elicited agnostic concepts from this SLR’s author previous papers 
 
Name of concepts Description of concepts 
Party A person or an organization. Also covers the notion of a taxonomy 

of persons and organizations and groupings to represent the 
composition of a group of people into organizations. 

Product A good or service resulting from a process. The UN PCS and 
NAPCS classification schemes can notably be used as taxonomies 
for products. The concept of a bill of material allows to package 
products. 

Contract A tacit agreement between parties. 
Tariff Covers the notion of price, rates, etc. 
Event A spatiotemporal object in the form of a change of state affecting a 

thing. 
Document A physical or electronic text material containing information. 
Identity A mechanism to distinguish two instances of the same class. This 

includes means of identifying persons such as the licence number, 
employee number, etc. 

Infrastructure  A human made work such as buildings, roads, railroad, etc. 
Financial Includes the notions of transaction, account, instruments, etc. 
Technology  A subclass of products consisting of man-made electronic and 

mechanical devices. 
Strategy A subclass of process specially designed to achieve a goal. 
Network 
 

A Petri-like structure composed of two non-segments for the 
purpose of transport of: energy, cargo, people, voice, data, etc. 

Context A set of things such as location, parties, products and events that 
may influence the use of vocabularies, chain of future events, etc. 

Concept  
 

An imaginary man-made construct that corresponds to real life 
imaginary or physical things. 

Process  
 

A unit of work in which resources are used resulting in the 
fabrication of goods or the rendering of services. A process can be 
performed by humans, by nature or a mix of both. 

Location 
 

A concept related to a coordinate system such as Earth location 
systems. This includes the notion of areas, segment and grid 
location. Geography also includes the notion of street addresses 
and electronic locations such as email and IP addresses. 

Inventory 
 

A set of specified goods or services, stored or offered at a given 
location. 
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Figure 2.6 The RA-EKI ontology architecture modules 
(D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) 

 

The book of Matthew West, (West, 2011), covered a data model that the researcher of this 

SLR considers the most conceptually similar to the multi-domain ontology in terms of 

agnostic concepts and completeness. (West, 2011) proposed the High Quality Data Model 

(HQDM) approach. The author describes the notion of data model quality as accurate and 

reusable semantics. 

 

This model is inspired by the ISO 10303 standard, informally known as Standard for the 

Exchange of Product model data or STEP (Pratt, 2005), a process industry standard. This 

model is also inspired by the ISO 15926 standard about lifecycle integration of process plant 

data including oil and gas production facilities (Leal, 2005). 

 

West defines an integration data model as: «a data model that integrates a number of 

separate applications». It allows semantic interoperability between an enterprise’s systems 

and between enterprises, for example, to support supply chain processes. The HQDM model 

can be used for any operational or transactional application system. West considers that data 

model concept definition should be expressed as real world concepts. Data model definitions 

should not be associated with adapted database artefacts. Table 2.4 illustrates elicited the 

concepts, definitions and relationships that meet the content level criteria from the practical 

screen. 
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Table 2.5 Elicited concepts from (West, 2011) 
 
Name of concepts Description of concepts Relations between 

concepts 
Activity A thing that involves participating 

things. It causes at least one event, 
usually to a starting and ending 
event. 

An activity causes an event. 

Thing A piece of reality or of the 
imagination. 

A role is-a thing. 

Event A spatiotemporal thing of zero 
duration. 

A event has a location. 

Transaction Represents an execution of an 
activity. A transaction records a 
party’s business. 

A party has transactions. 

Role A class of participating things in 
which each instance is involved in 
the same way in an activity or an 
association. 

A thing (except Role) that 
participates in an Activity. 

System  A physical object that is composed 
of physical objects. A system may be 
a functional system, a biological 
system, etc. 

A collection of things is a 
system. 

Person A biological system of the human 
species. 

A Person is a Party. 

Employee A person that is employed by an 
organization. 

An employee is-a role. 

Organization A party that is a body of people. An organization is-a party. 
Party, Party Type A system that is either a person or an 

organization. 
A Party is a system. 

State of Party A temporal part of a party. A party has a state of party. 
Period of Time A state that is a temporal part of 

some possible world. 
Event is in a period of time. 

Employee A person that works for an 
organization. 

An employee is a role 
played by a Person. 

Position A component of an organization 
occupied by a person usually at a 
given time. 

A Position is an 
Organization. 

Asset  A participant that plays the role of 
being owned in an ownership 
relationship. 

An Asset is a Role. 
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Table 2.5 Elicited concepts from (West, 2011) (continued) 
 

Name of concepts Description of concepts Relations between 
concepts 

Product A tangible good such as oil. A 
product can also be a generic class, 
such as a car model, and not its 
instance class, such as a specific car 
identified by a vehicle identification 
number. A product can have a role of 
being offered or sold. A brand is a 
type of product as well. An instance 
of a product can also be defined as a 
product offering. A product offering 
can be sold at a price and at a given 
location, through a sales channel, 
and for a period of time. 

A Good is a Product. 
An Offered Product is a 
Role. 
A Sold Product is a Role. 
A Brand is a Product. 
A Product can have a Price. 

Brand A named instance of a product. A brand is-a product. 
Offer A socially devised activity that leads 

to an exchange of a thing. 
An Offer is a Thing. 

Plan A possible world that a party intends 
to make happen. 

A plan involves a party. 

Requirement  A spatiotemporal object that is a part 
of a plan has at least one intended 
state. 

A Requirement is part of a 
Plan. 

Price An amount of money used to sell a 
product. 

A Product can have a Price.  

Currency A class of money that is issued by an 
authority party. 

A transaction has a 
currency. 

Sale A process agreed by parties where 
goods and money are exchanged. 

A Sale is a Process. 

Agreement A course of action, or process, 
determined by two or more people. 

An agreement involves 
roles. 

Contract A type of agreement that involves 
obligations typically in an exchange 
of goods or services for assets, 
usually money. 

A Contract is an 
Agreement. 

 

A book written by Michael Blaha (Blaha, 2010b), also covered a data model composed of a 

set of archetypes, i.e. patterns that the authors of this SLR considers similar to the multi-

domain ontology in terms of agnostic concepts. (Blaha, 2010b) proposed a set of archetypes 
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that «are abstractions that often occur and transcend individual applications». These 

agnostic concepts are listed and defined in Table 2.6. 

 

Some of the archetypes contained in Michael Blaha’s do not meet the agnostic requirement 

from the practical screen. For example, the concept of Course contained in Blaha’s set of 

archetypes can be abstracted as a Service and is considered as a low abstract concept. The 

same applies the archetype Flight that can be abstracted as a (airline) Network segment, 

operated by an airline company through a service. 

 

Table 2.6 Elicited concepts from (Blaha, 2010b) 
 
Name of concepts Description of concepts Relations between 

concepts 
Account A Thing that «is a label for 

recording, reporting, and managing a 
quantity of something. The following 
are types of accounts: accounting 
account, service accounts, computing 
accounts, customer loyalty account». 

Accounting Account is an 
Account. 
Service Account is an 
Account. 
Computing Account is an 
Account. 
Customer Loyalty Account 
is an Account. 

Address  A mechanism to ensure 
communication between actors. May 
include postal address, email 
address, phone number, URL, etc. 

A Postal Address is an 
Address. 
An Email Address is an 
Address. 
A Phone Address is an 
Address. 

Asset  A thing that represents something 
having a value for an actor. 

An Actor has an Asset. 

Contract An agreement to ensure the 
provisioning of products. 

A Contract is an 
Agreement. 

Customer  A role that can be played by a person 
or an organization. 

A Customer is a Role. 

Document A physical or electronic 
representation of a body of data in a 
context. 

A party play a role in a 
document. 

Event A (Thing) «that is an occurrence at 
some point in time». 

A party plays a role in an 
event. 

Item A part of a Product. An Item is part of a 
Product. 
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Table 2.6 Elicited concepts from (Blaha, 2010b) (continued) 
 

Name of concepts Description of concepts Relations between 
concepts 

Location A Thing that represents a spatial 
object, i.e. a place on the globe or 
elsewhere. 

A location is-a thing. 

Opportunity «An inquiry that can result in 
business. Opportunities often arise in 
the context of sales». 

Party plays a role in an 
opportunity. 

Part An individual good that can be 
counted and described. 

A Part is a Good. 

Payment A transfer of money done against the 
supply of goods or services. 

A payment is-a transaction. 

Position A job occupied by a person in an 
organization. 

A Position is occupied by a 
Person. 
An Organization has a 
Position. 

Product  A package that contains items for a 
particular marketplace. 

A Product contains Item. 

Role A function performed by a thing. A Role is performed by a 
Thing. 

Transaction An exchange that must be done 
completely, mostly in finance and 
computing. 

A transaction is-a thing. 

Vendor:  A person or organization that 
provides a product to a customer. 

A Vendor is a Role. 

Identity A means that allows to distinguish 
two instances of the same class. 

An identity is-a role. 

Name  A single word or sentence that 
attempts to distinctively identify a 
thing in the context. 

A Name is an Identity. 

 

The remaining extracted publications’ analysis is summarized in Table 2.7 with the name of 

the main and subordinate concepts and the reference to the publications. The analyzed papers 

are associated for each elicited concept. The actual semantic material is broken down in a 

spreadsheet. 
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Table 2.7  Summary of the analysis of the remaining retained publications 
 
Name of main 
concepts 

Name of subordinate 
Concepts 

Publications 

Party Person, Organization, 
Organization Unit, Company, 
Government, Government 
Agency, Society, Company 

(Lubyansky, 2009; G. Piho, Tepandi, 
Parman, & Perkins, 2010), (Xi & 
Hongfeng, 2009), (Gunnar Piho, 
Roost, Perkins, & Tepandi, 2010), 
(Azizah, Bakema, Sitohang, & 
Santoso, 2009), (Luttighuis, Stap, & 
Quartel, 2011; Pfeiffer & Wąsowski, 
2011), (Hofreiter, Huemer, Kappel, 
Mayrhofer, & vom Brocke, 2012), 
(Henderson-Sellers, Low, & 
Gonzalez-Perez, 2012), (Debruyne & 
De Leenheer, 2013), (Mamayev, 
2014), (Collins, Hogan, Shibley, 
Williams, & Jovanovich, 2014), 
(Aibdaiwi, Noack, & Thalheim, 
2014), (Frosch-Wilke & Scheffler, 
2015), (Ptitsyn, Radko, & Lankin, 
2016), (Ruan et al., 2016), (L. 
González, Echevarría, Morales, & 
Ruggia, 2016) 

Product Order, Product Item, Part, 
Service, Equipment, Vehicle, 
Order, Product Type, Order 
Line, vehicle, Product Type, 
Bill of Material (BOM), 
Brand, Electronic Equipment, 
Device 
 

(G. Piho et al., 2010), (Sesera, 2011), 
(V Jovanovic & Pavlic, 2011), 
(Blaha, 2010a), (Van Grootel, Spyns, 
Christiaens, & Jörg, 2009), (Azizah 
et al., 2009), (Currim & Ram, 2010), 
(De Leenheer, Christiaens, & 
Meersman, 2010), (Pfeiffer & 
Wąsowski, 2011), (G. Piho, Tepandi, 
& Parman, 2012), (Blaha, 2013), 
(Vladan Jovanovic, Subotic, & 
Mrdalj, 2014), (Delfmann, Breuker, 
Matzner, & Becker, 2015), (Frosch-
Wilke & Scheffler, 2015), (Puonti, 
Raitalaakso, Aho, & Mikkonen, 
2016), (Zhao et al., 2017), (Kozmina, 
Syundyukov, & Kozmins, 2017) 

Agreement Contract, Service contract, 
Contract type  

(Xi & Hongfeng, 2009), (West, 
2011), (Sesera, 2011), (Knowles & 
Jovanovic, 2013), (Mamayev, 2014) 

Price Associated Fee, Rate Package, 
Book Rate 

(Sesera, 2011), (Vladan Jovanovic et 
al., 2014) 
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Table 2.7  Summary of the analysis of the remaining retained publications (continued) 
 

Name of main 
concepts 

Name of subordinate 
Concepts 

Publications 

Event:   (Poels, Maes, Gailly, & Paemeleire, 
2011), (Van Grootel et al., 2009), 
(De Bruyn, Van Nuffel, Verelst, & 
Mannaert, 2012), (Henderson-Sellers 
et al., 2012), (Laurier & Poels, 2012), 
(Camossi, Villa, & Mazzola, 2013), 
(Molnár & Benczúr, 2015)  

Document  (Blaha, 2010a), (Mamayev, 2014), 
(Molnár & Benczúr, 2015)  

Identity Name, Identifier (Silverston & Agnew, 2011), (West, 
2009), (Blaha, 2010a), (Vladan 
Jovanovic & Bojicic, 2012) 

Financial Transaction, Transaction 
Type, Payment 

(Sesera, 2011), (Poels et al., 2011), 
(Laurier & Poels, 2012), (Blaha, 
2013), (Athenikos & Song, 2013), 
(Giraldo, España, Pineda, Giraldo, & 
Pastor, 2014), (Z. Ahmed, Arif, 
Ullah, Ahmed, & Jabbar, 2016) 

Context Contextual role  (De Leenheer et al., 2010), 
(Silverston & Agnew, 2011), 
(Luttighuis et al., 2011), (Stirna & 
Sandkuhl, 2014), (Tiwari & Thakur, 
2015), (Serbanescu, Azadbakht, 
Boer, Nagarajagowda, & Nobakht, 
2016), (Serbanescu et al., 2016) 

Network Node Type, Edge Type (Blaha, 2010a)  
Concept  
 

 (Z. Ahmed et al., 2016) 

Process  
 

Rules, Analysis Process, 
Quality Control, Testing, Task 

(G. Piho et al., 2010), (G. Piho & 
Tepandi, 2013), (De Leenheer et al., 
2010) 

Location:  
 

Point, Curve, Surface (Wannous, 2014) 

Inventory 
 

 (G. Piho et al., 2010), (Athenikos & 
Song, 2013)  

Unit of Measure Quantity, Measure (G. Piho et al., 2010), (Gunnar Piho 
et al., 2010), (Frosch-Wilke & 
Scheffler, 2015)  

Account Account Type, Account 
contract  

(Sesera, 2011) 
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Table 2.7  Summary of the analysis of the remaining retained publications (continued) 
 
Name of main 
concepts 

Name of subordinate 
Concepts 

Publications 

Role Customer Product, Channel, 
Resource, Contextual Role, 
Contact Mechanism, Party 
Role, Name  

(Sesera, 2011), (Poels et al., 2011), 
(G. Piho & Tepandi, 2013), (De 
Leenheer et al., 2010), (Silverston & 
Agnew, 2011), (West, 2009) 

Asset  (Lubyansky, 2009) 
Resource  (Bergholtz, Andersson, & 

Johannesson, 2010) 
Requirement  (Khouri, Bellatreche, & Marcel, 

2011) 
Rule Business Rule (Silverston & Agnew, 2011) 
 

The Content Analysis step involved the survey, in order, of this SLR authors’ publications 

and of two publications, specifically elicited through the practical screen, that contain 

complete or near complete set of data model patterns, from Matthew West (West, 2011) and 

Michael Blaha (Blaha, 2010b). Tables 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 list the sought agnostic concepts along 

with definitions. The remaining extracted publications covered a relatively small number of 

primary agnostic concepts. Table 2.6 identifies the primary and secondary agnostic concepts 

elicited along with the source publications. The content analysis of the 69 retained 

publications identified a total of 246 agnostic concepts. Table 2.8 lists the twenty agnostic 

concepts that were the most elicited in this SLR, the top twenty selections, and the number of 

papers that covered them as data model patterns.  
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Table 2.8 Top twenty agnostic concepts 
 elicited in this SLR 

 

Name of the top twenty 
agnostic concepts

Number of the top 
twenty selections

Product 18
Customer 13
Person 13
Party 12
Role 12
Event 11
Location 11
Resource 9
Organization 8
Contract 7
Process 7
Service 7
Supplier 7
Time 7
Address 6
Context 6
Country 6
Employee 6
Order 6
Part 6  

 

In the next step, all the agnostic concepts, their relations and definitions are consolidated 

across all retained publications. The synthesis step processes the agnostic concepts from the 

69 retained publications first in order of publication years, in order of source libraries as 

listed in the practical screen in section 2.7 and in order for which the publications are 

analyzed. In the next step, all of the ontological elements and structures are merged as light-

weighted CODPs. (Blomqvist, 2010) describes these light-weighted CODPs as «not heavily 

axiomatized, but provide just a bit of formal semantics». The agnostic concepts, relationships 

and definitions are consolidated across all retained publications. The synthesis step processes 

the agnostic concepts from the 69 retained publications first in order of publication year, in 

order of source libraries as listed in the practical screen in section 2.7 and in order for which 

the publications are analyzed.  
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2.11     Content Synthesis 

Following the analysis performed in the previous section, the main agnostic concepts, the 

subsumed subordinate concepts, the definitions and relationships are synthesized starting 

with the material extracted from the SLR authors’ previous publications: (Fitzpatrick, 2012; 

Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The synthesis process 

selects agnostic concepts that were elicited at least two times. It is important to note that, 

although (Okoli, 2015) considers this step as irreproducible, the synthesis of agnostic 

concepts and relationships reveals that part of the synthesis step may reproducible by 

involving a different researcher to perform this step.  

 

The study of the saturation points is based on this Project’s phenomenological research 

method. Originally created for the grounded theory method, the concept of theoretical 

saturation acquires popularity with other qualitative research methodologies in IT and social 

sciences (Marshall et al., 2013) (Saunders et al., 2017) (Sim et al., 2018). Figure 2.8 shows 

the number of saturation events, or saturation points, which are when an agnostic concept is 

selected a second time and becomes part of an agnostic CODP. The publications are ordered 

by publication years, by source libraries as listed in the practical screen and then by 

processed order. Since a minimum of two selections are needed for an agnostic concept to be 

retained, no saturation event is identified on the first publication. The publications are 

aggregated by a group of five papers for the purpose of the diagram in figure 2.7. 
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Saturation points for the SLR's synthesis step
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Figure 2.7 Saturation events in the SLR synthesis step 
 

The saturation points diagram in figure 2.7 shows a downward trend that may demonstrate 

saturation. At this point, it would be illogical to expect a definitive state of saturation, 

especially in an exploratory research project. This saturation condition and the decision on 

how to treat with the very notion of theoretical saturation is to be re-examined in a future 

continuation of the SLR approach, as suggested by (Saunders et al., 2017). The elicited 

CODPs are represented in diagrams using the Archimate notation (Lankhorst et al., 2009). 

This notation standard meets the requirements to model CODPs at its appropriate level. Each 

agnostic CODP is described in a format inspired from a CODP template proposed in 

(Gangemi, Gómez-Pérez, Presutti, & Suárez-Figueroa, 2007). The agnostic concept Thing, 

present in all CODPs, is defined here as an element of reality or of the imaginary. This SLR 

also revealed that each of the 89 agnostic concepts are selected in average by approximately 

6 publications each. Furthermore, a concept reaches a saturation point in average at around 

the 28th publication. Finally, 90% of the 89 agnostic concepts have reached their saturation 

point at the 59th publication, which may be indicative that the elicitation may reach a turning 

point. 

Following the synthesis step, the resulting meaning units, the agnostic CODPs, are 

represented using the Archimate Open Group notation standard, a lighter form of UML 

(Lankhorst et al., 2009). As in the phenomenological research method performed in this 

project (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018c), each agnostic CODP is documented using a CODP 
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template proposed in (Gangemi et al., 2007). The root entity is the main agnostic concept that 

bears the same name as the module. 

 

2.11.1     The Party agnostic CODP 

The Party CODP allows conceptualizing people and organizations as represented in table 2.9. 

 

Table 2.9 SLR study Party CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Party 
General 
description 

The Party CODP allows the conceptualization of the nature of a person 
and an organization. 

Examples • Any physical person regardless of what role or roles may be 
played, e.g. John Doe; 

• A private corporation, a job position, a government agency, a 
government as a whole, an informal group, a family. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Party: A thing that is either a person or an organization; 
• Party Class: A classification scheme for parties; 
• Person: A biological thing classified as a Homo Sapiens; 
• Organization: A group of persons; 
• Role: See the Role CODP. 
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2.11.2     The Product agnostic CODP  

The Product CODP covers the goods and services that result from processes as illustrated in 

table 2.11. It includes the notions of classification and Bill of Material. 

 

Table 2.10 SLR study Product CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Product 
General 
description 

A good or service resulting from a process. The UN PCS and NAPCS 
classification schemes can notably be used as taxonomies for products. 
The concept of bill of material allows to package products. 

Examples • Goods are tangible products such as automobile, an electronic 
equipment, salt, fuel; 

• Services are intangible services such as car rental, banking 
offerings, investment portfolio management. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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Table 2.10 SLR study Product CODP (continued) 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Product: A tangible good or an intangible service produced by a 
process. A product may be a grouping of other products or can 
be parts, which are also products; 

• Product Class: A classification scheme for products; 
• Order: Request for the fulfillment of a service or to supply 

goods; 
• Product bill of Material: A grouping, or packages, of products, 

that may be a product itself; 
• Inventory: A specification of goods or services stored or offered 

at a given location; 
• Good: A tangible product such as equipment, etc.; 
• Service: An intangible offering providing value to a consumer; 
• Brand: A factor of differentiation associated to a good or 

service for the benefit of a consumer; 
• Infrastructure: A human made thing such as buildings, roads, 

railroad, etc.; 
• Unit of Measure: A standard for establishing the quantity of a 

thing, e.g. Currency, weight, height, etc.; 
• Role: See the Role CODP; 
• Location: See the Location CODP; 
• Process: See the Process CODP; 
• Price: See the Price CODP. 
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2.11.3     The Contract agnostic CODP 

The contract CODP covers any form of tacit agreement between parties. 

 

Table 2.11 SLR study Contract CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Contract 
General 
description 

The Contract CODP allows the conceptualization of an agreement 
between parties playing roles. 

Examples • A legal binding contract for the sales of a house between two 
persons playing roles of buyer and seller; 

• A Service Legal Agreement for procuring an infrastructure 
cloud service to a user from a cloud provider; 

• The set of terms and conditions associated with a bank-checking 
service. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Contract: A tacit agreement between parties playing roles; 
• Contract Class: A classification scheme for contracts; 
• Role: See the Role CODP; 
• Party: See the Party CODP. 
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2.11.4     The Price agnostic CODP 

The Price CODP optionally relates to products and allows the commercial operations to 

generate revenues.   

 

Table 2.12 SLR study Price CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Price 
General 
description 

The Price CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion of rates, 
rate packages, fees, penalties, pricing curve (time varying cost 
structure) applicable to the consumption of products. 

Examples • A rack rate applicable for selling room nights in a hotel; 
• A driver's licence fee for the right to drive a motor vehicle as a 

service dispensed by a government agency. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Price: A financial quantity assigned to the procurement of 
products; 

• Price Class: A classification scheme for Price; 
• Product: See the Role CODP. 
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2.11.5     The Event agnostic CODP 

The Event CODP relates to occurrences in space and time that affects the state of things. 

 

Table 2.13 SLR study Event CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Event 
General 
description 

The Event CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion of a 
spatiotemporal occurrence that may affect a thing by changing its state. 

Examples • The start of a registration process for a student in a university; 
• A financial transaction reducing a cash accounting account after 

the disbursement of a pay cheque. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Event: An occurrence in time and space that may affect the state 
of a thing; 

• Event Class: A classification scheme for Event; 
• Chain of events: A grouping of events that is an event in itself; 
• Transaction: An event that has a quantity where an exchange 

between more than one thing occurred; 
• Unit of Measure: A standard for establishing the quantity of a 

thing, e.g. Currency, weight, height, etc.; 
• Location: See the Location CODP. 
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2.11.6     The Document agnostic CODP 

The Document CODP is a media containing symbolic facts that a person may bring context 

and acquire as knowledge and know-how. 

 

Table 2.14 SLR study Document CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Document 
General 
description 

The Document CODP allows the conceptualization of physical or 
electronic representation of a body of concepts in a context; 

Examples • The Open Group Architecture Framework book purchased on 
the Open Group web site; 

• This SLR will be published as a journal article. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Document: A physical or electronic written account of concepts 
represented through symbols in accordance to a language; 

• Document Class: A classification scheme for documents; 
• Context: see the Context CODP. 
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2.11.7     The Network agnostic CODP 

The Network CODP is the implementation of the Petri-network concept for 

conceptualization. 

 

Table 2.15 SLR study Network CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

  
Name Network 
General 
description 

The Network CODP allows the conceptualization of a Petri-like 
structure composed of two nodes and a segment linking the nodes for 
the purpose of transport of: energy, cargo, people, voice, data, etc. A 
grouping of networks is also a network. 

Examples • A non-stop flight links Montreal, Canada to Chicago USA; 
• A telecommunication channel links switching node A to 

switching node B. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Network: A Petri-like structure composed of two nodes and a 
segment linking the nodes for the purpose of transport of: 
energy, cargo, people, voice, data, etc.; 

• Network Class: A classification scheme for Network; 
• Network Grouping: A group of networks that is also a network. 
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2.11.8     The Account agnostic CODP 

The Account CODP is the only agnostic concept that possesses a dual nature, the Product 

Account, a mechanism to allow access to a product, and an Accounting Account that is used 

in financial recording and reporting. 

 

Table 2.16 SLR study Account CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Account 
General 
description 

The Account CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing used for 
recording transactions for the purpose of procuring products or tallying 
quantities for financial statements. 

Examples • A checking account allows the customer to write cheques 
without fees when the balance is more than $1000 for the whole 
month; 

• The Building – Asset account has been adjusted in the 
Consolidated Grand Ledger by a post-mortem transaction. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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Table 2.16 SLR study Account CODP (continued) 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Account: A thing used for recording transactions for the 
purpose of procuring products or tallying quantities for financial 
statements; 

• Account Class: A classification scheme for Account; 
• Network Grouping: A group of accounts that is also an account; 
• Product Account: A mechanism that allows a customer access 

to a product under the terms and conditions of a contract; 
• Accounting Account: A recording structure to tally transaction 

in accordance to a financial system; 
• Contract: See the Contract CODP; 
• Role: See the Role CODP; 
• Event: See the Event CODP. 
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2.11.9     The Concept agnostic CODP 

The concept CODP would allow the conceptualization of ontological elements and serves as 

the equivalent of metadata in semi-formal ontologies. 

 

Table 2.17 SLR study Concept CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Concept 
General 
description 

The Concept CODP allows the conceptualization of a man-made 
imaginary construct that corresponds to real life imaginary or physical 
things. 

Examples • The CODPs contained in this SLR are agnostic concepts; 
• The Context CODP is an imaginary concept. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Concept: A man-made imaginary things that correspond to real 
life imaginary or physical things; 

• Concept Class: A classification scheme for Concept. 
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2.11.10    The Context agnostic CODP 

The Context CODP is scarcely covered in publications. This pattern may be quite useful for 

several applications including NLP as described in (Akman & Surav, 1997). 

 

Table 2.18 SLR study Context CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Context 
General 
description 

The Context CODP allows the conceptualization of a set of things such 
as location, parties, products and events that grouped together may 
influence the use of vocabularies, chain of future events. 

Examples • In the metaphor-rich American culture, an expression such as 
«passing the buck» may mean something quite different than 
when taken literately; 

• In the context of ACME Corporation, deploying Service- 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) services just means implementing 
plain web services. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Context: A set of concepts that grouped together may influence 
the use of vocabularies, chain of future events, etc.; 

• Context Class: A classification scheme for Context; 
• Location: see the Location CODP; 
• Party: see the Party CODP; 
• Product: see the Product CODP; 
• Event: see the Event CODP. 
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2.11.11    The Location agnostic CODP 

The Location CODP covers geographical and other forms of coordinated systems. 

 

Table 2.19 SLR study Location CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Location 
General 
description 

The Location CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing related to a 
coordinate system such as Earth location systems. This includes the notion 
of area, segment and grid locations. Geography also includes the notion of 
street addresses and electronic locations such as email and IP addresses. 

Examples • The City of New York is a Location Area included in the State of 
New York; 

• The address of this house is 123 Main Streer, Littletown USA and 
has a centroid determined by a longitude and latitude. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Location: A thing related to a coordinate system such as Earth 
location systems and the concept of address; 

• Location Class: A classification scheme for Location; 
• Location Grid: A zero-dimensioned point on a coordinate system; 
• Location Area: A polygon on a coordinate system; 
• Location Segment: A curved line of zero width joining two points; 
• Address: A label affixed on various locations for communication 

and other purposes; 
• Physical Address: An address for geographical locations; 
• Electronic Location: An address used in a media environment such 

an email address, IP address, etc. 
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2.11.12    The Role agnostic CODP 

The Role CODP constitutes a key concept that allows distinguishing between the nature of 

things and their behavior.  

 

Table 2.20 SLR study Role CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Role 
General 
description 

The Role CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of involvement 
in a process or into anything other than a role. A thing playing a role 
would exhibit a behaviour that may not be related to its nature. 

Examples • A person plays the role of an employee in ACME Corporation; 
• This horse is an asset for this farmer and is a resource that is 

involved in farm processes. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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Table 2.20 SLR study Role CODP (continued) 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Role: A form of involvement in a Process or into any Thing 
other than a Role; 

• Role Class: A classification scheme for Role; 
• Identity: A Role being played by a Thing to uniquely designate 

a Thing; 
• Name: A form of Identity composed of one or more words; 
• Party Role: A form of Role played by a Party; 
• Vendor: A Party Role that involved supplying a Product; 
• Employee: A Party Role that involves being a full-time worker 

for an organization; 
• Customer: A Party Role that involves consuming a Product 

from a vendor; 
• Asset: A Role being played by a Thing that involves having a 

value for another Thing; 
• Resource: A Role being played by a Thing that involves 

participating in a Process; 
• Channel: A Role being played by a Thing for allowing access to 

another Thing; 
• Contact Mechanism: A Channel used for establishing a 

community of interest between two or more Things; 
• Process: see the Process CODP. 
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2.11.13    The Process agnostic CODP 

The Process CODP covers all forms of human or natural activities. 

 

Table 2.21 SLR study Process CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Process 
General 
description 

The Process CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of a unit of 
work in which resources are used in the fabrication of goods or in the 
rendering of services. A process can be performed by humans, by 
nature or a mix of both. 

Examples • A set of activities in the manufacturing of a consumer electronic 
product is a Process; 

• The growth of an animal’s fetus in an In Vitro facility is a 
Process. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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Table 2.21 SLR study Process CODP (continued) 
 

Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Process 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Process: A form of a unit of work in which resources are used in 
the fabrication of goods or in the rendering of services; 

• Process Class: A classification scheme for Process; 
• Process Grouping: A collection of Processes forming another 

Process; 
• Rule: A formulated logical constraint that would be used to 

control the execution of a Process; 
• Strategy: A Process specifically designed to achieve a goal and 

not a Product; 
• Goal: A desired state of a Thing; 
• Plan: A Process that proposes a sequence of processes and 

events with a predetermined outcome; 
• Requirement: An element of the predetermined outcome that is 

fulfilled by a Plan and relates to the state of a Thing; 
• Event: See the Event CODP; 
• Role: see the Role CODP. 

 

 

The Content Synthesis step concludes the SLR research method by providing the 

consolidated set of agnostic CODPs. These agnostic CODPs are drawn from the literature 

using a qualitative form of the SLR approach proposed by (Okoli, 2015). 

 

2.12     Conclusion and future work 

The elicitation performed in this paper’s SLR approach uncovered 89 light-weighted agnostic 

CODPs. Although it may be too premature to consider the notion of theoretical saturation as 

a decision-making technique for research planning, the downward trend may indicate 

possible opportunities for the use of other qualitative methods such as research action and 

focus groups. At this point in time, the SLR approach represents an efficient research 

methodology, especially when used in conjunction with an interview-based approach such 

the phenomenological research method.  
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It is important to note that the findings of the elicitation and synthesis of agnostic CODP 

performed in this SLR includes several CODPs that are also reported in a list of CODPs 

contained in (Blomqvist, 2010). (Blomqvist, 2010) describes twenty-one CODPs elicited 

during a research covering best practices in ontology design patterns that are common to 

several domains. Also, more than 80%  of the twenty-one CODPs listed in (Blomqvist, 2010) 

are present in this SLR, e.g. Party and Person. The remaining CODPs  are conceptualized in 

this SLR by more abstract CODPs, such as in the case of the CODP Analysis Modelling 

contained in (Blomqvist, 2010) and covered by Process, one of this SLR’s key agnostic 

CODP.  

 

Such close alignment of this SLR with the research findings found in (Blomqvist, 2010) 

constitutes a demonstration of triangulation as proposed by (Anney, 2014). Such 

triangulation represents an important means to establish the trustworthiness of the qualitative 

research method used in this SLR.    

 

Following this SLR, use cases in the domains of Product Lifecycle Management and military 

logistics are to illustrate the role of the SLR’s agnostic CODPs for solving competency 

questions. The competency questions are drawn from two conference papers that previously 

covered these domains at a more holistic architectural level (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) 

and (D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The new use cases will cover the competency questions at a 

more detail ontology design level, using this SLR’s elicited CODPs.  

 

Following the final formulation of the resulting conceptualization composed of the set of 

agnostic CODPs elicited in this research project, the multi-domain ontology is to be 

formulated as a formal ontology using the OWL language with an approach as proposed in 

(J. Dietrich & Elgar, 2005) and deployed in the form of an Application Programming 

Interface (API) as prescribed by (Horridge & Bechhofer, 2011). 

 

Finally, in the wake of this SLR, this project intends to argue for a position in which single 

domain ontologies would be contraindicated for run-time operation of any cognitive 
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applications. This contraindication would apply for cognitive application capable of 

knowledge reuse, as described in this SLR at section 2.2.3, for data integration or any other 

inferential applications. However, single domain ontologies would be used in development 

time as input to the design of the multi-domain ontology prior to its deployment in run time 

within a cognitive application. 
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Abstract 

The government defense agencies increasingly rely on coalitions to deploy military assets. 

The defense domain, and the coalition it creates, requires system interoperability. The 

coalitions need to ensure that their systems interoperate. Interoperability between coalition 

members involves exchanging data, information (contextualized data), knowledge 

(actionable information) and know-how (functional knowledge). Coalitions require full 

interoperability to accomplish their missions at maximum efficiency and efficacy.  In this 

paper, a multi-domain ontology is applied to resolve a competency question about the 

collaborative logistics planning for force deployment. To plan the deployment and 

provisioning of military coalition, the logisticians and commanders need to access in a 

seamless manner, data, information, knowledge and know-how. This paper proposes the use 

of a formal multi-domain ontology to perform data integration that would allow the seamless 

exchange of data in a coalition’s heterogeneous information technology ecosystems.  

 

This use case utilizes elicited agnostic Content Ontology Design Patterns or CODPs grouped 

as a specific type of mid-level ontology called a multi-domain ontology (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et 

al., 2018a). The concept of multi-domain ontology was proposed previously in (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). Agnostic CODPs constitute a 

conceptualization that covers real world concepts usable across all industries. In this paper, 
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such agnostic concepts are intended to be represented in a formal ontology to provide data 

integration functionality to perform collaborative logistics planning for force deployment. 

This paper uses the resulting set of agnostic CODP elicited using a qualitative SLR method. 

These agnostic CODPs originate from data models, domain models and other semi-formal 

ontologies usually applied in contemporary non-cognitive information technologies, such as 

canonical models. Transformed as axioms, these patterns would constitute collectively the 

multi-domain ontology. This use case primarily serves to demonstrate the transferability 

(Anney, 2014) , or generalizability,  of the agnostic CODPs elicited by the SLR in 

(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a). 

 

Keywords: Content ODP, Ontology Design Patterns, Ontology, inference application, multi-

domain ontology, military ontology, collaborative logistics planning, trustworthiness, 

constructivism. 

 

3.1        Introduction 

Defence government agencies are affected by semantic heterogeneity in their attempt to 

implement system interoperability. The scientific community is still attempting to 

commoditize data integration (Doan et al., 2012) (Olivé, 2017). Semantic heterogeneity 

constitutes an important challenge for large enterprises and notably for organization such as 

the US Department of National Defence (Morosoff et al., 2015). 

 

Military coalitions usually include at least one major country and a few local governments to 

mitigate the risks associated with counterinsurgencies. There is a distinct possibility that 

coalitions may allow potentially unreliable parties in their midst. (Roberts, Lock, & Verma, 

2007). 

 

Coalition members unite for a very specific time with limited goals and do rarely engage in 

long-term commitments. The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan, 

under the direction of NATO and created in 2001, constitutes a notable exception as a long-
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lived coalition. Around forty countries joined this partnership for providing military civilian 

and military capabilities to rebuild Afghanistan. The exchange of reliable information 

diminishes the chances of discords within the coalition. Access to information is provided 

according to the members’ role and in accordance to agreements (Grant & van den Heuvel, 

2010). 

 

Coalitions depend on network-centric warfare capability. A network-centric warfare 

capability enables battlefield dominance. Ontology based cognitive applications, such as data 

integration and Natural Language Processing (NLP) represent essential tools for a network-

centric warfare capability. These tools allow the coalition to acquire situational awareness of 

the terrain (Pai, Yang, & Chung, 2017).    

 

The military logistics planning processes are still today primarily manual once the operations 

have started using office automation software. The logistics processes involved in deploying 

coalitions’ assets and workforce are highly complex. This complexity is explained by the 

high multitude of variables and the volatility of the situation in the theatre of operations (J. 

Patel, M. C. Dorneich, D. Mott, A. Bahrami, & C. Giammanco, 2010).  

 

Military planning involves a great variety of business domains and specialties and requires 

constant and extensive orchestration. The military logisticians face the constant challenges of 

sharing and broadcasting accurate information and knowledge in a timely fashion to the 

entire coalition (Jitu Patel et al., 2010). Semantic heterogeneity constitutes a significant 

hurdle in the exchange of information in the coalition.  

 

This use case attempts to answer a competency question dealt with in a previous use case (D. 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The competency question was formulated as: «what is the required 

logistics load and movement plan for a given coalition force deployment and what are the 

factors associated with this plan?». 
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In the previous use case, an architectural model, the Reference Architecture of an Enterprise 

Knowledge Infrastructure (RA-EKI), addressed the competency question.  

RA-EKI conceptually originates from TOGAF’s information integration infrastructure 

reference model (III-RM). NATO’s Architecture Framework (NAF) extensively covers 

reference architectures, or architectural patterns, that can be applied to business, data, 

application and technology architectures. The concepts of reference architecture, reference 

model and architectural patterns constitute synonyms for the purpose of the SLR and used 

interchangeably. The architectural pattern for the multi-domain ontology is described in 

detail, as a set of agnostic CODPs, in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) hereafter referred to as 

the SLR.  RA-EKI proposes in figure 3.1 an application reference architecture (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2013), (D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) and in figure 2 the architectural pattern 

for the multi-domain ontology (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a). 

 

RA-EKI proposes, as illustrated in figure 3.1, «a set of generic applications that transforms 

unstructured, semi-structured and structured data into information mostly in execution time 

and information into knowledge in design time. RA-EKI also comprises a unique ontology 

structure» (D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). RA-EKI’s ontological structure comprises 

foundational, mid-level (multi-domain), domains, task and application ontologies.  
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Figure 3.1 Reference Architecture of an Enterprise Knowledge Infrastructure 
(Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) 

 

The corner stone of RA-EKI is a multi-domain ontology first introduced in (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2012). This multi-domain ontology proposes agnostic concepts that are 

applicable across all industries. (Obrst et al., 2012) introduced a new type of ontology, the 

mid-level ontologies, which are more grounded than foundational ontologies but more 

abstract than domain ontologies. RA-EKI’s multi-domain ontology, a type of mid-level 

ontology, intends to conceptualize all business concepts that are found across all industries. 

The multi-domain ontology and its modules aim in providing a cross-domain semantic 

capability appropriate for a military coalition’s requirements for system interoperability.  

 

The SLR revisited the architectural pattern for the multi-domain ontology, found in (D. 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2013), by eliciting agnostic CODPs using a qualitative systematic literature 

review approach richly documented in the SLR. This use case applies the agnostic CODPs by 

attempting to answer the aforementioned competency question. This use case serves as a 

means to establish the trustworthiness of the SLR by examining the transferability, as 
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prescribed by (Anney, 2014), of the agnostic CODPs in the context of collaborative logistics 

planning. Anney posits that transferability, a criterion for establishing the trustworthiness of a 

qualitative research, consists in applying the elicited concepts to a different context that has 

an actual real life purpose and with different respondents, e.g. reviewers for a scientific 

journal.   

 

This SLR is primarily based on a methodology described in (Okoli, 2015). Okoli proposed an 

approach to perform a qualitative systematic literature review. Initially from the life sciences 

research community, the SLR research method intends to rigorously search and select 

publications based on a research question. However, Okoli’s methodology provided only 

partial guidance for the analysis and the synthesis of the elicited material. This SLR, 

(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a), prescribes more accurately the analysis and synthesis steps 

inspired from the phenomenology research method proposed in (C. Moustakas, 1994).    

 

The research question is formulated as follows: «what are the conceptualization patterns 

found in semi-formal ontologies, e.g. data model patterns, software engineering patterns, etc, 

that can be agnostic to any domain or industry sector in the context of enterprise semantic 

interoperability and can be used as the basis of agnostic CODPs to resolve semantic 

heterogeneity in enterprise systems?» (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a). 

 

This research question is then translated into a search query, executed in various publication 

databases and then selected based on a practical screen. The retained publications are then 

analyzed. The analysis step consists in breaking down the content in the following topics: the 

primary agnostic concept, the secondary agnostic concepts and the definitions. The synthesis 

step consolidates the entire elicited material first by primary agnostic concepts. This yields a 

set of modules under which are associated for each the main agnostic CODP, the subordinate 

agnostic CODPs, their relations and their definitions. At this point, the present use case 

attempts to show that the set of agnostic CODPs produced by the SLR’s research protocol 

may apply in the context of collaborative logistics planning for coalition force deployment. 
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Section 3.2 provides a definition of important concepts for this research. Section 3.3, Related 

work, describe similar research initiatives. Section 3.4 outlines the multi-domain ontology 

modules used in this use case. Section 3.5 illustrates and defines the business processes for 

collaborative logistics planning. Section 3.6 describes the application of the agnostic CODPs 

to answer the competency question. Section 3.7 concludes the paper with a discussion on the 

present use case. 

 

3.2      Definition of terms 

The following definitions are extracted and summarized from the SLR (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et 

al., 2018a)for the present use case. The SLR’s provided these definitions to establish a 

conceptual foundation to this research. 

 

3.2.1  Conceptualization 

«Conceptualization is defined here as a process that implicitly creates semantic structures. 

Semantic structures establish the meaning of things. Semantic structures are set of concepts, 

properties and their relationships» (Giaretta & Guarino, 1995), (Nicola Guarino, 1998).   

 

3.2.2 Representation 

«It is an externalized depiction, or specification, of concepts that can be shared amongst 

people or machines. Representing concepts involves converting implicit concepts lodged in a 

person’s brain into explicit concepts using a language» (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 

 

3.2.3 Ontology 

Gruber defines an ontology as an «explicit specification of a conceptualization» (Thomas R. 

Gruber, 1993).  «Guarino stresses that ontologies only approximate a conceptualization. He 

also indicates that the only way to enhance the representation is to develop a richer set of 

axioms (N. Guarino, 1998).  
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There are two basic facets of the ontology concept: language dependent, the representation, 

and language independent, the conceptualization, characteristics (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 

Based on (Héon, 2010), the four ontology levels are: 

 

• Informal: e.g. natural text; 

• Semi-informal: e.g. concept maps; 

• Semi-formal : e.g. data models, canonical models, XSDs; 

• Formal: a set of logical rules that can be processed by an inference engine for 

cognitive applications. 

 

3.2.4 Ontology Pattern 

Blomqvist describes an ontology pattern as «a set of ontological elements, structures or 

construction principles that intend to solve a specific engineering problem and that recurs, 

either exactly replicated or in an adapted form, within some set of ontologies, or is 

envisioned to recur within some future set of ontologies» (Blomqvist, 2010). 

 

 

3.2.5 Ontology Design Pattern (ODP) 

An Ontology Design Pattern is a «an ontology design pattern is a set of ontological elements, 

structures or construction principles that solve a clearly defined particular modeling 

problem» (Blomqvist, 2010).  

3.2.6 Content ODP 

Based on (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009) (Blomqvist, 2009a), a content ODP, or a CODP, 

represents a design pattern that describes business concepts found in a domain ontology. This 

use case provides CODPs that represents business concepts that are relevant across all 

domains and industries. This project intends to elicit agnostic cross-industry CODP that form 

the multi-domain ontology. 
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3.2.7 Enterprise 

The Open Group Architecture Framework (Anonymous, 2009), an enterprise is defined as 

commercial profit driven entity or a no-profit organization or a government agency. An 

enterprise is also defined a coalition or a partnership. A subdivision of another enterprise 

such as a subdivision of a company or of a government constitutes an enterprise. 

 

3.2.8 Domain 

A domain is defined as set of knowledge and know-how shared by a community, an 

enterprise or an industry sector (Tennis, 2003). 

 

3.2.9 Agnostic concept 

«An agnostic concept is defined here as an abstract concept that possesses a distinct 

definition amongst other concepts. Thomas Erl defines the term Agnostic in the context of 

Service Oriented Architecture software component logic as logic that is reusable across all 

contexts and domains in the enterprise. Furthermore, it is implied here that an agnostic 

concept is defined in such a way that it cannot be confused with another agnostic concept» 

(Erl et al., 2017).  

3.2.10 Multi-domain ontology 

«A mid-level formal ontology composed that comprises a collection of interrelated agnostic 

CODPs that allows a cross-industry conceptualization.  Concepts related to any industry may 

be represented using the multi-domain ontology» (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012).  

 

3.3        Related work 

This section first surveys literature pertaining to general and logistics collaborative planning. 

This review mainly studies the military-related business processes, the organizational 

challenges of a coalition and the critical requirement for system interoperability in military 
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coalition. Secondly, this section investigates ontology applications related to topics such as 

situation awareness, truck transportation navigation, cargo loading, battlefield dynamics, etc.  

 

Kuster in (Egon Kuster, 2007) considers interoperability crucial for a coalition.  Differences 

caused by semantic heterogeneity constitute important challenges to maintain 

interoperability. (J. Patel, M. Dorneich, D. Mott, A. Bahrami, & C. Giammanco, 2010) and 

(Dorneich, Mott, Bahrami, Patel, & Giammanco, 2011) prescribes the extension of the 

planning processes to encompass all military functions (logistics, operations, intelligence, 

etc). This approach requires the coalition members’ systems to interoperate. Such 

interoperability supports critical knowledge extraction, essential to the success of the 

coalitions’ missions. Interoperability is also critical for knowledge reusability in that previous 

plans can be used to accelerate the production of new plans to fulfill new operational 

requirements. 

 

(J. Patel et al., 2010) and (J. González, de Castro, & Güemes, 2011) prescribe a Service-

Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach for collaborative military planning activities. These 

authors are also proposing a business process layer that involves using Business Process 

Execution Language (BPEL) scripts. This SOA approach entails the invocation of application 

assets through data integration. As prescribed by T. Erl’s agnostic design and reusability 

principle, such an approach would be highly dependent on agnostic CODPs, which the 

present use case proposes. 

  

Reference models such as ICODES (Pohl & Morosoff, 2011), ONISTT (Ford, Martin, 

Elenius, & Johnson, 2011) and those proposed by Chmielewski (M. Chmielewski, 2009), 

Gonzalez et al (J. González et al., 2011) and Kuster (E. Kuster, 2007) outline notably NLP, 

data integration and knowledge extraction applications. Certain projects, such as in (M. 

Chmielewski, 2009), (Ford et al., 2011), (Pohl & Morosoff, 2011), (Glöckner & Ludwig, 

2017), (Hofman & Rajagopal, 2015), (Katsumi & Fox, 2018), (Fokoue, Srivatsa, Rohatgi, 

Wrobel, & Yesberg, 2009) and (Pai et al., 2017) comprises low abstract specific domain 

ontologies. These ontologies apply to specific, focused domains such as situation awareness, 
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truck transportation navigation, cargo loading, battlefield dynamics, etc. Another example, 

the Unified Battle Space Ontology (UBOM) covers a large set of very specific non-agnostic 

concepts related to the military operations domain, assets and battlefield decision-making. 

The SOA paradigm, prevalent in the aforementioned projects, is significantly prescribed due 

to more demanding performance requirements in terms of latency.  

The analyzed reference models cover a wide array of ontology patterns. In all cases, the 

ontology patterns were non-agnostic and do not support reusability, an essential attribute for 

data integration. The emerging notion of a coalition comprises an extensive set of concepts 

that are not related to the traditional military doctrines. The richness of related domains such 

as intermodal logistics, supply chain provisioning and others have extended the military 

doctrines in a significant manner (D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The SLR and the present use 

case proposed set of agnostic CODPs intend to ultimately solve the semantic heterogeneity 

problem and provide coalitions the required support for their systems’ interoperability. 

 

3.4        Multi-domain ontology modules 

This section introduces the revised modules and definitions that compose the multi-domain 

ontology. These modules and their associated agnostic CODPs are used in section 3.6 for the 

intended resolution of the selected competency question. Table 3.1 provides modules’ name 

and description, which are drawn from (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a).  
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Table 3.1 Description of the revised agnostic multi-domain modules 
 (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) 

 
Module name Module description 

Party «The Party CODP allows the conceptualization of the nature 
of a person and an organization». 

Product «A good or service resulting from a process. The UN PCS and 
NAPCS classification schemes can notably be used as 
taxonomies for products. The concept of a bill of material 
allows to package products». 

Contract «The Contract CODP allows the conceptualization of an 
agreement between parties playing roles». 

Price «The Price CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion 
of rates, rate packages, fees, penalties, pricing curve (time 
varying cost structure) applicable to the consumption of 
products». 

Event «The Event CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion 
of a spatiotemporal occurrence that may affect a thing by 
changing its state». 

Document «The Document CODP allows the conceptualization of 
physical or electronic representation of a body of concepts in 
a context». 

Network «The Network CODP allows the conceptualization of a Petri-
like structure composed of two nodes and a segment linking 
the nodes for the purpose of transport of: energy, cargo, 
people, voice, data, etc. A grouping of networks is also a 
network». 

Account «The Account CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing 
used for recording transactions for the purpose of procuring 
products or tallying quantities for financial statements». 

Concept «The Concept CODP allows the conceptualization of a man-
made imaginary construct that corresponds to real life 
imaginary or physical things». 

Context «The Context CODP allows the conceptualization of a set of 
things such as location, parties, products and events that 
grouped together may influence the use of vocabularies, chain 
of future events». 
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Table 3.1 Description of the revised agnostic multi-domain modules 
(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) (continued) 

 
Module name Module description 

Location «The Location CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing 
related to a coordinate system such as Earth location systems. 
This includes the notion of area, segment and grid locations. 
Geography also includes the notion of street addresses and 
electronic locations such as email and IP addresses». 

Role «The Role CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of 
involvement in a process or into anything other than a role. A 
thing playing a role would exhibit a behaviour that may not be 
related to its nature». 

Process «The Process CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of 
a unit of work in which resources are used in the fabrication 
of goods or in the rendering of services. A process can be 
performed by humans, by nature or a mix of both». 

 

Each of the described modules comprises primary and secondary agnostic CODPs used in the 

resolution of the competency question in section 6. 

 

3.5        Business process definition for collaborative logistics planning 

The business process definition provides the backdrop for the resolution of the competency 

question. Inspired from (D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) and related projects indicated in section 

3.3, these business processes set the requirements for interoperability, thus for data 

integration. This is a simplification for the purpose of the use case since the actual business 

processes are far more numerous and complex. 

 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the business processes in sequence, albeit some of the processes may be 

executed concurrently. The Archimate notation is used to represent the business processes. 

Table 3.2 provides the definitions for these business processes. 

 

The following information elements constitute input mainly from J3 Operations (we assume 

here a joint headquarters for a significant force coalition) (D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013), 
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(Antkiewicz et al., 2012), (Mariusz Chmielewski, Gałka, Jarema, Krasowski, & Kosiński, 

2009): 

 

• Concept of Operations, fundamental document describing the core concepts of the 

mission; 

• Asset and commodities inventory and requirements; 

• Unit composition and human resource requirements; 

• Coalition composition, including civilian organizations; 

• Threat analysis issued by J2 Intelligence; 

• Operations plan. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Business processes for collaborative logistics planning 

 

Table 3.2 Business process descriptions 
 
Business process name Business process description 

1.Create Draft Plan Based on existing plans, a cognitive planning application, the 
application, would infer a draft plan to be reviewed by the J4 
Logistics branch staff (J. Patel et al., 2010), (Dorneich et al., 
2011). 

2.Determine supply 
opportunity 

The application would search for the coalition members’ 
supply requirements and would infer a consolidated purchase 
strategy to minimize costs (Dorneich et al., 2011). 

3.Transmit RFP and PO The application transmits the Request for Proposals, selects 
the vendors and issues the purchase orders (Glöckner & 
Ludwig, 2017).  

4.Establish Logistics 
Network 

The application identifies the distribution centres, the 
transportation hubs, modes of transportation, logistics services 
vendors, network segments, etc (Glöckner & Ludwig, 2017), 
(Hofman & Rajagopal, 2015), (Katsumi & Fox, 2018). 
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Table 3.2 Business process descriptions (continued) 
 

Business process name Business process description 

5.Analyze 
Environment/Weather 

The application considers the threat analysis, the weather 
forecasts and others for establishing various environmental 
conditions that may affect the deployment of assets and 
workforce (Katsumi & Fox, 2018), (Antkiewicz et al., 2012), 
(Smart et al., 2008). 

6.Formulate 
Transportation/Supply 
Plan 

The application consolidates all the information, knowledge 
and know-how received and generated and produces 
transportation and supply plans for the deployment (J. Patel et 
al., 2010), (Dorneich et al., 2011), (Glöckner & Ludwig, 
2017), (Hofman & Rajagopal, 2015). 

7.Socialize and 
synchronize Tpt Plan 

The application transmits the proposed transportation and 
supply plan with the coalition members and updates all 
individual plans upon approval. It also keeps up-to-date the 
plan when revisions are applied in reaction to events (J. Patel 
et al., 2010), (Dorneich et al., 2011), (Smart et al., 2008).  

 

In the next section, competency question resolution associates each business process to the 

agnostic CODPs that used for the resolution of the competency question. It is important to 

note that only the selected agnostic CODPs used for the competency question resolution is 

shown. Either the ontology axioms or the assertions are included in the scope for the present 

use case. 

 

3.6        Competency question resolution 

Following the definition of the business processes from the previous section, the agnostic 

CODPs required for each of the business processes are outlined. The agnostic CODPs 

(coloured shaded) and the domain specific concepts (grey shaded) are represented in 

diagrams using the Archimate notation (Lankhorst et al., 2009). This notation standard meets 

the requirements to model CODPs at its appropriate level. Each business process involved in 

the resolution attempt of the competency question is described in a format inspired from a 

CODP template proposed in (Gangemi et al., 2007). The competency question, first 

enunciated in the present use cases in section 3.1 Introduction, is formulated as in the 

following: 
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« What is the required logistics load and movement plan required for a given coalition force 

deployment and what are the factors associated with this plan?». 

 

3.6.1 Create Draft Plan step 

The first step is to create a draft plan from previous plans and from existing knowledge and 

assertions. 

 

Table 3.3 Create Draft Plan 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 1.Create Draft Plan 
Simplified 
UML 
diagram 
(Archimate) 
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3.6.2 Determine supply opportunity 

The second step consists in seeking the coalition members’ supply requirements and 

determines any opportunity to consolidate purchases to minimize costs. 

 

Table 3.4 Determine supply opportunity 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 2.Determine supply opportunity 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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3.6.3 Transmit RFP and PO 

The third step actions the strategy established in the previous step and issues the Request for 

Proposals and the Purchase Orders. 

 

Table 3.5 Transmit RFP and PO 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 3.Transmit RFP and PO 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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3.6.4 Establish Logistics Network 

The fourth step determines the supply and transportation network for the provisioning of 

goods and services. 

 

Table 3.6 Establish Logistics Network 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 4.Establish Logistics Network 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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3.6.5 Analyze Environment/Weather 

The fifth step involves the study of any weather, incidents, geological anomalies and others 

to determine any adverse effects on the transportation and supply network. 

 

Table 3.7 Analyze Environment/Weather 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 5. Analyze Environment/Weather 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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3.6.6 Formulate Transportation/Supply Plan 

The sixth step produces the refined transportation and supply plan. It is generated from the 

draft plan produced in step 1 and considers all other factors determined from steps 2 through 

5.  

 

Table 3.8 Formulate Transportation/Supply Plan 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 6.Formulate Transportation/Supply Plan 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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3.6.7 Socialize and synchronize Transportation Plan 

The seventh step allows the transportation and supply plan to be socialized with all coalition 

members. It also involves the various application systems in the greatest coalition network to 

be updated with information on a need to know basis. 

 

Table 3.9 Socialize and synchronize Transportation Plan 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 7.Socialize and synchronize Transportation Plan 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
 

3.7        Conclusion 

The competency question resolution illustrates the use of agnostic CODPs for each step and 

represented the mappings between the domain specific concept and the agnostic CODPs. 

This allows determining to what extent the multi-domain ontology, and its included set of 

patterns can support the various and numerous domain ontologies involved in the 

collaborative logistics planning processes. 
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The agnostic CODPs allows generalizing several of the domain specific concepts into a 

smaller set of agnostic CODPs. For example, in section 3.6.6, pertaining to the formulation 

of a transportation and supply plan, the agnostic concepts process and plan can subsumed 

several lower abstract concepts that are domain-specific ontologies surveyed in section 3.3. 

In section 3.6.5, the processes for the analysis of the environment and weather uses almost 

exclusively the location agnostic CODP, which can subsumed a significant number of 

geographical and weather related concepts, such as country, city, river, ocean and 

meteorological system. 

 

This use case intended to demonstrate the transferability, the equivalent of generalizability 

for qualitative research (Anney, 2014) in respect to the set of elicited agnostic CODPs from 

the SLR.  Upon completion of the project, further research is planned work on the multi-

domain ontology for possibly reaching a higher level of theoretical saturation and eventual 

design, development and test experiments.   
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Abstract 

 

New approaches to design manufactured products are proposed to allow product 

manufacturers to be more competitive: Set-Based Design (SBD) (Kerga et al., 2016), a new 

product development process proposed in (Belay et al., 2014) and the modular approach 

(Buergin et al., 2018). The SBD approach, for example, can contribute to reducing in average 

by 25% the project duration and by 40% the total project costs as demonstrated in laboratory 

simulations (Kerga et al., 2016). These new product design approaches require that the 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) application systems interoperate (Daniel Fitzpatrick 

et al., 2013). Semantic heterogeneity adversely affects system interoperability thus hindering 

efforts to execute the new product design methodologies. 

 

To address the semantic heterogeneity problem, we propose a use case using the formal 

multi-domain ontology to perform data integration, thus allowing the required ontology 

based system interoperability. This paper uses a set of agnostic Content Ontology Design 

Patterns or CODPs grouped as a specific type of mid-level ontology called a multi-domain 

ontology (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a). We believe that the use case described in this 

paper demonstrate the compliance to the transferability criterion to establish the 

trustworthiness (Anney, 2014) of qualitative Systematic Literature Review (SLR). 

Furthermore, this use case aims for the same research objective as (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, et 
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al., 2018), which pertains to collaborative logistics planning for coalition force deployment. 

The concept of multi-domain ontology was previously discussed in (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 

2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The agnostic CODPs constitutes a conceptualization 

that covers real world concepts usable across all industries. These agnostic CODPs were 

elicited from data models and other semi-formal ontologies. Once transformed as axioms, 

these patterns would form together the multi-domain ontology.  

 

Keywords: Content ODP, RA-EKI, Ontology Design Patterns, Ontology, inference 

application, multi-domain ontology, PLM, Product Lifecycle Management,, collaborative 

product design, SBE, PD, qualitative research, trustworthiness, constructivism. 

 

4.1        Introduction 

New approaches to design manufactured products are proposed to allow product 

manufacturers to be more competitive: Set-Based Design (SBD) (Kerga et al., 2016), a new 

product development process proposed in (Belay et al., 2014) and the modular approach 

(Buergin et al., 2018). The SBD approach, for example, can contribute to reducing in average 

by 25% the project duration and by 40% the total project costs as demonstrated in laboratory 

simulations (Kerga et al., 2016). 

 

These new product design approaches require that the Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) 

systems interoperate (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). Semantic heterogeneity adversely 

affects system interoperability thus hindering efforts to execute the new product design 

methodologies. To resolve the semantic heterogeneity problem, a SLR contained in 

(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) propose a multi-domain ontology composed of a set of 

agnostic CODPs. 

 

This use case attempts to answer a competency question, using the agnostic CODPs, as 

previously executed in a use cases (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) related to the application 
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of the Reference Architecture of an Enterprise Knowledge Infrastructure (RA-EKI) for 

product design. For product design, the competency question is now reformulated as: 

 

«What are the factors for each phase or business process of product design, which may 

influence the financial, customer and environmental value of the new product currently 

under development?». 

 

Section 4.2 provides a definition of important concepts for this research. Section 4.3 Related 

work describe similar research initiatives. Section 4.4 outlines the multi-domain ontology 

modules used in this use case. Section 4.5 illustrates and defines the business processes for 

collaborative product design. Section 4.6 describes the application of the agnostic CODPs to 

answer the competency question. Section 4.7 concludes the paper with a discussion on the 

present use case. 

 

4.2        Definition of terms 

The following definitions are extracted from the SLR (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) for 

this use case. The SLR’s provided these definitions to establish a conceptual foundation to 

this research. The original citations are also provided. 

 

4.2.1 Conceptualization 

«Conceptualization is defined here as a process that implicitly creates semantic structures. 

Semantic structures establish the meaning of things. Semantic structures are set of concepts, 

properties and their relationships» (Giaretta & Guarino, 1995), (Nicola Guarino, 1998).   

 

4.2.2 Representation 

«It is an externalized depiction, or specification, of concepts that can be shared amongst 

people or machines. Representing concepts involves converting implicit concepts lodged in a 

person’s brain into explicit concepts using a language» (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 
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4.2.3 Ontology 

Gruber defines an ontology as an «explicit specification of a conceptualization» (Thomas R. 

Gruber, 1993).  «Guarino stresses that ontologies only approximate a conceptualization. He 

also indicates that the only way to enhance the representation is to develop a richer set of 

axioms (N. Guarino, 1998).  

 

Figure 4.1 illustrates the two basic facets of the ontology concept: language dependent, the 

representation, and language independent the conceptualization (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 

Figure 4.1 also illustrates the four ontology levels (Héon, 2010): 

 

• Informal: e.g. natural text; 

• Semi-informal: e.g. concept maps; 

• Semi-formal : e.g. data models, canonical models, XSDs; 

• Formal: a set of logical rules that can be processed by an inference engine for 

cognitive applications. 
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Figure 4.1 Summarized definition of an ontology 
(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) 

 

4.2.4 Ontology Pattern 

Blomqvist describes an ontology pattern as «a set of ontological elements, structures or 

construction principles that intend to solve a specific engineering problem and that recurs, 

either exactly replicated or in an adapted form, within some set of ontologies, or is 

envisioned to recur within some future set of ontologies» (Blomqvist, 2010). 

 

4.2.5 Ontology Design Pattern (ODP) 

An Ontology Design Pattern is a «an ontology design pattern is a set of ontological elements, 

structures or construction principles that solve a clearly defined particular modelling 

problem» (Blomqvist, 2010).  

 

4.2.6 Content ODP 

Based on (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009) (Blomqvist, 2009a), a CODP represents a design 

pattern that describes business concepts found in a domain ontology. This use case provides 

CODPs that represents business concepts that are relevant across all domains and industries. 
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4.2.7 Enterprise 

The Open Group Architecture Framework (Anonymous, 2009) defines an enterprise as a 

commercial profit driven entity or a no-profit organization or a government agency. An 

enterprise is also defined as a partnership or a virtual enterprise, a group of companies 

joining up to develop a new product. A subdivision of another enterprise such as a 

subdivision of a company or of a government constitutes an enterprise. 

 

4.2.8 Domain 

«A domain is defined as set of knowledge and know-how shared by a community, an 

enterprise or an industry sector» (Tennis, 2003). 

 

4.2.9 Agnostic concept 

An agnostic concept is defined here as an abstract concept that possesses a distinct definition 

amongst other concepts. Thomas Erl defines the term Agnostic in the context of Service 

Oriented Architecture software component logic as logic that is reusable across all contexts 

and domains in the enterprise. Furthermore, it is implied here that an agnostic concept is 

defined in such a way that it cannot be confused with another agnostic concept (Erl et al., 

2017).  

 

4.2.10 Multi-domain ontology 

«A mid-level formal ontology composed that comprises a collection of interrelated agnostic 

CODPs that allows a cross-industry conceptualization.  Concepts related to any industry may 

be represented using the multi-domain ontology» (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012).  

 

The definitions contained in this section allow a better understanding of the present use case, 

particularly in the execution of the competency question. In the next section, a literature 

review is performed first on the emerging product design approach such as Set-Based Design 
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(SBD) (Kerga et al., 2016), a new product development process proposed in (Belay et al., 

2014) and the modular approach for customized product design (Buergin et al., 2018). 

 

4.3        Related work 

As stated previously, this  use case aims to demonstrate the capacity of the set of agnostic 

CODPs, forming the multi-domain ontology, elicited in the SLR contained in (Fitzpatrick, 

Ratté, et al., 2018a), to support knowledge sharing that is critical for collaborative product 

design. In the first part of this literature survey, we will investigate new product design 

approaches. This will allow proposing a set of business processes used to represent the main 

activities involved in product design. This set of business processes, listed and defined in 

section 4.5, is then used in the execution of the competency question in section 4.6. The set 

of business processes summarized here doesn’t mean to be exhaustive and complete but to 

allow a sufficient context to demonstrate the adherence to the transferability criterion 

(Anney, 2014) of the multi-domain ontology’s set of agnostic CODPs elicited in the SLR as 

described by Fitzpatrick et al.  

 

In the second part of this section, a survey elicits ontologies that are specifically designed for 

product design and product development. Concepts drawn from the surveyed publications are 

included and represented in the light UML diagrams of section 4.6. The execution of the 

competency question intends to demonstrate that agnostic CODPs can subsume domain 

specific (low abstract) concepts in ontologies designed to support product design.  

 

Industry, notably manufacturers, depends increasingly in Collaborative Product Design 

(CPD) to diminish costs and time-to-market and to increase quality. CPD leverages the 

optimization of the production and business processes of the enterprises and the virtual 

enterprise, a group of business units manufacturing together (Abadi, Ben-Azza, & Sekkat, 

2017). Under the pressure of a highly competitive market, the manufacturers need to 

implement CPD to reduce design time. In order to achieve the necessary design time 

reduction, the virtual enterprises must support knowledge sharing. The virtual enterprises 
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must perform their business processes in an agile, robust and flexible manner. To achieve 

these latter requirements, an ontology-based data integration function may allow system 

interoperability amongst the units of the virtual enterprises (Abadi, Ben-Azza, & Sekkat, 

2016).  

 

With similar goals, Lean Product Development (LPD) attempts to reduce unnecessary effort 

to design and market valued and environmentally friendly products. The SBD approach, used 

concurrently with  LPD, accelerates the initial stage of the product development process, 

mainly design, and reduces the uncertainty with prototyping (Kerga et al., 2016). Systems 

interoperability constitutes a requirement to the virtual enterprise to outperform the 

competition (Belay et al., 2014).  The SBD, also called Set-Based Concurrent Engineering 

(SBCE) as described by (Belay et al., 2014), can be defined as an approach that «allows more 

of the design effort to proceed concurrently and defers details specifications until tradeoffs 

are more fully understood» (Singer, Doerry, & Buckley, 2009). SBD differs with traditional 

design processes, also referred to as the «design spiral» from Evans (Evans, 1959). The 

traditional design approach, also called Point-Based Design (PBD) approach, is inadequate to 

handle large complex product developments. The PBD approach tends to signal a product 

design effort as complete on the basis of budget and time limitations, and not on the actual 

fulfillment of the product design requirements (Singer et al., 2009). By contrast to PBD, SBD 

engages multiple concurrent design processes. 

 

(Buergin et al., 2018) describe an approach to address the rising requirement for customized 

products. This approach that consists in compartmentalizing product development in modules 

also leverages the concept of collaborative product design. This modular approach effectively 

breaks down holistic product target architecture in relatively independent major components. 

 

(Singer et al., 2009) cites (Womack, Jones, & Roos, 1990) and (Ward, Liker, Cristiano, & 

Sobek, 1995) in describing  a study on Toyota’s automobile design approach that designs 

quality products in a significantly shorter time than other automobile manufacturers. 

Toyota’s design approach, later referred to as SBD consists in four fundamental tenets: 
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• Broader sets of design requirements are specified to effectively enable multiple track 

design processes;  

• The sets of design requirements are allowed longer treatment to converge to more 

accurate product specifications; 

• The design sets evolve more accurately until a holistic solution emerges that meets 

the requirements; 

• Finally, as the solution emerges, the design gains in detail (Singer et al., 2009).  

 

The SBD approach, compared to PBD, has demonstrated in research and simulations a 

reduction of between 20% and 25% in average project duration and between 40% and 50% in 

total project costs (Kerga et al., 2016), (Belay et al., 2014). Kerga et al formulate the two 

following principle (Kerga et al., 2016) that summarizes the essence of what is SBD: 

 

Principle #1: «When designing, always work on several alternative solutions at the same 

time»; 

 

Principle #2: «Instead of selecting between alternatives, proceed by elimination». 

 

A set of business processes is listed and defined in section 4.5. These business processes, 

derived from this section’s first part survey, are used in the execution of the competency 

question in section 4.6. Figure 4.2 represents some of the key concepts in the aforecited 

related work. The relationships in the light UML diagram using Archimate notation standards 

are read from left to right. (Lankhorst et al., 2009). Table 4.1 describes the concepts 

represented in figure 4.2 in more detail. 
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Figure 4.2 Key product design concepts based pertaining to the SBD, CPD and modular 
approaches 

 

Table 4.1 Description of the product design concepts based on the SBD, CPD and modular 
approaches 

 
Concept name Concept description 

Design project A concerted planned and managed effort to develop a product. 
Design process A set of sub-processes intended to develop a product. 
Product A manufactured good for which the design project intends to 

develop. 
Module A distinct major component that can be independently designed 

and manufactured for the most part. 
Worker An individual that participates in the design of a module. 
Alternative design 
process 

A set of activity that can execute concurrently to another for the 
design of a given module or major component of a product. 

Prototyping process A type of alternative design process that involved building a 
working replica of the intended module strictly for design 
purposes. 

Bill of Material A named list of parts that composes the product, including the 
modules. 

Requirement A description of the intended function constraint. 
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Table 4.1 Description of the product design concepts based on the SBD, CPD and modular 
approaches (continued) 

 
Concept name Concept description 

Virtual enterprise A collection of independent organizations, mostly suppliers and 
manufacturers that collaborate to develop a product. 

Participating 
organization 

An organization that participates in some capacity to the 
development of a product. 

 

At this point, concepts from ontologies designed to support interoperability and knowledge 

sharing for product development will be elicited from the survey. Formal ontologies executed 

in inference-capable cognitive applications can contribute to solving the problem of semantic 

heterogeneity. (Fortineau, 2013) and (Abadi et al., 2016) assert that formal ontologies can 

perform the following functions: integrate data, execute explicit knowledge for various 

applications and provide natural language flexible queries. In the context of collaborative 

product design, ontology-based applications constitute an important enabling technology 

especially for knowledge sharing, crucial to semantic interoperability necessary to 

collaborative product design (Abadi et al., 2017).  

 

(Abadi et al., 2017) propose the Collaborative Product Design Ontology, or CPD-Onto, to 

address the knowledge management and sharing requirements of CPD. CPD-Onto 

conceptualizes the domain semantics by using generic concepts. CPD-Onto development 

involved using a semi-formal ontology, i.e. a data model, iteratively to properly support 

CPD. Figure 4.5 illustrates CPD-Onto main concepts, which are summarily described in table 

4.2. The CPD-Onto ontology intends to conceptualize not only collaborative product design, 

but the manufacturing and supply chain processes as well. The concepts represented in this 

model originate from the authors’ experience. The relationships in the light UML diagram 

using Archimate notation standards (Lankhorst et al., 2009) are read from left to right and 

from top to bottom. 
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Figure 4.3 The generic conceptual model of the Collaborative Product Design ontology  
CPD-Onto (Abadi et al., 2017) 

 

Table 4.2 Description of the CPD_Onto main concepts (Abadi et al., 2017) 
 
Concept name Concept description 

Design Project An initiative to develop a product to fulfill requirements and broken 
down in phases. 

Supply Chain 
Design 

A type of design project that specializes in implementing a supply 
chain, a set of processes and actors, to provision material for 
manufacturing. 

Manufacturing 
Process Design 

A type of design project that specializes in implementing a 
manufacturing process to produce the desired product. 

Product Design A type of design project that specializes in developing the actual 
product. 

Phase A division of the design project that represents a distinct stage in the 
implementation of the supply chain and the manufacturing process, and 
actual development of the intended product.   

Resource A thing that is involved in a phase that is involved in a task, either 
money, material or people. 

Task An element of work performed with the use of a resource. 
Requirement A specification of the desired functionality or of a constraint. 
Product A good that is manufactured to satisfy requirements. It can be an 

assembly or a part. 
Bill Of 
Material 

A named list of products, or parts, composing another product called an 
assembly that represents the final product. 
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Table 4.2 Description of the CPD_Onto main concepts (Abadi et al., 2017) 
(continued) 

 
Concept name Concept description 

Supply chain A set of processes and actors of the virtual enterprise involved in 
supplying the required resources to manufacture the product. 

Manufacturing 
process 

A set of activities involved in producing the desired good to fulfill the 
requirements. 

Design data 
and knowledge 

A set of factual symbols and actionable information to be used by 
processes involved in the design project.  

 

The authors of the conceptualization represented in figure 4.5 intended their ontology to be 

generic to the manufacturing industry. The authors also covered a wide set of processes by 

conceptualizing the supply chain, the manufacturing and the design processes. The product 

concept is a manufactured good such as equipment.  

 

(Abadi et al., 2016) proposes an ontology to support interoperability within systems in a 

virtual enterprise. In the context of collaborative product development, a virtual enterprise 

may encompass several distinct commercial or other types of organization that collaborate 

for the development of a product. The authors propose an ontology for integration and 

interoperability purposes. Figure 4.6 represents the proposed ontology in light UML using 

the Archimate notation standards (Lankhorst et al., 2009). The relationships in the diagram 

are read from left to right and from top to bottom. Table 4.3 describes the concepts proposed 

by the authors in (Abadi et al., 2016) intends to cover the entire product lifecycle including 

the stakeholders. 
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Figure 4.4 The proposed ontological meta-model by (Abadi et al., 2016) 

 

Table 4.3 Description of ontological meta-model 
 
Concept name Concept description 
Logistic actor A stakeholder that is involved in the product lifecycle 

management. Includes the customer, the warehouse, the supplier, 
the production company and the transport organization. 

Product Lifecycle 
Phase 

A stage of evolution of the product. 

Product An offering in the form of a manufactured tangible good. 
Resource A financial, material, personnel or software concept involved in 

product lifecycle management. 
Mathematical model An algorithm to optimize design aspects. 
Constraint A logistical or functional limiting factor. 
 

(Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013)  posits that various ontology approaches are used in PLM to 

provide a formal vocabulary to their semantic applications. (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) 

indicates that most models use widely known ontologies such as STEP, CPM, Onto-PDM 

and TOVE, citing (Khedher, Henry, & Bouras, 2012; Lu et al., 2013; Marchetta, Mayer, & 

Forradellas, 2011; TERKAJ, PEDRIELLI, & SACCO, 2011) and (Terkaj, Pedrielli, & Sacco, 

2012). These aforecited ontologies conceptualize notions that are unrelated to Product 
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Lifecycle Management (PLM) such as customer, human resource and financial data. Also, 

(Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) stress the pervasiveness of concepts in citing (Terzi, Bouras, 

Dutta, Garetti, & Kiritsis, 2010). (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) raise the importance of the 

dynamic nature of PLM and all the other process-centric paradigms, such as Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and others. 

 

4.4        Multi-domain ontology modules 

This section intends to introduce the revised modules and definitions that compose the multi-

domain ontology. These modules and their associated agnostic CODPs are used in section 

4.6 for the intended resolution of the selected competency question. 

 

It is worth noting that the same modules are reused in a use case formulated for product 

design. The present use case and the product design use case means to fulfill the qualitative 

research trustworthiness’s transferability criterion (Anney, 2014). 

 

The module descriptions contained in table 4.4 are drawn from (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 

2018a). The reader will find more details relevant to the agnostic modules and the CODPs 

they contain in the project’s SLR. The SLR comprises the agnostic CODPs for all modules 

with definitions. 

 

Table 4.4 Descriptions of the revised agnostic multi-domain modules 
 (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) 

 
Module name Module description 

Party «The Party CODP allows the conceptualization of the nature 
of a person and an organization». 

Product «A good or service resulting from a process. The UN PCS and 
NAPCS classification schemes can notably be used as 
taxonomies for products. The concept of bill of material 
allows to package products». 

Contract «The Contract CODP allows the conceptualization of an 
agreement between parties playing roles». 
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Table 4.4 Descriptions of the revised agnostic multi-domain modules 
(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) (continued) 

 
Module name Module description 

Price «The Price CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion 
of rates, rate packages, fees, penalties, pricing curve (time 
varying cost structure) applicable to the consumption of 
products». 

Event «The Event CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion 
of a spatiotemporal occurrence that may affect a thing by 
changing its state». 

Document «The Document CODP allows the conceptualization of 
physical or electronic representation of a body of concepts in 
a context». 

Network «The Network CODP allows the conceptualization of a Petri-
like structure composed of two nodes and a segment linking 
the nodes for the purpose of transport of: energy, cargo, 
people, voice, data, etc. A grouping of networks is also a 
network». 

Account «The Account CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing 
used for recording transactions for the purpose of procuring 
products or tallying quantities for financial statements». 

Concept «The Concept CODP allows the conceptualization of a man-
made imaginary construct that corresponds to real life 
imaginary or physical things». 

Context «The Context CODP allows the conceptualization of a set of 
things such as location, parties, products and events that 
grouped together may influence the use of vocabularies, chain 
of future events». 

Location «The Location CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing 
related to a coordinate system such as Earth location systems. 
This includes the notion of area, segment and grid locations. 
Geography also includes the notion of street addresses and 
electronic locations such as email and IP addresses». 

Role «The Role CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of 
involvement in a process or into anything other than a role. A 
thing playing a role would exhibit a behaviour that may not be 
related to its nature». 

Process «The Process CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of 
a unit of work in which resources are used in the fabrication 
of goods or in the rendering of services. A process can be 
performed by humans, by nature or a mix of both». 
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Each of the described modules comprises primary and secondary agnostic CODPs that can 

used in the resolution of the competency question in section 4.6. These modules are designed 

to solve a specific semantic problem such as in the case of product. The product agnostic 

CODP can be used to conceptualize any domain-specific concepts not only associated with 

the PLM paradigm but all other domains or industry sector as well. In the next section, the 

competency question is executed to show that any of the product design domain-specific 

concepts can be subsumed by a agnostic CODP. 

 

4.5        Business process definition for collaborative product design 

The business processes defined in this section are derived from the papers cited in section 4.3 

‘Related work’. These business processes establish the need for system interoperability. 

These sets of business processes are designed as realistic examples only for the present use 

case. This paper considers the business processes for SBD are far more complex, covering 

for example notions such as eco-friendly product design and sustainable product 

development as investigated in (Perry, Bernard, Bosch-Mauchand, LeDuigou, & Xu, 2011). 

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate a use case for data integration using the multi-

domain ontology. 

 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the business processes in sequence for collaborative product design, 

although they may be sometime executed concurrently. The Archimate notation is used to 

represent the business processes (Lankhorst et al., 2009). Table 4.5 provides the definitions 

for these business processes. These business processes represented in this process model 

represents a realistic backdrop to the resolution of the competency question. 

 

 
 
 

Figure 4.5 Business processes for collaborative product design 
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Table 4.5 Business process descriptions 
 
Business process name Business process description 

1. Gather requirements 
and previous design 
projects data, 
information, knowledge 
and know-how. 

Collect the needs relevant to the new product from the product 
lifecycle manager. Also, collect all available ontologies, 
information and data about the previous design projects that 
are relevant to the new project. 

2. Establish target 
product architecture and 
modules. 

Formulate a holistic representation of the product and 
determine major components as modules. 

3. Prepare a plan. Draw a named list of steps with timing and resources to 
design the intended product. 

4. Establish constraints. Identify the constraints for the new product. 
5. Perform concurrent 
design and converge 

Use the SBD approach concurrently with the modular 
approach to perform several design processes for each module 
of the product. 

6. Socialize and confirm 
solution. 

Present the solution to the stakeholders and get the sign-off 
from the product internal customer. 

 

The next section, executes the business processes described in figure 4.5 and in table 4.5. 

Each business process represents the agnostic CODPs, associated with domain-specific 

concepts that can be used for the execution of the competency question. It is important to 

note, given space constraints, that only a subset of possible agnostic CODPs and low-abstract 

domain specific concepts are shown. The assertions used to actually perform the work are not 

in scope for the present use case. 

 

4.6        Competency question resolution 

As indicated also in the use case contained in (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, et al., 2018), the business 

processes from the previous section and the required agnostic CODPs are represented. The 

agnostic CODPs (coloured shaded) and the domain specific concepts (grey shaded) are in 

Archimate notation diagrams (Lankhorst et al., 2009). Each business process illustrated here 

is described using a template proposed in (Gangemi et al., 2007). The competency questions 

from section 4.1 Introduction is: 
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« What are the factors for each phase or business process of product design, which may 

influence the financial, customer and environmental value of the new product currently 

under development? ». 

 

In the first business process, the inferential application collects knowledge and know-how 

relative to previous similar product design and development projects, along with the new 

product requirements. Then, it may infer a target architecture and module specifications. 

Following plan preparation, the application establishes the constraints and outlines the detail 

design process collaboratively. It then supports the convergence toward unique design for 

each module. Finally, the plan is finalized and socialized. 

 

4.6.1 Gather requirements and previous design projects data, information, knowledge 
and know-how 

The first step is to collect business and technical needs applicable to the new product. Also, 

any relevant content from previous product design processes, along with events such as new 

product introduction by the competition and legal cases are searched and gathered. 

 

Table 4.6 Gather requirements and previous design projects data 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 1. Gather requirements and previous design projects data, information, 

knowledge and know-how. 
Simplified 
UML 
diagram 
(Archimate) 
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4.6.2 Establish target product architecture and modules 

The second step consists in formulating a product vision global vision and breaks it down in 

modules. 

 

Table 4.7 Establish target product architecture and modules 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 2. Establish target product architecture and modules. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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4.6.3 Prepare a plan 

The third step intends to elaborate the design plan. 

 

Table 4.8 Prepare a plan 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 3. Prepare a plan. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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4.6.4 Establish constraints 

The fourth step identifies the constraints to be considered during the product development 

process. 

 

Table 4.9 Establish constraints 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 4. Establish constraints. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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4.6.5 Perform concurrent design and converge 

The fifth step involves the execution of concurrent design processes and their convergence 

based on efficiency. 

 

Table 4.10 Perform concurrent design and converge 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
  
Name 5. Perform concurrent design and converge 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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4.6.6 Socialize and confirm solution 

The sixth step involves exposing the product design to the virtual enterprise’s stakeholders 

involved in the project and obtaining a sign-off from the business (internal) customer. 

 

Table 4.11 Socialize and confirm solution 
 
 Use of agnostic CODPs for business processes 
Name 6. Socialize and confirm solution. 
Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 

4.7        Conclusion 

The competency question resolution illustrates the use of agnostic CODPs for each step and 

represented the mappings between the domain specific concept and the agnostic CODPs. 

This allows determining to what extent the multi-domain ontology, and its included set of 

patterns can support the various and numerous domain ontologies involved in the 

collaborative design processes. 

 

As indicated in (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, et al., 2018), the competency question resolution 

executed in section 4.6 reflects the utilization of agnostic CODPs for each business process 

and mapped the domain specific concepts to the agnostic CODPs. This indicates how the 

proposed multi-domain ontology can align with the several domain ontologies involved in 

the collaborative product design processes. For example, all of the planning and execution 

processes, actual and planned, can be conceptualized and represented while using much 

fewer concepts patterns with the set of CODP contained in the multi-domain ontology. The 
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semantic structure of the agnostic CODPs are detailed in the SLR (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 

2018a). 

 

This also allows us to demonstrate the transferability of the proposed set of Agnostic CODPs 

(Anney, 2014) as in the case of this project other use case covered in (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, et 

al., 2018). This is done by showing that any domain-specific concept discussed in the present 

paper can be subsumed by an agnostic CODP. This demonstration also shows what 

additional work needs to be performed after the completion of this research to prepare the 

multi-domain ontology for further development and testing.   
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Abstract 

 

In all private and government sectors, the semantic heterogeneity problem constitutes an 

important roadblock to organizations’ efforts to implement systems interoperability. 

Semantic heterogeneity, an unnecessary ill, originates from application systems designed 

with different vocabularies or data models within an enterprise. Systems interoperability 

represents a crucial capability to the industry and government sectors. This paper is one of 

the deliverables in a research project that aims to contribute in building the theory needed to 

solve this problem. This paper’s research approach draws from Clark Moustakas’ 

phenomenological research methods. Clark Moustakas’ phenomenological research methods, 

applied in clinical psychology, elicit theoretical material through the experience of 

participants Moustakas referred to as co-researchers. The concept of abstract, or agnostic, 

concepts used for data integration represents the studied phenomenon. A series of twenty-two 

semi-structured interviews are held to elicit co-researchers’ beliefs in relation to agnostic 

concepts that can be used across all industry or government sectors. The co-researchers are 

experienced professionals with over eight years experience in conceptualization.  

The analysis involves extracting the sought meaning units: the agnostic concepts, their 

definitions and relationships. The “low-abstract” domain specific concepts and the 

subsumption relationships are also elicited. Once the analysis step is completed, the emerged 

meaning units from the transcripts are coalesced into integrated structures. The outcome of 
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the synthesis phase is the set of agnostic CODP templates that are significantly similar to the 

set of agnostic CODPs elicited in this paper’s companion publication (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et 

al., 2018a) a Systematic Literature Review (SLR). The establishment of such similarity in the 

outcome of both publications constitutes a triangulation, a key criterion to determine the 

trustworthiness of the current qualitative research methodology. 

 

Keywords: Content ODP, Ontology Design Patterns, Ontology, inference application, multi-

domain ontology, phenomenological research method, trustworthiness, constructivism. 

 

5.1        Introduction 

In all private and government sectors, the semantic heterogeneity problem constitutes an 

important roadblock to organizations’ efforts to implement systems interoperability. 

Semantic heterogeneity, an unnecessary ill, originates from application systems designed 

with different vocabularies or data models within an enterprise. Systems interoperability 

represents a crucial capability to the industry and government sectors. Also, since life science 

research needs interoperability between its systems as well, there is logically a cost in human 

lives stemming from valuable medical and pharmaceutical research funds wasted in 

addressing semantic heterogeneity (Lenz et al., 2012). In (Williams et al., 2012) and (Mirhaji 

et al., 2009) the authors stress that efforts in deploying data integration pose significant 

challenges in biomedical research and hinders knowledge discovery critically needed to 

develop new drugs. Either academia or the industry has resolved the semantic heterogeneity 

problem (Doan et al., 2012) (De Giacomo et al., 2018). 

 

This paper is one of the deliverables of a research project that aims to contribute in building 

the required theory needed to solve the problem. This paper’s research approach draws from 

Clark Moustakas’ phenomenological research methods. Clark Moustakas’ phenomenological 

research methods, applied in clinical psychology, elicit theoretical material through the 

experience of participants Moustakas referred to as co-researchers.  
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In this paper, the concept of abstract, or agnostic, concepts used for data integration 

represents the studied phenomenon. A series of semi-structured interviews elicited co-

researchers’ beliefs in relation to agnostic concepts that can be used across all industry or 

government sectors. The co-researchers are experienced professionals with over eight years 

experience in conceptualization, as proposed by (S. Ahmed et al., 2005). The co-researchers 

were interviewed to provide knowledge, in addition to agnostic data model patterns, such as 

their appreciation on the involvement of non-technical business stakeholders in designing 

data integration platforms. This paper richly describes a qualitative research approach to 

elicit from experienced professionals a set of agnostic patterns to design a multi-domain 

ontology, as first proposed in (Fitzpatrick, 2012). The concept of multi-domain ontology, a 

type of mid-level ontology, has also been proposed previously in (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 

2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). As proposed by (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009), (semi-

formal) data model and UML patterns can serve as the basis for creating a formal ontology.  

Such data model and UML patterns can then be transformed into (formal) Content Ontology 

Design Patterns or CODPs (Blomqvist 2010). 

 

This paper’s phenomenological research approach collects agnostic concept patterns from 

experienced practitioners. These practitioners have conceptualized in their careers to produce 

data models, domain models and other types of schemas (semi-formal ontologies) usually 

applied in (non-cognitive) contemporary information technologies, such as relational 

databases. The axiomatic form of these patterns would constitute collectively the multi-

domain ontology as defined in (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). 

 

In section 5.2, we start with Related work. Section 5.3 provides the Definition of terms 

section from (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a) that describes the fundamental concepts of this 

project. Section 5.4 Problem Statement formulates the project's primary uncertainty that it 

intends to address. Section 5.5 formulates the objective of this research. Both sections 5.4 

and 5.5 are also drawn from this project’s Systematic Literature Review (SLR) (Fitzpatrick, 

Ratté, et al., 2018a) since this project uses a dual research method approach, i.e. SLR and the 

current paper’s phenomenological method, to establish triangulation. Section 5.6, Research 
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Method, comprises subsection 5.6.1, Research Protocol, which describes the 

phenomenological methodology used in this paper. Section 5.7, Research Question, describes 

the intended inquiry at the heart of this paper, also drawn from and shared with the SLR. 

Section 5.8, Content Analysis, describes the findings from the systematic examination of the 

semi-structured interviews’ recording. Section 5.9, Content Synthesis, presents statistical 

information and light UML (Archimate notation) diagrams with accompanying descriptions 

for each derived agnostic CODP. Section 5.10 concludes the paper with a discussion on the 

executed phenomenological method's outcome and the research project’s next steps. 

 

5.2        Related work 

In (Diego Calvanese, De Giacomo, Lembo, Lenzerini, & Rosati, 2009), the authors propose a 

data integration approach based on «the global schema (that) provides a conceptual 

representation of the application domain … as presented to the client». An enterprise may 

comprise several domains (Anonymous, 2009). Each domain, as «separate islands of data» 

comprises several applications and services its own (internal) clients (Rosenthal, Seligman, 

Renner, & Manola, 2001). Also, each domain has its own vocabulary possibly different from 

other domains (Corry, Coakley, O'Donnell, Pauwels, & Keane, 2013) . Although it may 

cover several applications systems, a domain still constitutes a silo (Malan & Bredemeyer, 

2002). A data integration approach based on a conceptual representation of an application 

domain as advocated by (Diego Calvanese et al., 2009) would still foster semantic 

heterogeneity. A different approach based on a broader conceptualization, i.e. cross-industry, 

offers potentially a more effective solution path to semantic heterogeneity.  

 

Other research efforts, such as in (Simsion et al., 2012) and  (Anglim et al., 2009) involve 

interviews or surveys to acquire knowledge from data modelers. Both these studies use 

qualitative research in a similar fashion as performed in the present paper. (Anglim et al., 

2009) cover the practice of data modeling specifically in respect to current and future trends 

by interviewing twenty-two experienced data modelers. The latter research reached out to the 

practitioners by contacting professional associations. (Simsion et al., 2012) use both surveys, 
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with practitioners, and semi-structured interviews with named data modeling “thought 

leaders”. The latter research elicited practitioners’ insight to determine if data modeling was 

performed to either describe business concepts or to design databases. Following the 

synthesis of the survey and interview data (Simsion et al., 2012) concluded that data 

modeling was better characterized as design. 

 

This paper is one of the deliverable of a project, which for the first time uses concurrently 

two qualitative research methods: SLR and phenomenological. This approach intends to 

demonstrate the research methodological trustworthiness. Also, this research also is the first 

to elicit agnostic CODPs for a multi-domain ontology. 

 

5.3        Definition of terms 

The following definitions are taken from the present paper’s companion SLR method 

publication (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a), with the exception of definition 2.2 on data 

integration that is native to this paper. The following definitions provide a better 

understanding of the underpinnings to this research. 

 

5.3.1 Conceptualization 

Conceptualization is defined here as a language-independent process that implicitly creates 

semantic structures. Semantic structures establish the meaning of things. Semantic structures 

are a set of concepts, properties and their relationships. Pierdaniele Giaretta and Nicola 

Guarino define conceptualization as «an intensional semantic structure which encodes the 

implicit rules constraining the structure of a piece of reality» (Giaretta & Guarino, 1995). 

Guarino also refers to a conceptualization as an «intended meaning of a formal vocabulary» 

(Nicola Guarino, 1998). 
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5.3.2 Data Integration  

The elusive notion of data integration represents a challenge to both scientific and industry 

realms along the great difficulty to develop it (Doan et al., 2012). In (Bennett & Bayrak, 

2011), the authors define a data integration system as a «general-purpose (application) used 

to provide interoperability among autonomous heterogeneous database systems». Later in 

the same article, the authors refer to data integration as a «problem». In (Lenzerini, 2002), 

the authors define data integration as «the problem of combining data residing at different 

sources, and providing the user with a unified view of these data». 

 

This paper’s project defines data integration as a software application that intends to solve 

the semantic heterogeneity problem in allowing an enterprise’s systems to interoperate. In 

other words, the problem is semantic heterogeneity, the affected capability is interoperability 

and the solution is data integration. Since semantic heterogeneity is not currently solved, data 

integration is considered here as a palliative measure. Current scientific research on data 

integration aims to develop data integration as a commoditized technology (Doan et al., 

2012). 

 

5.3.3 Representation 

It is an externalized depiction, or language-dependent specification, of concepts that can be 

shared amongst people and machines. Representing concepts involves converting implicit 

concepts lodged in a person’s brain into explicit concepts using a language. For example, 

domain ontologies that are created to share a vocabulary amongst a community are 

represented using one or several of the following languages: natural, concept map, SQL, 

XSD, OWL, etc. The represented domain ontology is submitted to the members of its 

community through a consensus-building process to be officially recognized and used 

accordingly. Nicola Guarino defines a representation or a specification of an ontology as «a 

logical theory accounting» (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 
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5.3.4 Ontology 

Gruber defines an ontology as an «explicit specification of a conceptualization» (Thomas R. 

Gruber, 1993).  It aims in providing a shareable and reusable knowledge to be used by people 

and computer systems. Ontologies would favor the trend toward a greater universal 

interoperability across all industries. Conceptualization is independent of the notional 

language. However, an ontology’s specification, or representation, is dependent of a 

language. An ontology is a logical theory that describes the intended meaning to its defined 

vocabulary, in other words, using the committed concepts to a particular conceptualization of 

the real world. Guarino stresses that ontologies only approximate a conceptualization. He 

also indicates that the only way to enhance the representation is to develop a richer set of 

axioms (N. Guarino, 1998). The search for a richer set of axioms explains this research 

project's interest for data model patterns for multi-domain data integration developed in the 

industry for acquiring the sought semantic richness. 

 

All ontologies may be classified in five types:  

 

• Top level or foundational ontologies, such as Cyc, SUMO and Proton describe some 

of the basic objects of reality such as time, matter, action, etc. These concepts are 

independent of a particular problem or domain. This type of ontology supplies the 

fundamental concepts serving as the basis to define the other type of ontologies; 

• Mid-level ontologies such as the multi-domain ontology as proposed by (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2012), are described by (Obrst et al., 2012) as being «less abstract 

(than foundational ontologies) and span multiple domain ontologies. Mid-level 

ontologies also encompass core ontologies that represent commonly used concepts, 

such as Time and Location». Core ontologies may be voluminous and can be more 

difficult to develop (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009); 

• Domain ontologies represent the vocabulary of a generic domain that may exist in 

several organizations;  
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• Task ontologies describe a generic process structure that can be used to solve a 

certain type of problem; 

• Application ontologies, which describe semantic entities that stem from a domain and 

task ontology or ontologies, both providing a specific function context (N. Guarino, 

1998). 

 

There are essentially three types of ontology applications: 

 

• To support the mediation between people and ontology representing a vocabulary for 

the exchanges between people and organizations; 

• Domain interoperability: support to develop (development time application) or to 

operate (run time application) systems of the same or different domains; 

• Knowledge reuse:  requires the highest level of rigor, in addition to axioms, other 

concepts and their properties; ontologies for knowledge reuse will rely heavily on 

constraints and other types of restrictions. Problem solving methods or PSM have the 

capacity to support shared knowledge. They often include generic algorithms to 

perform various functions within the domain. One type of application that is growing 

in popularity in the research domain is ontology-based information extraction through 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Navigli & Velardi, 2008; Völker et al., 2008; 

Wimalasuriya & Dou, 2010). In (Ratté et al., 2007), NLP processes are proposed to 

extract information from the organization's internal documents. These aspects 

constitute key elements behind the proposed Reference Architecture – Enterprise 

Knowledge Infrastructure (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the two basic facets of the ontology concept: language dependent and 

language independent characteristics. 
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Figure 5.1 Summarized definition of an ontology 
 

An ontology does not impose the application of properties to a given instance of a class or 

concept. The finality here should be to build libraries of reusable knowledge and knowledge 

services available on networks. Ontological commitments or agreements pertaining to classes 

and relationships of an ontology are discussed among software agents and knowledge bases 

(T. R. Gruber, 1993). A concept definition is a human readable text that in itself provides 

significance, meaning therefore semantically whole (Gruber et al., 2009) (Noy & 

McGuinness, 2001). 

 

An effective equilibrium must be achieved in defining ontology constrains rules in order to 

avoid affecting the concept abstraction level in the ontology even if it supports 

interoperability in a more effective manner. Affecting the ontology’s abstraction level may 

lower the robustness and flexibility of the vocabulary (Spyns et al., 2002). 

 

Semantic relationships are categorized as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, meronymy and 

holonymy relations. Synonymy relationships relate two similar concepts. An antonymy 

relation indicates opposing or disjoint concepts. The Hyponymy category pertains to a 

generic to specific relationship between concepts. The meronymy and holonymy 

relationships support the build of material structure between concepts, the former indicates 

that a concept is included in another one, while the latter indicates that a concept includes the 

object of the relationship. Figure 5.2 illustrates the conceptualization aspect of an ontology 

that is language independent (Lacy, 2005) (Nicola Guarino, 1998). 
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Figure 5.2 Language independent  
aspect of ontologies 

 

Ontologies can be used to solve syntactic and semantic problems, and to automate data 

integration. Some of the ontologies are designed to be processed by inference engines and 

written in first-order logic-based specialized languages such as OWL, RDF, RDFS, PLIB and 

SWRL. Some of these formal ontologies have grown to be voluminous and are becoming 

difficult to execute in main memory. A hybrid solution has been proposed by both academic 

and industrial organizations to address the in-memory loading of voluminous ontologies 

(Khouri & Bellatreche, 2010). 

 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the language dependent aspects of ontologies. In terms of their level of 

formalism, there are: highly informal, semi-informal, semi-formal and formal ontologies. The 

first level of formalism is the highly informal level. It refers to a natural language text. In the 

case of semi-informal ontology is represented as a restricted and structured form of natural 

language, such as a concept map. In a case of a semi-informal ontology, the vocabulary 

would be expressed in an artificial language such as pseudo-code. Semi-formal ontologies 

include entity relationship diagrams, UML domain models and XML Schema Definition 
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(XSD). Finally, at the formal level, ontologies are logical rule sets that can be processed by 

an inference reasoner. Such formal ontologies possess: 

 

Meticulously defined terms with formal semantics, theorems and proofs of such properties as 

soundness and completeness, i.e. classes including property information, value restrictions, 

more expressivity, arbitrary logical statements, first order logic constraints between terms 

and more detailed relationships such as disjoint classes, disjoint coverings, inverse 

relationships, part and whole relationships, etc (Xie & Shen, 2006). An example of a 

commercially available semantic technology architecture, produced by Oracle, can be found 

in (Wu et al., 2008).  

 

Formal ontologies can be based on first-order logic, frame-based constructs or both. (A. 

Gómez-Pérez et al., 2004; Lacy, 2005) The concept of multi-domain ontologies has been 

researched to facilitate the exchange of data, information and knowledge between domains 

(Jinxin et al., 2002). 
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Figure 5.3 The language dependent 
 aspect of ontologies 

 

5.3.5 Pattern 

Alexander introduces the notion of pattern in defining it as a generic solution to a recurring 

problem from the building architecture domain (Alexander, 1977) (Alexander, 1979). Later 

in 1993, the software engineering scientific community adapted the pattern concept to object-

oriented design (Gamma et al., 1993). (Poveda et al., 2009) indicates that its fundamental 

meaning of a pattern pertains to something that can be imitated, that can serve as a starting 

point. 

 

5.3.6 Ontology Pattern 

Blomqvist defines an ontology pattern as «a set of ontological elements, structures or 

construction principles that intend to solve a specific engineering problem and that recurs, 

either exactly replicated or in an adapted form, within some set of ontologies, or is 

envisioned to recur within some future set of ontologies» (Blomqvist, 2010). In the present 

research, semantic heterogeneity constitutes the specific engineering problem. 
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This project excludes structural ontology patterns since foundational concepts are excluded. 

Also, ontology architecture patterns are excluded since the project considers concepts and 

relationships other than what is found strictly in a taxonomy (Blomqvist, 2009b). (Blomqvist, 

2010) considers that ontology architecture patterns only cover the ontology as a whole or 

modules, but not specific concepts or relations. This SLR only covers ontology design 

patterns that are related to business concepts and that agnostic, i.e. applicable to any industry 

or domain. 

 

5.3.7 Ontology Design Pattern (ODP) 

An Ontology Design Pattern is a «set of ontological elements, structures or construction 

principles that solve a clearly defined particular modeling problem» (Blomqvist, 2010). It is a 

pattern used for the formulation of an ontology to be processed by a reasoning application. 

ODPs are represented as axioms in a specialized language such as OWL, a derivative of the 

XML language, for the purpose of logical, or inferential, processing. However, for the 

purpose of publication, an ODP can be represented in a natural language, concept map, 

UML, etc. This article uses the Archimate architecture modeling formalism, a simplified 

derivative of the Unified Modeling Language (UML), to represent the CODPs for the 

proposed multi-domain ontology. 

 

5.3.8 Content ODP 

According to (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009) (Blomqvist, 2009a), a content ODP, or a CODP, is 

a design pattern that addresses business concepts found in a domain ontology. This article 

represents CODPs that correspond to business concepts that are meant to be applicable to all 

domains. 

 

5.3.9 Enterprise 

According to The Open Group Architecture Framework (Anonymous, 2009), an enterprise 

can be a commercial profit driven entity, a no-profit organization or a government agency. 
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An enterprise can also be a group of organizations such as a coalition or a partnership. A 

subdivision of another enterprise such as an affiliate company or department of a government 

can be considered as an enterprise. 

 

5.3.10 Domain 

A domain represents a community or collection of knowledge and know-how shared by a 

group of individuals within an enterprise, across an industry or universally  (Tennis, 2003). 

 

5.3.11    Abstract concept 

An abstract concept is defined as the quality of a general concept that can be instantiated in 

several forms depending on a given context. In the context of this article, the sought abstract 

(agnostic) concepts from the elicited data model patterns can apply to any domain.  

 

5.3.12    Agnostic concept 

An agnostic concept is defined here as an abstract concept that possesses a distinct definition 

amongst other concepts. Thomas Erl defines the term Agnostic in the context of Service 

Oriented Architecture software component logic as logic that is reusable across all contexts 

and domains in the enterprise (Erl et al., 2017). Furthermore, it is implied here that an 

agnostic concept is defined in such a way that it cannot be confused with another agnostic 

concept. 

 

5.3.13    Multi-domain ontology 

A mid-level formal ontology composed of a collection of interrelated agnostic CODPs that 

allow a cross-industry conceptualization (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012). Concepts related to 

any industry may be represented using the multi-domain ontology. The primary purpose is to 

ensure interoperability between an enterprise’s application systems. 
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5.4        Problem statement 

This problem statement is drawn from this paper’s companion SLR method publication 

(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a). Semantic heterogeneity hampers enterprise application 

systems’ interoperability. Semi-formal and formal ontology-based data integration solutions 

have yet to be successful and commoditized (Doan et al., 2012). Furthermore, the ontology 

engineering research community, albeit significant advancements that were made, still cannot 

consensually formulate a single unifying definition of an ontology, the prime element of a 

theory (Welty, 2003). 

 

The semantic heterogeneity problem constitutes a cost of palliative measures that do not 

provide any added business value. Since the life sciences’ research including the medical 

domain is equally affected by this problem, it is reasonable to assert that quality of life and 

even the capacity to preserve and save lives may also be affected by this problem. In (Laínez 

et al., 2012), the authors raise the issue that the pharmaceutical research domain is data rich 

but knowledge poor. We stipulate that semantic heterogeneity may affect the pharmaceutical 

research domain, notably, in its capacity to convert raw data into insight. 

 

5.5        Research Objective 

The research objective is also drawn from this paper’s companion publication (Fitzpatrick, 

Ratté, et al., 2018a), both executed for the same research. This research aims to elicit data 

model patterns from experienced practitioners.  The data model patterns are to be re-

engineered as agnostic CODPs and to compose the multi-domain ontology. Although data 

model patterns are only used in semi-formal ontologies, e.g. database and software design, 

they can contribute for building formal ontologies, such as the multi-domain ontology 

(Blomqvist, 2010). 

 

This paper specifically deals with ontology patterns that can be found in the 

conceptualization of semi-formal ontologies, for example in an object-relational database 

schema or a canonical model. The sought semi-formal ontology constructs enact semantic 
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interoperability allowing the enterprise’s application systems to work jointly intra and extra 

organizationally. This paper’s phenomenological method seeks to elicit existing 

conceptualization patterns that transcend any representation form (semi-formal vs. formal) 

and that are industry agnostic. 

 

5.6        Research method 

In their 2013 article titled «Where’s the Theory for Software Engineering?», Ivar Jacobson, 

co-creator of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and pioneer of the software 

engineering community, and co-authors reached out to researchers to « rise from the 

drudgery of random action into the sphere of intentional design… We just need to subject 

(software engineering) to the serious scientific treatment it deserves» (Johnson, Ekstedt, & 

Jacobson, 2012).  

 

Jacobson and his co-authors also cited the «thoughtful» works by Shirley Gregor in 

describing the components of what constitutes a theory: descriptive, explicative, predictive 

and prescriptive (S. Gregor, 2006). In executing a phenomenological research method, this 

paper’s project contributes to the descriptive and explicative components of an emerging 

theory. 

 

The researcher finds that a research approach based on the phenomenological method, as 

pioneered by Clark Moustakas (C. Moustakas, 1994), would be the most appropriate and 

effective to fulfill this project’s research objective and, consequently, building theory.  

 

The phenomenology-inspired research protocol described in this paper involves a series of 

twenty-two semi-structured interviews (Patton 2002) to collect agnostic concept patterns 

related to the implementation of a data integration capability, complementing the analysis of 

the available technical documentation as performed in this paper’s companion SLR 

publication (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a).  
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In addition to allowing the extraction of more and richer pattern-like information throughout 

the field research part of the project, the phenomenological approach provides two other 

important benefits: it assists the researcher to better select the interviewees («first persons») 

and allows the researcher to submit himself or herself to a very rigorous and effective 

preparation to better conduct interviews and focus group sessions (Tesch, 1990). 

 

(P. D. Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) states that qualitative research is needed to build theory. 

Although some work of scientific quality is performed, it barely scratches the surface to 

describe the descriptive and explicative aspects of a theory.  

 

This field research method uses semi structured interviews, based on the phenomenological 

research design as practiced in the social sciences, psychology (C. E. Moustakas, 1994), in 

Information Systems (IS) (Bharadwaj, 2000) and in Information Technologies (IT) (Introna, 

2005). A phenomenological research method involves the individual interviews of ‘first-

persons’, persons that have actually participated in a phenomenon (Patton, 2002) (Tesch, 

1990). The phenomenon here for this project is a multi-domain data integration capability, as 

perceived and lived by experienced practitioners. 

 

The research protocol described in section 6.1 mirrors the research approach used in this 

project’s SLR in several aspects. Both research methods, i.e. SLR and phenomenological, 

follow the same techniques for the analysis and synthesis stages. The exceptions, i.e. the 

differences between the SLR and phenomenological methods, are: 

 

The techniques used to select the knowledge sources. In the case of the SLR, a practical 

screen is designed to systematically and rigorously select the publications to be studied to 

answer the research question. In the case of the phenomenological method, the selection 

criterion, for example, targeted practitioners with a minimum of eight years’ experience in 

conceptualizing that speaks either French or English; 
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The elicitation of the knowledge performed on the knowledge sources. In the case of the 

SLR, a note-taking approach allows to extract the sought concepts from publications. In the 

case of the phenomenological method, notes are taken and the conversations are recorded. 

 

5.6.1 Research protocol 

The selection of the research method was guided by (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012), (Hays & 

Wood, 2011) and (Starks & Brown Trinidad, 2007). The phenomenological research method 

is selected to elicit knowledge from experienced practitioners. (P. D. Leedy & Ormrod, 2005) 

states that «In some cases, the researcher has had personal (professional) experience related 

to the phenomenon in question and wants to gain a better understanding of the experience of 

others. By looking at multiple perspectives on the same situation, the researcher can make 

some generalizations of what something is (really) like from an insider’s perspective». 

 

The four benefits of the phenomenology research method are  according to (C. E. Moustakas, 

1994): 

 

• Selecting the right participants; 

• Empowering (preparing and accompanying) the participants as co-researchers; 

• Extracting & processing rich information; 

• Preparing the most important research instrument in this specific qualitative study: 

the researcher. Especially a 35-year IT veteran, i.e. the researcher, who has likely 

cumulated preconceived ideas and hardened beliefs over the years. Such bias can 

adversely affect the trustworthiness of the design and the execution of the research 

protocol. 

 

In this case, the phenomenology research method constitutes the best-suited approach for the 

researcher. Although, extensive experience on the subject matter can help the researcher, it 

can also hinder the objectivity and impartiality required to perform the research protocol. The 

phenomenology approach allows the researcher to improve interview skills and extensively 
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prepare the rigor, neutral stance and set aside any emotional or other thoughts that may 

impede on objectivity and impartiality. It allows the researcher to become, on a best-effort 

basis, a cutting-edge research instrument as much as time and resources permit (P. Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2012). On the other hand, the researcher must learn to provide the co-researcher a 

pleasant, relaxing but educative experience.  

 

Researchers typically conduct semi-structured interviews with between 5 and 25 participants 

when using the phenomenological research method (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012). The 

phenomenology approach seeks to collect data from first persons. First-persons are 

individuals that have not only first-hand witness the phenomenon but, in the case of the 

research project, have actually contributed directly and gain the invaluable knowledge and 

know-how sought in this research not from others but actually performed architecture, design 

or development work on a multi-domain data integration capability either within a data 

warehouse environment, a SOA infrastructure or any other architecture style. 

 

Figure 5.4 provides an overview of the research protocol. This overview diagram illustrates 

using the Archimate notation (Lankhorst et al., 2009) stakeholders, the researcher and co-

researchers, and the protocol’s processes. This protocol is based on the works of (C. 

Moustakas, 1994) (Tesch, 1990) and (Patton, 2002).The protocol does not include a pilot 

project performed previously that allowed to fine-tune the questionnaire. The Preparation 

step allows designing the questionnaire, locating potential co-researchers and contacting 

them. The Bracketing step consists in the researcher to explicitly express own beliefs in 

answering the questionnaire using text and diagrams.  

 

The Interview step involves the researcher and a single co-researcher having a pleasant 

telephone conversation, for approximately one hour, on the questions listed in the 

questionnaire. The Transcript step includes note-taking performed during the interview and 

done afterward from the session recording. Content Analysis consists in breaking down in 

each transcript the meaning units dissociating them from the conversation’s text. The 

meaning units are classified as one of the following: the main agnostic concept, the 
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subsumed subordinate concepts, the definitions and relationships. The Content Synthesis step 

integrates the meaning units elicited in each interview following a chronological order, i.e. 

from co-researcher “CR01”, the first participant to co-researcher “CRnn”, the last participant. 

Concepts are integrated around the following axes: the main agnostic concept, the subsumed 

subordinate concepts, the definitions and relationships. When completed, the individual 

transcripts are sent to the co-researchers for their approval during the Transcript step. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.4 Overview of the phenomenological research protocol 
 

The protocol steps, illustrated above, are detailed in the following sections. 

 

5.6.1.1 Preparation. 

This protocol step sees the design of the questionnaire. The first set of questions intends to 

outline the contextual aspect, i.e. the background, of the co-researcher, notably the number of 

years the participant had experience in conceptualizing as a data modeler, data architect, 

software engineer, developer, etc. The question about the years of experience allows the 

researcher to verify that the potential co-researcher meets the minimal years of experience 

criterion of eight years. The other background question indicates the various industry sectors 

the practitioner has performed conceptualization. (Suri, 2011) refers to this purposeful 

sampling approach as criterion sampling. Co-researchers are asked to introduce other 

potential participants on a voluntary basis, which Suri refers to as snowball sampling. 
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Snowballing consists in the co-researchers reaching out to the referred potential participants 

and asked permission to be contacted by the researcher or invited to contact the researcher 

directly.  

 

The questions listed in table 5.1 pertain to the phenomenon itself, i.e. the concept of agnostic 

concepts used for data integration and peripheral issues that are often raised in the 

researcher’s experience as an experienced practitioner. The researcher’s experience does not 

influence in any way the outcome of this study, complying to (Bevan, 2014) citing (Husserl, 

1970) in refraining in using the researcher’s personal knowledge in a phenomenological 

research method. However, the researcher’s knowledge of the phenomenon allows 

determining peripheral issues such as defining the notions of accuracy and quality of a data 

integration model. The notion of accuracy and efficiency should be logically examined in a 

future phase of the project to elicit knowledge on subject-related measures. The measures 

related to data integration may be the subject of further investigation using a metrology 

approach proposed by (Abran, 2010). The approach used here to effectively target the 

phenomenon is done first by having the co-researcher list and describe agnostic concepts, and 

their relationships, that can apply to any private industry and government sector. Then, a 

question addresses the same descriptions but for domain specific or “low-abstract” concepts 

that can apply specifically to a maximum of three industry sectors that the co-researcher has 

experienced. Also, the participants are asked to relate the domain specific concepts to the 

agnostic concepts previously described. This allows the participants to identify additional 

agnostic concepts that may have been previously missed during the interview.  

 

A question explores the co-researcher’s beliefs in respect to have agnostic concepts in a data 

integration model. Another question inquires about having “low-abstract” domain specific 

concepts in a data integration model. Other questions explore the co-researcher’s notions of 

efficiency and quality of a data integration model. The co-researcher is also questioned about 

having ever observed business representatives influence in any capacity the design of a data 

integration platform. Finally, the co-researcher is solicited, as the last item on the 
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questionnaire, to optionally reach out to a colleague for recruiting other co-researchers thus 

performing snowballing.  

 

Table 5.1 Questions used for the semi-structured interview 
 

Question no. Question formulation 

Q01 How many years have you performed conceptualization, e.g. data 
models, canonical model, domain model, XSD, etc? 

Q02 What are the industry and government sectors have you 
performed conceptualization? 

Q03 Name and describe abstract (agnostic) concepts that you believe 
may apply to any industry and government sector. 

Q04 Indicate relationships between these abstract concepts. 
Q05 For a maximum of three industry or government sectors, list 

domain specific (low abstract) concepts and identify to which 
abstract concept they relate to (generalization specialization only). 

Q06 Do you believe that a data integration function should be designed 
using abstract (agnostic) concepts as you indicated in question 3? 
Provide a score from 1 to 10. Please comment. 

Q07 Do you believe that a data integration function should be designed 
using low abstract (domain specific) concepts that would be 
understandable by business users? Provide a score from 1 to 10. 
Please comment. 

Q08 Do you believe the problem of semantic heterogeneity (see the 
introduction deck) should be addressed by scientific research? 
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Table 5.1 Questions used for the semi-structured interview (continued) 
 

Question no. Question formulation 

Q09 Have you participated as a designer, architect, developer or 
software engineer in the development of a data integration core 
structure for a data warehouse or of a canonical model? 
This question does not constitute a precondition for the 
continuation of the interview. 

Q10 Did you ever observe line of business influence on the design of a 
data integration platform? Please comment. 

Q11 How do you or would you define and measure the efficiency of a 
data integration model? 

Q12 How do you or would you define and measure the quality of a 
data integration model? 

Q13 Optional snowballing: If willing, could you please refer one or 
two persons, with conceptualization experience (8yrs+). 

 

Following the design of the questionnaire, current and former colleagues were contacted by 

the researcher through personal email, personal telephone and social media. Twenty-two 

qualified practitioners accepted the invitation to be co-researchers in the present 

phenomenological research. An introduction document is sent, explaining the research and 

containing inform consent information along with the questionnaire. The co-researchers were 

informed of their fundamental rights as research participants to withdraw from the process 

without constraint at any moment and that their identities are kept confidential.  Any direct 

quote from the co-researchers would be identified by a code such as “CR01” assigned in 

chronological order of the interview. The information package was sent at least two days 

before the telephonic interview.  

 

5.6.1.2 Bracketing 

This step consists in the researcher to explicitly express own beliefs in answering the 

questionnaire using text and diagrams. Before the start of the first interview, with co-

researcher CR01, the researcher answers in writing the questionnaire. The researcher also 

drew light UML diagrams to represent the agnostic concepts, relationships and associated 

definitions. Furthermore, the researcher opted not to participate in the phenomenological 
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approach. These measures, the bracketing and abstaining from participation, aim to preserve 

the integrity of the research process (Bevan, 2014), (C. Moustakas, 1994), (Hays & Wood, 

2011). 

 

5.6.1.3 Interview 

At the scheduled time, the researcher contacted by telephone the co-researcher to begin the 

interview. After explaining how the interview would proceed, the researcher requests the 

permission of the co-researcher to record the conversation. In a very informal setting, the 

researcher asks the questions and accompanies the co-researcher by clarifying in rephrasing 

when needed. Furthermore, the researcher performed imaginative variation. Imaginative 

variation consists in providing a context or adding detail considerations to a question. For 

example, when asking question Q10 about the influence of business representatives on the 

design of a data integration platform, the researcher complements the question in asking an 

immediate follow-up question about a potentially or actually positive and negative positions 

that the co-researcher may have about “the business getting involved in the design of a data 

integration platform”. Additionally, when asking question Q06 on using agnostic concepts to 

design a data integration model, the researcher clarified for some co-researcher that it is 

assumed that there is no constraint, no politics and no pressure whatsoever. In other words, 

the co-researcher has complete control over the design of the data integration platform. The 

imaginative variation technique, widely recognized as a trademark component of the 

phenomenological research methodology (C. Moustakas, 1994) (Wertz, 2005). 

 

At the end of the conversation, which lasts in almost all cases one hour, most co-researchers 

agreed that the conversation was pleasant and were looking forward to receiving the 

summary transcript and the draft article. In all cases, the co-researchers accepted to complete 

a 15 to 20 minutes follow-up survey, which will be done in a subsequent project. The 

positive reaction of the co-researchers in the aftermath of the interview is crucial to 

encourage experienced professionals to participate in such research. (Bevan, 2014) states that 
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«being in natural attitude is effortless». The researcher and co-researchers engaged in what 

amounts to be an effortless, educative and pleasant discussion outside of work settings. 

 

5.6.1.4 Transcript 

During the interview, the researcher takes note even during recording. During this note-

taking, the researcher noted the agnostic concepts, their relationships, and the domain 

specific concepts with generalization-specialization relationships with agnostic concepts, 

along with a summary of the responses from the other questions (Q06 through Q13).  

 

Following the interview, the sought material from the recording was extracted and written in 

transcript documents. The extraction of material consists in the use of dictation software 

where speech is converted into text and inserted in a document. This activity ensures the 

accuracy and the richness of the notes taken during the interview and allows eliciting the 

most difficult data to collect such as comments to questions and the concept and relationship 

definitions (Bevan, 2014). When ready, the transcripts are sent to the co-researchers who 

have 24 hours, the allotted period, to return comments and corrections. The transcript is 

deemed accepted if no comment is received in the allotted period. 

 

5.6.1.5 Content Analysis 

The researcher extracts the sought meaning units: the agnostic concepts, their definitions and 

relationships. The low-abstract domain specific concepts and the subsumption relationships 

are also elicited. Spreadsheets are used to contain the meaning units in various forms, such as 

comparative series of scoring with questions Q06 and Q07, comparing the average and 

standard deviation of the numeric responses. The domain specific concepts are to be used in 

future use case reports that would comprise a competency question directed to a given 

industry or government sector.  
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A meaning unit, as defined by (Hycner, 1985), is «crystallization and condensation of what 

the participant (co-researcher) has said, still using as much as possible the literal words of 

the participant. This is a step whereby the researcher still tries to stay very close to the literal 

data. The result is called a […] meaning [unit]». In other words, it is the essence of what 

emerges from the transcripts, deliberately or coincidentally, and will be coalesced during the 

synthesis step. 

 

The types of meaning units identified ex post facto in the present paper are: 

 

• Years of experience of the co-researcher; 

• The industry or government sectors that the co-researcher performed 

conceptualization. It is important to note that the industry sector terms that were 

provided by the co-researcher is usually converted into the North American Industry 

Classification System designation the closest to the one provided by the participant. 

This is one instance where the researcher opted not to comply with the definition of 

meaning units; 

• The agnostic concepts; 

• The subsumption and other relationships between the agnostic concepts; 

• The definition or description of the agnostic concepts; and  

• The de facto agnostic CODPs derived for the above-mentioned meaning units 

obtained by executing the synthesis step. 

 

Meaning units 1 and 2 represents the contextualization meaning unit that provides the needed 

backdrop to enhance the phenomenological insight elicitation. Meaning units 3 through 6 

constitute the phenomenological meaning units that are at the heart of this research. (Simsion 

et al., 2012) indicated that participants of most similar studies were students. In the case of 

this paper’s research, the average co-researcher experience in conceptualization is 21.19 

years, more than double the threshold defined by (S. Ahmed et al., 2005) for a professional to 

be considered an “expert”. 
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5.6.1.6 Content synthesis 

The emerged meaning units from the transcripts are coalesced into integrated structures. The 

following rules listed in Table 5.2 and established by this paper’s project are applied to 

produce the intended results for each type of meaning units: 

 

Table 5.2 Meaning unit coalescence rules 
 
Meaning 
unit 
number 

Meaning unit type description Meaning unit coalescence rule 
description 

1 Years of experience of the co-
researcher. 

Basic aggregating statistical functions 
such as average and standard deviation. 

2 The industry or government 
sectors that the co-researcher 
performed conceptualization. 

Basic aggregating statistical functions 
such as average and standard deviation. 

3 The agnostic concepts. Concepts defined in the same manner 
are retained if it was identified by at 
least two co-researchers; 
In the case of synonyms, only the term 
with the greatest selection by co-
researchers is retained. In case of equal 
number of selections, the researcher 
makes the final decision; 
In the case of concepts that have been 
defined in more than one way, the same 
rule as in the case of synonyms applies.  

4 The subsumption and other 
relationships between the 
agnostic concepts. 

The relationships need to be selected 
only once to be retained.  
In case of conflicting relationships, 
only the one with the greatest number 
of selections is retained. 

5 The definition or description of 
the agnostic concepts. 

The texts are integrated by the 
researcher. 
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Table 5.2 Meaning unit coalescence rules (continued) 
 

Meaning 
unit 
number 

Meaning unit type description Meaning unit coalescence rule 
description 

6 The de facto agnostic CODPs 
derived for the above-mentioned 
meaning units. 

The aforementioned meaning units are 
then integrated in distinct modules 
using the SLR’s module structure as a 
starting point. The researcher may 
decide to diverge from the SLR’s 
architecture on a case-by-case basis. 
The researcher, for example, may opt to 
rename and redefine the Contract 
module to Agreement if the 
phenomenology research reverses the 
subsumption relationship between 
Contract and Agreement. The 
researcher the names the module 
Agreement.  

 

It is noteworthy to mention that some these rules may allow consistent reproducible 

outcomes should the data be provided to different researchers for at least some of the 

questions, which could contradict (Okoli, 2015) position on the irreproducibility of the 

synthesis phase in the context of the SLR research method. Albeit the fact that they are 

different methods, the SLR and phenomenological research methods used in this project are 

qualitative research methods. Qualitative research methods such as phenomenological, 

grounded theory and discourse analysis share the analysis step’s decontextualizing of 

collected data and also the re-contextualizing of data performed in the synthesis step (Starks 

& Brown Trinidad, 2007). The aspect of reproducibility represents a requirement for 

investigation in an upcoming project.  

 

The last step of the research protocol consists in producing a draft report of the 

phenomenological study, the individual summary transcripts and to transmit them to the co-

researchers for comments for the draft report and their approval of the interview transcripts. 

The co-researchers have 24 hours, the allotted period, to return comments and corrections. 

The transcript is deemed accepted if no comment is received in the allotted period. 
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5.7        Research question 

As shown earlier in section 5.3.4 and indicated in this project’s SLR (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et 

al., 2018a), Guarino in (N. Guarino, 1998), stresses that ontologies only approximate a 

conceptualization. He also indicates that the only way to enhance the representation is to 

develop a richer set of axioms, which are derived from concepts. As Guarino stipulated that 

conceptualization is language-independent, it can be argued here that the elicitation of richer 

concepts as ontology design patterns, and their conversion into axiomatic rules or axioms as 

proposed by (Blomqvist, 2009b), would enhance the use of inference engine technologies 

described notably by (McGuinness & Da Silva, 2004).  Data integration, also referred to as 

semantic data integration by (De Giacomo et al., 2018), represents a potentially effective 

application for ontology-based inference technologies. As proposed by (Daniel Fitzpatrick et 

al., 2013), a multi-domain ontology would leverage agnostic design patterns, based on semi-

formal ontologies, to perform data integration and resolve the semantic heterogeneity 

problem.   

 

For this phenomenological study, the research question is formulated by the following: 

«what are the conceptualization patterns found in semi-formal ontologies, e.g. data model 

patterns, software engineering patterns, etc, that can be agnostic to any domain or industry 

sector in the context of enterprise semantic interoperability and can be used as the basis of 

agnostic CODPs to resolve semantic heterogeneity in enterprise systems?» 

 

This research question constitutes the basis for the design of the semi-structured interview 

questionnaire. Following the interview, the transcripts provide the elements of the system of 

beliefs, the meaning units, for each co-researcher.  

 

5.8        Content analysis 

The content analysis step encompasses three distinct knowledge components, i.e.  knowledge 

being actionable information as defined in (Fitzpatrick, 2012): 
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• The contextual knowledge: responses to questions Q01 and Q02 in respect to the 

number of years of experience of the co-researcher; 

• The phenomenon knowledge: the essential set of questions for this study, Q03 

through Q05, which aims to elicit the sought concepts to respond to the research 

question; 

• The peripheral knowledge: questions Q06 through Q12 that provide more context and 

material to prepare for the subsequent phases of this project, notably on determining 

metrics pertaining specifically to data integration. 

 

5.8.1 Contextual knowledge 

The first question Q01 is formulated as “How many years have you performed 

conceptualization, e.g. data models, canonical models, domain model, XSD, etc?” Figure 5.5 

shows the distribution of the number of years’ experience per 5-year range group of the 

twenty-two co-researchers that participated in the phenomenological study. Additional 

statistics are provided in section 5.9 Content synthesis. The minimum number of years of 

experience is eight years in compliance with the purposeful sampling criterion as explained 

in section 5.6.1.1. 
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Figure 5.5 Distribution of the co-researchers’ years of experience 
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The second question Q02 is formulated as “What are the industry and government sectors 

have you performed conceptualization?”. The industry sector terms that were provided by the 

co-researcher is usually converted into the North American Industry Classification System 

(NAICS) designation the closest to the one provided by the participant (President, 2017). 

This is one instance where the researcher opted not to comply with the concept of meaning 

unit by not using the direct input from the co-researcher.  

 

Figure 5.6 outlines the number of co-researchers for each NAICS category. The twenty-two 

co-researchers identified a total of 138 industry sectors in which they performed 

conceptualization. The banking and credit union sector receive the highest number of 

selections, followed by retail trade, insurance and securities & commodities (Investment). 

During the interview, names of actual organizations were provided to help determine the 

industry sector but were not noted in the transcripts. Furthermore, some participants were 

involved in more than one sector while working for an enterprise. In such cases, usually very 

large enterprises, the participants work in an IT function, e.g. data architecture, which 

provides services to several divisions encompassing more than one industry sector. The 

researcher ensures that the proper industry sectors are assigned for these cases considering 

the nature of the projects the co-researchers were involved.  
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Figure 5.6 Distribution of co-researchers per NAICS industry sectors 
 

The participating twenty-two co-researchers having experienced 138 industry sectors have 

cumulated a great deal of experience. This experience also covers a wide variety of private 

industry and government sectors. Some examples of co-researchers’ diverse career paths are: 

CR01: depository credit Intermediation (banking & credit union), motor vehicle 

manufacturing, telecommunications, pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturing, health 

care, insurance carrier, rail transportation; and 

CR07: Aerospace products and parts manufacturing, government - national security and 

international affairs, amusement and theme parks, utilities (energy), depository credit 
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intermediation (banking & credit union), retail trade (distribution, in-store, on-line), support 

activities for transportation, oil and gas extraction,  marketing consulting services, 

pharmaceutical and medicine manufacturing. 

 

5.8.2 Phenomenon knowledge 

The phenomenon knowledge questions mean to elicit the agnostic CODPs for designing the 

multi-domain ontology. The third question Q03 is formulated as “Name and describe abstract 

(agnostic) concepts that you believe may apply to any industry and government sector”. The 

co-researchers identified a total of 171 agnostic concepts. Table 5.3 outlines the twenty 

agnostic concepts that were the most identified by co-researchers, the top twenty selections, 

and the number of co-researchers that identified them.  

 

Table 5.3 Top twenty  
agnostic concepts 

 

Name of the top twenty 
agnostic concepts

Number of 
the top 
twenty 
selections

Party 19
Product 19
Service 19
Good 17
Event 16
Organization 15
Location 14
Person 13
Transaction 13
Account 12
Address 9
Bill-Of-Material 9
Building 9
Contract 9
Customer 8
Email address 8
Party role 8
Telephone 8
Agreement 7
Price 7  
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These concepts are part of broad domains such as party (party, party role, person, 

organization) that may represent any concept pertaining to people, group of persons, 

companies, enterprise, government agency, virtual enterprise, customer, supplier, employee, 

etc. The party related data model patterns have been popularized by (Hay, 1996) and 

(Silverston & Agnew, 2011).  

 

The fourth question Q04, “Indicate relationships between these abstract concepts.” is 

answered by the co-researchers, who provided these relationships most of the time while 

responding to the third question Q03. The co-researchers establish generalization-

specialization relations and others. Table 5.4 lists examples of the responses provided by 

indicating the contributing co-researchers for each relationship example, the first entity, the 

relationship verb and the second entity of each relationship.  

 

Table 5.4 List of examples of relationships provided by the co-researchers 
 
List of 
contributing co-
researchers 

First entity Relationship verb Second entity 

CR18 Party Is a synonym Thing 
CR02, CR03, CR04, 
CR05, CR06, CR07, 
CR08, CR09, CR10, 
CR11, CR12, CR13, 
CR14, CR16, CR17, 
CR19, CR20, CR21, 
CR22 

Party Is-a Thing 

CR10, CR18, CR20 Role Is-a Thing 
CR18 Thing Can play a Role 
CR01, CR02, CR03, 
CR04, CR06, CR07, 
CR08, CR09, CR11, 
CR12, CR14, CR15, 
CR16, CR19, CR20, 
CR21, CR22 

Good Is-a Product 

CR05, CR10, CR13  Good Is-synonym Product 
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Table 5.4 List of examples of relationships provided by the co-researchers 
(continued) 

 
List of 
contributing co-
researchers 

First entity Relationship verb Second entity 

CR18 Party Is a synonym Thing 
CR02, CR03, CR04, 
CR05, CR06, CR07, 
CR08, CR09, CR10, 
CR11, CR12, CR13, 
CR14, CR16, CR17, 
CR19, CR20, CR21, 
CR22 

Party Is-a Thing 

CR10, CR18, CR20 Role Is-a Thing 
CR18 Thing Can play a Role 
CR01, CR02, CR03, 
CR04, CR06, CR07, 
CR08, CR09, CR11, 
CR12, CR14, CR15, 
CR16, CR19, CR20, 
CR21, CR22 

Good Is-a Product 

CR05, CR10, CR13  Good Is-synonym Product 
CR02, CR03, CR04, 
CR06, CR07, CR08, 
CR09, CR11, CR12, 
CR14, CR15, CR16, 
CR19, CR20, CR21, 
CR22 

Service Is-a Product 

CR03, CR05, CR06, 
CR08, CR10, CR11, 
CR13, CR14, CR15, 
CR18, CR21, CR22 

Agreement Is-a Thing 

CR03, CR06, CR08, 
CR10, CR14, CR18 

Contract Is-a Agreement 

CR02, CR04, CR05, 
CR07, CR09, CR12, 
CR17, CR19  

Contract Is-a Thing 

 

Some of these relationships, for example “Good is-a Product” and “Good is synonym 

Product, are in conflict and only one is retained based on the most stated. During the 

synthesis step, these cases are handled by the treatment defined in meaning unit 4 in Table 

5.2. 
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The fifth question Q05, “For a maximum of three industry or government sectors, list domain 

specific (low abstract) concepts and identify to which abstract concept they relate to 

(generalization-specialization only)” generated a significant number of concepts. While 

providing, as requested, generalization-specialization relationships to the agnostic concepts, 

this allowed eliciting additional concepts to the ones already identified in question Q03. 

Table 5.5 enumerates examples of the responses provided by indicating the contributing co-

researchers, the industry domain, domain specific concepts and relationships with agnostic 

concepts. 

 

Table 5.5 List of examples of domain specific concepts with subsumed relationships with 
agnostic concepts 

 
Contributing co-
researchers 

Industry sector Domain specific 
concepts 

Subsumed 
relationships with 
agnostic concepts 

CR01, CR04, CR11, 
CR18 

Manufacturing  Armored vehicle, 
tank, helicopter, 
fabrication plant, 
circuit, assembly, 
engineering Bill-Of-
Material, 
manufacturing Bill-
Of-Material, 
windshield  

Armored vehicle is-
a equipment, tank 
is-a equipment, 
helicopter is-a 
equipment, 
fabrication plant is-a 
location, circuit is-a 
good, assembly is-a 
good, engineering 
Bill-Of-Material is-a 
BOM, 
manufacturing Bill-
Of-Material is-a 
BOM, windshield 
is-a good 

CR05, CR08, CR10, 
CR13 

Depository Credit 
Intermediation 
(Banking & Credit 
Union) 

Interest rate, loan 
contract, mortgage, 
evaluator, transfer 
of funds, borrower, 
bank fee, banking 
service, branch 

Interest rate is-a 
price, loan contract 
is-a contract, 
evaluator is-a party 
role, borrower is-a 
party role, banking 
service is-a service, 
branch is-a building 
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Table 5.5 List of examples of domain specific concepts with subsumed relationships with 
agnostic concepts (continued) 

 
Contributing co-
researchers 

Industry sector Domain specific 
concepts 

Subsumed 
relationships with 
agnostic concepts 

CR01, CR15, CR19 Pharmaceutical and 
Medicine 
Manufacturing  

Drug, biological 
drug, chemical drug, 
disease, Food and 
Drug 
Administration, 
disease, prescription 

Drug is-a good, 
biological drug is-a 
good, chemical drug 
is-a good, Food and 
Drug 
Administration is-a 
Organization, 
disease is-a process, 
prescription is-a 
request 

 

This enumeration illustrates the capacity of the agnostic concepts to subsume several domain 

specific concepts for each industry sector. Considering that this present paper elicits thirty-

four industry sectors, agnostic patterns may each apply to numerous domain specific 

concepts. This data can be used for industry sector specific use cases to demonstrate the 

transferability, a trustworthiness criterion, of the phenomenological research method. 

 

5.8.3 Peripheral knowledge 

The questions related to peripheral knowledge intend to induct more context and material to 

prepare for the subsequent phases of this project. With these questions, the researcher is 

casting a wider net to collect data for the continuation of the theory-building process. 

Questions Q06 and Q07 initiate the exploration into the prescriptive aspects of the design and 

development of the multi-domain ontology. Question Q10 inquires on the delicate subject of 

users’ influence on the design of a data integration platform. An SLR (Bano & Zowghi, 

2013) and a case study (Zowghi, da Rimini, & Bano, 2015) authored by Bano et al. 

concluded that users’ involvement in system development tends to be positive. This present 

paper depicts a very different picture for the design of a data integration platform. As covered 

in this analysis step and the following synthesis step, the line of business influence tends to 

be perceived negatively by the majority of the co-researchers. Questions Q11 and Q12 
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investigate the notions of accuracy and quality of a data model with the intention of 

eventually proposing accuracy and quality related metrics. 

 

Question Q06 is formulated as “Do you believe that a data integration function should be 

designed using abstract (agnostic) concepts as you indicated in question 3? Provide a score 

from 1 to 10. Please comment”. This question is intended to inquire about co-researcher 

assessment on the importance of agnostic concepts, applicable to any industry or government 

sector, in the design of a data integration function. This question also refers to question Q03 

in which the co-researcher outlines the agnostic concepts, their description or definition and 

their relationships. Figure 5.7 illustrates the skewed graph indicating a very strong positive 

response to the use of agnostic concepts in design a data integration function. 
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Figure 5.7 Use of agnostic concepts to the design of a data integration function 
 

To question Q06, co-researcher CR01 responds: “Absolutely, it is a concept that I am 

attempting to drive”. Co-researcher CR02 indicates: “score 6 for a stable environment 

company, score 8 for an organization that goes through a lot of changes, e.g. mergers”. Co-

researcher CR04 responds: “I score 10, you need the generic concepts for efficient data 
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integration”. On the other hand, co-researcher CR06 indicates: “yes but I score 7, we start 

with agnostic concepts but we rapidly get to details so we need the domain-specific concepts. 

(We) spend at least 50% of our time doing data integration. I see a lot of heterogeneous 

systems, with synonyms and different semantics”. 

 

Question Q07 is formulated as “Do you believe that a data integration function should be 

designed using low abstract (domain specific) concepts that would be understandable by 

business users? Provide a score from 1 to 10. Please comment”. Question Q07 seems, for the 

co-researchers, to counterweigh against question Q06. The researcher needed to clarify, using 

the imaginative variation technique, which the two questions should be taken separately. This 

question is intended to inquire about co-researcher assessment on the importance of domain-

specific concepts, applicable here to a specific domain of the industry, in the design of a data 

integration function. Figure 5.8 appears to be showing less decisiveness than the previous 

question. 
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Figure 5.8 Use of domain-specific concepts to the design of a data integration function 
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Two sub-groups appear to be emerging from this graph. The first group of co-researchers that 

see less needs (scores 1,2 and 3) for domain-specific concepts. Some of the co-researchers, 

CR03 and CR04 indicate: “… score 1 for organizations with a lot of changes because we 

would have too much schema changes with “low-abstract”, domain specific concepts are 

necessary for users. The integration function doesn’t require the low-abstract concepts, only 

the layer through which the users access the data does”. CR17 adds: “No single line of 

business should prejudice (by having domain specific concepts) our business (capacity to 

interoperate)”. 

 

The second group, on the other hand, responds in the case of co-researcher CR05, CR06 and 

CR22 respectively. 

 

“I score 7 (ideally) in certain cases, low abstract concepts are required to complete the design 

of a data integration platform”: 

 

• “It is a 9, yes and even more, in designing you reach the detail attribute level, low-

abstract concepts must be used”; and 

• “Yes and I score 10. The IT specialist must not impose a vocabulary. The risk here is 

to disenchant the business in being involved, thus loss of financing”. 

 

Question Q08 explored the sentiment of the co-researchers in relation to scientific research’s 

potential contribution to solve the semantic heterogeneity problem. Although the response 

was mostly positive, the nature of this potential contribution appeared to be ambiguous. 

Others, such as co-researcher CR13 considered that scientific research “would only help in 

performing (hypothetico-deductive) studies”. Co-researcher CR06 replies: “I don’t know 

how scientific research can help”. In the case of question Q09 that asks the co-researcher if 

he or she has performed data integration function design, the response is unanimously 

positive. 
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Question Q10, formulated as “Did you ever observe line of business influence on the design 

of a data integration platform? Please comment” provoked in most cases a negative response 

on the line of business, or users, having an influence on the design of a data integration 

platform. Although co-researcher CR08 indicates:” I think it was a positive influence. The 

(line of) business brings clarity”. Co-researcher CR12 hypothesizes that: ”It could be positive 

if the they (lines of business) are supporting, not designing. The doctor metaphor applies here 

(the doctor not the patient decides how to perform the procedure). Roles must be clear”. 

Table 5.6 summarizes the negative response from the majority of co-researchers.  

 

Table 5.6 Negative responses from co-researchers to question Q10 
 
Co-researcher Reponses to question Q10 
CR01 “while there may had been valid reasons, there was an undue 

bias applied to the data integration platform because of the line 
of the business, looking for an easy solution… this ended up not 
working, costing the company a lot of money”. 

CR05 “yes and I think that a line of business may adversely affect the 
design of the data integration function by pushing their own 
agenda, their own terminology, against the need to have 
reusable constructs”. 

CR06 “yes increasingly… Needs are more and more expressed as 
technical specifications in the form of a prototype, instead of 
business requirements. Nowadays, everybody wants to design!”. 

CR07 ”Yes I have seen the business influencing the design of the data 
integration platform and it had an adverse effect. The platform’s 
design should not be based on or influenced by one specific 
business domain”. 

CR09 ”Yes, they (the business) are only interested in their data, they 
do not care for the other things (other areas of the enterprise)”. 

CR10 ”Yes I have seen such influence and it is not good. The (line of) 
business wants less abstraction, the model must tell them 
something, show their concepts (more clearly)”. 

CR14 ”yes and it is sometimes very negative. It (the influence of the 
line of business) can sometimes be very negative, affecting the 
reusability (of the data integration model) by introducing too 
many specializations, increasing time and effort on changing the 
model”. 
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Table 5.6 Negative responses from co-researchers to question Q10 
(continued) 

 
Co-researcher Reponses to question Q10 
CR16 ”Yes I did observe the (line of) business influence the design of 

a data integration platform. And the (influence) was negative, 
bending best practices to suite (specific) business needs. There 
would be no more best practices”. 

CR17 ”yes and, overall, the influence was negative. It creates 
confusion and delay”. 

CR18 ”Yes and the influence is mostly negative. The (line of 
business) that shouts the loudest is the biggest payer (funder) or 
acts the fastest dictates (the design of the data integration 
platform)”. 

CR19 ”Yes and the influence was negative. They (the lines of 
business) negatively affect the agnostic (reusability) quality of 
the data integration platform”. 

CR20 “yes and the influence was negative. They (lines of business) 
can derail the design”. 

CR22 ”(The line of business) should not normally be involved in the 
decision-making in respect to the design or architecture (of the 
data integration platform). It can be positive if the role of the 
(line of) business is to review the solution”. 

 

Question 10 has elicited a great amount of insight in the matter of user involvement in the 

design of a data integration platform. The researcher considers this matter as an opportunity 

for further dedicated investigation. Several qualitative research techniques can be used such 

as semi-structured interviews, surveys and focus groups that would concentrate specifically 

on user involvement in the design and development of a data integration platform. 

 

Questions Q11 and Q12 intended to elicit from the co-researchers their insight on how to 

define and measure the efficiency and quality of a data integration model. These questions, 

and their responses, did not bring the convergence the researcher was seeking. For question 

Q11, some co-researchers, such as for CR04, CR05, CR06, CR08 and CR14 respectively 

posit: 

 

• “Efficiency is based on the amount of time to implement your first project, and then 

the time it takes to implement subsequent phases or modifications, which should, in 
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proportion, progressively reduces over time. In other words, the time to deliver a 

solution diminishes”; 

• “The speed at which the organization can respond to change. We could measure the 

efficiency of the data integration model by considering the impact of amount of work 

performed on the data model, transformation and load processes, consumer and 

provider applications. Progressive reduction in time and effort spent on data 

integration. If there was never any changes in the organization, having low or high 

abstract concepts in the data integration model would not matter”; 

• “to be efficient, a data integration model would need as little attributes as possible. A 

faulty design of a data integration model would have a lot of redundancy. Perhaps, we 

could, ideally, have standard number of attributes, say 1000, which would tell us how 

efficient our data integration model is. Reusability is critical, the data integration 

model must be agnostic“; 

• ”A data integration model must be flexible in the sense that is generic, reusable and 

allows rapid delivery. It must also be easy to understand”; and 

• ” (Efficiency is in essence) reusability. It (the data integration model) can be easily 

extended (to accommodate new requirements). It progressively requires less and less 

effort to be changed and maintained. The percentage of new concepts and properties 

(in the data integration model) diminishes over time”. 

 

Co-researchers in some cases equate quality to efficiency, such as for co-researchers CR03, 

CR05, CR07, CR10 and CR17. For co-researcher CR09 indicate that: “quality for a data 

integration model is more abstract, fewer moving parts”. Additionally, co-researcher CR05 

proposes the notion of “data-driven” with the data integration model comprising semantic 

(“parameters”) that would allow process control, a much higher state of efficiency, instead of 

being “code driven”. Co-researchers CR04, CR06, CR14 and CR20 stipulate that the quality 

of a data integration model is mostly about a good documentation, about the rigor in defining 

the objects. 
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The content analysis step’s purpose is to break down the sought material for each interview. 

The analysis step encompasses three distinct knowledge components i.e. contextual 

knowledge, providing background on the co-researchers, phenomenon knowledge, related to 

the concepts at the center of this study and peripheral knowledge, harvesting material for 

future phases of the project. In the next step, the meaning units collected during the 

interviews, the agnostic concepts and their description and relationships, are coalesced into 

agnostic CODPs. 

 

5.9       Content synthesis 

In the previous analysis section, the content of the interviews is reduced to the intended 

material that will become meaning units. This decontextualization process on collected data 

leads into the recontextualization process of this research data performed in the synthesis step 

(Starks & Brown Trinidad, 2007). As detailed in section 5.6.1.6 in Table 5.2, the meaning 

unit coalescence rules establish the process from which emerge the meaning units. Through 

this process, the aggregated elements coalesce into ontology patterns, a «set of ontological 

elements, structures or construction principles that intend to solve a specific engineering 

problem» (Blomqvist, 2010).  

 

Also, the notion of theoretical saturation is also examined in this section. Theoretical 

saturation originates from the ground theory research domain, and although it is not used as a 

standard in phenomenological research, this concept may shed some light on determining a 

relative level of maturity on the emerging theory on agnostic CODP for a multi-domain 

ontology. Theoretical saturation is used in the grounded theory and narratology qualitative 

research methods (Hays & Wood, 2011), (Stol, Ralph, & Fitzgerald, 2016). The authors in 

(Stol et al., 2016) define theoretical saturation as «…the point at which a theory’s 

components are well supported and new data is no longer triggering revisions or 

reinterpretations of the theory». 
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Theoretical saturation in the context of this research is defined at which interview an agnostic 

concept is selected twice therefore included in the multi-domain ontology as an agnostic 

CODP. 

 

In summary, the following are the rules used to synthesize the interview material into 

meaning units: 

 

• Years of experience of the co-researcher: Basic aggregating statistical functions; 

• Theoretical saturation: Basic aggregating statistical functions; 

• The agnostic concepts: Retained concepts are selected at least twice by co-

researchers. In case of conflicting or diverging definitions for the same concept, the 

greatest number is retained; 

• The subsumption and other relationships between the agnostic concepts: only one 

instance expressed by a co-researcher is required. In case of conflict, the relationship 

with the greatest number of instances is retained; 

• The definition or description of the agnostic concepts: The texts are integrated by the 

researcher. 

 

The de facto agnostic CODPs derived for the above-mentioned meaning units: The selected 

meaning units are assembled to form the agnostic CODP and represented using the (UML 

light) Archimate modeling notation (Lankhorst et al., 2009). 

 

Table 5.7 summarizes the statistics about some of the examined meaning units. Although the 

authors consider that this research is still in its infancy and no hypothetico-deductive 

techniques are considered at this point, the statistics may contribute to defining the next 

phases of the projects. 
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Table 5.7 Basic aggregating statistics about the meaning units 
 
Name of the 
meaning unit 

Number of 
samples 

Average Standard 
deviation 

Variance Median 

Number of years 
of experience in 
conceptualization 

22 21.1 8.1 65.6 20 

Score for question 
Q06 about 
agnostic concepts 
in data integration 
function design 

22 8.6 1.4 2.0 9 

Score for question 
Q07 about domain 
specific concepts 
in data integration 
function design 

22 4.5 3.1 9.9 3 

Theoretical 
saturation point 
for agnostic 
concepts 

83 10.6 6.4 41.4 10 

Number of 
agnostic concepts 
identified by co-
researchers 

22 24 5.3 28.5 24 

 

Table 5.7 statistics stand out mainly for the score for question Q06 about agnostic concepts in 

data integration function design. The narrow standard deviation notably suggests a high level 

of consensus amongst the co-researchers regarding the importance of agnostic concepts in the 

design of a data integration platform and most importantly in their presence as design 

patterns in a data integration model. 

 

Figure 5.9 illustrates the progression of the theoretical saturation events longitudinally from 

the first to the last interview. Since a minimum of two selections are needed for an agnostic 

concept to be retained, no saturation event is recorded on the first interview. 
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Figure 5.9 Progression of the theoretical saturation events 
 

Albeit the diminishing trend in the graph of figure 5.9, the researcher at this point cannot 

conclude of any apparent behavior, notably of the sinusoidal curve and the presence of what 

appears to be three “waves”. The researcher has not changed the questionnaire between the 

second and the 21st interview. Potential participants became co-researchers and were 

interviewed in a random fashion. Other than imaginative variation, i.e. to provide more 

contexts to questions to stimulate the conversation, no apparent reason may explain this 

sinusoidal behavior. In their qualitative study, the authors in (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 

2006) observe complete theoretical saturation in their research at twelve interviews but also 

express the difficulty to conclude and generalize. The researcher plans to pursue to 

recruitment of twenty-five additional co-researchers. The next phase will be conducted using 

the same approach as described in the current paper except no imaginative variation will be 

done, in the attempt of achieving theoretical saturation for agnostic concepts. 

 

At this point of the content synthesis step, the agnostic concepts, their descriptions and 

relationships are synthesized from the material extracted from the co-researchers. This 

process parallels the synthesis process performed in the SLR, the companion paper to the 

present paper (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a).  The resulting meaning units, the agnostic 
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CODPs, are shown in Archimate notation diagrams, a lighter form of UML (Lankhorst et al., 

2009). As in the SLR, each agnostic CODP is documented using a CODP template proposed 

in (Gangemi et al., 2007). The agnostic concept Thing, anything imaginary or real, is used in 

all diagrams. Each of the following modules are based on the ontology architecture pattern 

proposed in (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013), but adapted by the researcher when there is a 

change in the name of the module when the root entity is renamed. The root entity is the 

main agnostic concept that bears the same name as the module. In some cases, the definition 

from this project’s SLR is used when the present approach has not produced a suitable 

definition.  
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5.9.1 The Party agnostic CODP 

The Party CODP conceptualizes people and organizations. 

 

Table 5.8 Phenomenological study Party CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Party 
General 
description 

The Party CODP allows the conceptualization of the nature of a person 
and an organization. 

Examples Any physical person regardless of what role or roles may be played, 
e.g. John Doe. A private corporation, a job position, a government 
agency, a government as a whole, an informal group, a family. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Party: A thing that is either a person or an organization; 
• Party Class: A classification scheme for parties; 
• Person: A biological thing classified as a Homo Sapiens; 
• Organization: A group of persons; 
• Party Role: See the Role CODP. 
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5.9.2 The Product agnostic CODP  

The Product CODP covers the goods and services that result from processes. It includes the 

notions of classification and Bill of Material. 

 

Table 5.9 Phenomenological study Product CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Product 
General 
description 

A good or service resulting from a process. The UN PCS and NAPCS 
classification schemes can notably be used as taxonomies for products. The 
concept of bill of material allows to package products. 

Examples Goods are tangible products such as automobile, an electronic equipment, 
salt, fuel. Services are intangible services such as car rental, banking 
offerings, investment portfolio management. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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Table 5.9 Phenomenological study Product CODP (continued) 
 

Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Product: A tangible or an intangible thing offered commercially 
through a process. A product may comprise other products, items 
or parts, which are also products; 

• Order: A demand to obtain products; 
• Bill of Material: A grouping of products that is a product as well; 
• Inventory: A list of goods or services available at a location; 
• Good: A tangible thing such as a building; 
• Service: An intangible product offered to provide value to a 

customer; 
• Unit of Measure: A standard for establishing the quantity of a 

thing, e.g. Currency, weight, height, etc.; 
• Role: See the Role CODP; 
• Location: See the Location CODP; 
• Process: See the Process CODP; 
• Price: See the Price CODP. 
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5.9.3 The Agreement agnostic CODP 

The Agreement CODP covers any form of tacit or explicit agreement between parties. 

 

Table 5.10 Phenomenological study Agreement CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Agreement 
General 
description 

The Agreement CODP allows the conceptualization of an arrangement 
between parties playing roles. 

Examples A legal binding contract for the sales of a house between two persons 
playing roles of buyer and seller. A Service Legal Agreement for procuring 
an infrastructure cloud service to a user from a cloud provider. 
The set of terms and conditions associated with a bank-checking service. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Agreement: An arrangement between parties playing roles within a 
context; 

• Contract: An explicit agreement between playing roles that is 
normally enforceable by a court of law in case of dispute; 

• Role: See the Role CODP; 
• Party: See the Party CODP. 
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5.9.4 The Price agnostic CODP 

The Price CODP optionally relates to products and allows the commercial operations to 

generate revenues.   

 

Table 5.11 Phenomenological study Price CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Price 
General 
description 

The Price CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion of rates, 
rate packages, fees, penalties, pricing curve (time varying cost 
structure) applicable to the consumption of products. 

Examples A rack rate applicable for selling room nights in a hotel. A driver's 
licence fee for the right to drive a motor vehicle as a service dispensed 
by a government agency. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Price: A financial quantity associated to the selling of products; 
• Rate: A price measured in level of consumption; 
• Product: See the Role CODP. 
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5.9.5 The Event agnostic CODP 

The Event CODP relates to occurrences in space and time that affects the state of things. 

 

Table 5.12 Phenomenological study Event CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Event 
General 
description 

The Event CODP allows the conceptualization of the notion of a 
spatiotemporal occurrence that may affect a thing by changing its state. 

Examples The start of a registration process for a student in a university. 
A financial transaction reducing a cash accounting account after the 
disbursement of a pay cheque. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Event: A spatio-temporal thing that affects another thing; 
• Transaction: An event where an exchange in money or commodity 

occurs; 
• Unit of Measure: A standard to measure a thing, e.g. Currency, 

weight, height, etc.; 
• Location: See the Location CODP. 
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5.9.6 The Document agnostic CODP 

The Document CODP is a media containing symbolic facts that a person may bring context 

and acquire as knowledge and know-how. 

 

Table 5.13 Phenomenological study Document CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Document 
General 
description 

The Document CODP allows the conceptualization of physical or 
electronic representation of a body of concepts in a context; 

Examples The Open Group Architecture Framework book purchased on the Open 
Group web site. This SLR will be published as a journal article. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Document: A physical or electronic media support that represents 
concepts;  

• Context: see the Context CODP. 
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5.9.7 The Network agnostic CODP 

The Network CODP is the implementation of the Petri-network concept for 

conceptualization. 

 

Table 5.14 Phenomenological study Network CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Network 
General 
description 

The Network CODP allows the conceptualization of a Petri-like 
structure composed of two nodes and a segment linking the nodes for 
the purpose of transport of: energy, cargo, people, voice, data, etc. A 
grouping of networks is also a network. 

Examples A non-stop flight links Montreal, Canada to Chicago USA. A 
telecommunication channel links switching node A to switching node 
B. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

Network: A structure composed of two nodes and an edge that 
associates an origin and a destination for the purpose of transportation 
of: energy, cargo, people, voice, data, etc. 
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5.9.8 The Account agnostic CODP 

The Account CODP is the only agnostic concept that possesses a dual nature, the Product 

Account, a mechanism to allow access to a product, and an Accounting Account that is used 

in financial recording and reporting. 

 

Table 5.15 Phenomenological study Account CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Account 
General 
description 

The Account CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing used for 
recording transactions for the purpose of procuring products or tallying 
quantities for financial statements. 

Examples A checking account allows the customer to write cheques without fees 
when the balance is more than $1000 for the whole month. The Building – 
Asset account has been adjusted in the Consolidated Grand Ledger by a 
post-mortem transaction. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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Table 5.15 Phenomenological study Account CODP (continued) 
 

Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Account: A mechanism that aggregates transactions to offer 
products or to tally financial numbers; 

• Contract: See the Contract CODP; 
• Role: See the Role CODP; 
• Event: See the Event CODP. 

 

5.9.9 The Context agnostic CODP 

As mentioned in the SLR, the companion paper to the present publication, the Context CODP 

is one of the least known of the data model patterns. This agnostic concept was confirmed in 

a theoretical saturation event at the 22nd interview. This pattern may be quite useful for 

several applications including NLP and other cognitive applications as discussed in (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). 

 

Table 5.16 Phenomenological study Context CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Context 
General 
description 

The Context CODP allows the conceptualization of a set of things such 
as location, parties, products and events that grouped together may 
influence the use of vocabularies, chain of future events. 

Examples In the metaphor-rich American culture, an expression such as «passing 
the buck» may mean something quite different than when taken 
literately. In the context of ACME Corporation, deploying Service- 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) services just means implementing plain 
web services. 
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Table 5.16 Phenomenological study Context CODP (continued) 
 

Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Context: A set of concepts that defines a situation; 
• Location: see the Location CODP; 
• Party: see the Party CODP; 
• Product: see the Product CODP; 
• Event: see the Event CODP. 

 

5.9.10 The Location agnostic CODP 

The Location CODP covers geographical and other forms of coordinated systems. 

 

Table 5.17 Phenomenological study Location CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Location 
General 
description 

The Location CODP allows the conceptualization of a thing related to a 
coordinate system such as Earth location systems. This includes the notion 
of area, segment and grid locations. Geography also includes the notion of 
street addresses and electronic locations such as email and IP addresses. 

Examples The City of New York is a Location Area included in the State of New 
York. The address of this house is 123 Main Streer, Littletown USA and 
has a centroid determined by a longitude and latitude. 
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Table 5.17 Phenomenological study Location CODP (continued) 
 

Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Location: An object in a coordinated system; 
• Location Grid: A zero-dimensioned point on a coordinate system; 
• Location Area: A closed surface location such as a country; 
• Address: A designation used as a contact mechanism.; 
• Electronic Location: A location used in an electronic realm.  
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5.9.11 The Role agnostic CODP 

The Role CODP includes all types of behavior that are part of the intrinsic nature of a thing.    

 

Table 5.18 Phenomenological study Role CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Role 
General 
description 

The Role CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of involvement in 
a process or into anything other than a role. A thing playing a role would 
exhibit a behaviour that may not be related to its nature. 

Examples A person plays the role of an contact in ACME Corporation. 
This horse is an asset for this farmer and is a resource that is involved in 
farm processes. 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 
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Table 5.18 Phenomenological study Role CODP (continued) 
 

Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Role: A form of relationship between things; 
• Identity: A Role being played by a Thing to uniquely designate 

another Thing; 
• Name: A form of Identity composed of one or more words; 
• Party Role: A form of Role played by a Party; 
• Vendor: A Party Role that involved supplying a Product; 
• Employee: A Party Role that involves being a full-time worker for 

an organization; 
• Customer: A Party Role that involves consuming a Product from a 

vendor; 
• Asset: A Role being played by a Thing that involves having a 

value for another Thing; 
• Resource: A Role being played by a Thing that involves 

participating in a Process; 
• Channel: A Role being played by a Thing for allowing access to 

another Thing; 
• Process: see the Process CODP. 

 

5.9.12 The Process agnostic CODP 

The Process CODP covers all forms of human or natural activities. 

 

Table 5.19 Phenomenological study Process CODP 
 
Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Name Process 
General 
description 

The Process CODP allows the conceptualization of a form of a unit of 
work in which resources are used in the fabrication of goods or in the 
rendering of services. A process can be performed by humans, by 
nature or a mix of both. 

Examples A set of activities in the manufacturing of a consumer electronic 
product is a Process. The growth of an animal’s fetus in an In Vitro 
facility is a Process. 
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Table 5.19 Phenomenological study Process CODP (continued) 
 

Ontology 
Pattern Type 

Content Ontology Design Pattern 

Simplified 
UML diagram 
(Archimate) 

 
Definitions of 
the agnostic 
concepts 

• Process: A form of activity in which resources are used in the 
fabrication of goods or in the rendering of services; 

• Rule: A formulated logical constraint that would be used to 
control the execution of a Process; 

• Strategy: A Process specifically designed to achieve a goal and 
not a Product; 

• Objective: A desired state at the completion of a process; 
• Event: See the Event CODP; 
• Role: see the Role CODP. 

 

The Content Synthesis step concludes the SLR research method by providing the 

consolidated set of agnostic CODPs. These agnostic CODPs are drawn from the literature 

using a qualitative form of the SLR approach proposed by (Okoli, 2015). 
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5.10        Conclusion and future work 

The research question formulated in section 5.7 pertains to the inquiry into the elicitation of 

agnostic concepts that can be used as agnostic CODPs in a multi-domain ontology. Although 

positivist or hypothetico-deductive criteria of validation cannot apply here in a qualitative 

research (Guba & Lincoln, 2001), evidences are emerging to indicate that the findings of this 

paper’s phenomenological research method is significantly consistent in its similarity to the 

findings of two other sources: this paper’s companion publication (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 

2018a) and the best practice research on CODPs in (Blomqvist, 2010). This significant 

similarity in the outcome of qualitative research, as in the case of this project’s two 

companion papers along with Blomqvist research on CODP best practices, is referred to as 

triangulations.  Anney in (Anney, 2014) recommends that one or two such triangulations be 

demonstrated as a criterion to establish the research’s trustworthiness. The authors posit that, 

although this is an initial phase of a multi-phase project, the outcome of this 

phenomenological study demonstrated a credible inductive process in eliciting data model 

patterns from experienced practitioners that may be considered as experts in twenty out of 

twenty-two individuals based on criteria established in (S. Ahmed et al., 2005). Furthermore, 

the companion SLR is also followed by two use case papers: (Fitzpatrick, Coallier, et al., 

2018) and (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018d). These use cases allow determining the 

transferability of the SLR. (Anney, 2014) indicates that transferability is the equivalent of 

positivism’s generalizability criterion for qualitative research. Anney also posit that thick 

description and purposeful sampling facilitates transferability. Along with the involvement of 

several co-researchers in the execution of the phenomenological protocol (use of peer 

debriefing) (C. Moustakas, 1994) (Anney, 2014), an audit trail, thick documentation and the 

application of Okoli’s best practice approach for conducting qualitative, this research has 

shown evidence of trustworthiness following the guidelines established in (Guba & Lincoln, 

2001). 

 

The authors consider that the phenomenological research method has supported quite 

adequately their needs for eliciting agnostic CODPs and other insights, such as prescriptive 
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directions to eventually study design methods for multi-domain ontology based applications 

to resolve semantic heterogeneity. While it is expected that qualitative research protocol will 

predominate in this research project for some time in the future, it is conceivable that, on 

occasions, when sample size and other conditions are met to perform hypothetico-deductive 

methods that theory-testing protocols may complement the current approach. 

 

Following this phase of the project, where an SLR approach and a phenomenological 

research method were used, a new group of about twenty-five participants will be solicited to 

become co-researchers. The phenomenological research method will be executed identically 

as in the present study. Additional semi-structured interview questionnaire, surveys and focus 

group sessions will be designed to further investigate some questions studied in this paper 

such as additional agnostic CODPs, additional domain-specific concepts, the influence of 

lines of business and others. This project intends to increase the size of the co-researcher 

group from twenty-two to approximately 100. 
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Abstract 

 

All private companies and government agencies require their systems to interoperate. System 

interoperability facilitates crucial exchange of data to solve business problems and engage in 

commercial opportunities. Semantic heterogeneity consists in the phenomenon where 

enterprise systems are designed based on various vocabularies that render information 

sharing difficult or impossible without a data integration function. A data integration function 

represents a palliative measure that attempts to provide data seamlessly as if it came from 

only one source. This paper intends to establish the trustworthiness of a research project that 

intends to solve the semantic heterogeneity problem. Due to the theory-building role of this 

project, a qualitative research approach constitutes the appropriate manner to conduct 

research. Contrary to theory-testing quantitative methods that rely on well-established 

validation techniques to determine the reliability of the outcome of a given study, theory-

building qualitative methods do not possess standardized techniques to ascertain the 

reliability of a study. This project intends to use a dual method theory-building approach to 

more decisively demonstrate trustworthiness. The first method, a qualitative SLR approach 

based mainly on the guide provided in (Okoli, 2015), induces the sought knowledge from 

publications using a practical screen. The second method, a phenomenological research 

method based on the works of C. Moustakas, elicits mainly the agnostic concepts from semi-
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structured interviews involving senior practitioners with eight years or more of experience in 

conceptualization. 

 

The SLR retains a set of 89 agnostic concepts from 69 publications from 2009 through 2017. 

The phenomenological study in turn retains 83 agnostic concepts from 22 interviews. During 

the synthesis stage for both studies, data saturation was calculated for each of the retained 

concepts at the point, publication or co-researcher sequential number, where the concepts 

have been selected for a second time. The saturation points are tallied and represented on a 

diagram for each of the two studies. Although it can be asserted that this effort of 

establishing the trustworthiness can be construed as extensive and this research track is 

promising, data saturation for both studies has still not been reached. Further work is required 

using exactly the same protocols for each of the methods, expand the year range for the SLR 

and to recruit new co-researchers for the phenomenological protocol. This work will continue 

until these protocols do not elicit new theory material. At this point, new protocols for both 

methods will be designed and executed with the intent to measure theoretical saturation. 

 

Keywords: Content ODP, Ontology Design Patterns, Ontology, inference application, multi-

domain ontology, Systematic Literature Review, phenomenological research method, 

trustworthiness, constructivism, dual method, qualitative research. 

 

 6.1        Introduction 

All private companies and government agencies require their systems to interoperate. System 

interoperability facilitates crucial exchange of data to solve business problems and engage in 

commercial opportunities. For example, in the manufacturing sector, new innovative design 

methods such as Set-Based Design (SBD) (Kerga et al., 2016) and the modular approach 

(Buergin et al., 2018) intend to increase performance and productivity. The SBD approach 

can reduce in average by 25% projects’ duration and by 40% projects’ costs (Kerga et al., 

2016). In the defense sector, government agencies deem  system interoperability crucial to 

deploy a multinational coalition force (Egon Kuster, 2007). System interoperability allows 
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coalitions’ members to exchange vital information to cooperate on effective deployment and 

operation planning (J. Patel et al., 2010) (Dorneich et al., 2011).  Semantic heterogeneity 

consists in the phenomenon where enterprise systems are designed based on various 

vocabularies that render information sharing difficult or impossible without a data integration 

function. A data integration function represents a palliative measure that attempts to provide 

data seamlessly as if it came from only one source. (De Giacomo et al., 2018). This research 

investigates semantic structures, specifically agnostic Content Ontology Design Patterns 

(CODP) (Blomqvist, 2010) that can be used within a multi-domain ontology executed in an 

inferential application to effectively perform data integration in resolve semantic 

heterogeneity (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012). The research question is formulated in 

(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, & Coallier, 2018b) as: «what are the conceptualization patterns found in 

semi-formal ontologies, e.g. data model patterns, software engineering patterns, etc. that can 

be agnostic to any domain or industry sector in the context of enterprise semantic 

interoperability and can be used as the basis of agnostic CODPs to resolve semantic 

heterogeneity in enterprise systems?» 

 

Also expressed in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018b), this research project argues the following 

two theses: 

 

• «There is a set of data model patterns that are applicable to any private industry or 

government sector that can be used as agnostic CODPs and constitute a (formal) 

multi-domain ontology that can be used by an inferential data integration application 

to resolve the semantic heterogeneity problem»; and  

• «A dual method qualitative research approach, using trustworthy SLR and 

phenomenological research methods, allows to elicit the sought agnostic data model 

patterns to form the (formal) multi-domain ontology for an inferential data 

integration application». 

 

The first thesis is addressed using a dual method qualitative research approach to elicit the 

agnostic CODPs. The first method, a qualitative Systematic Literature Review (SLR), 
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induces the CODPs from papers published between 2009 and 2017 inclusively,  detailed in 

(Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018a). The second method inspired from Clark Moustakas’ 

phenomenological research approach and thickly described in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 

2018c), elicits the sought CODPs through semi-structured interviews involving experienced 

senior practitioners with over eight years experience (S. Ahmed et al., 2005). In addition to 

the aforementioned main research processes, two uses cases shows the potential application 

of the elicited theory in the context of collaborative logistics planning (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et 

al., 2018d) and collaborative product design for military coalition deployment (Fitzpatrick, 

Coallier, et al., 2018). This project’s holistic design, i.e. of the overall research process, is 

described in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018b). The second thesis, in respect to the choice of a 

dual method qualitative research method, is argued with thick description of three aspects of 

the research. Firstly, the research protocols and secondly the findings are detailed extensively 

in the individual SLR and phenomenological research publications (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 

2018a, 2018c). The third aspect, the trustworthiness establishment approach, constitutes the 

subject of the present paper. As hypothetico-deductive related validation techniques assess 

quantitative research, trustworthiness four criteria provide the means to the reader to 

determine how the research deserves to be trusted (Borrego, Douglas, & Amelink, 2009) 

(Guba & Lincoln, 2001).  

 

Section 2 reviews the four criteria of trustworthiness and also examines data and theoretical 

saturation. Section 3 presents the findings of both the SLR and the phenomenological 

research methods. Section 4 assesses the dual method qualitative research approach against 

the four trustworthiness criteria, first credibility that examines the intrinsic quality of the 

processes, then dependability that pertains on thick description, thirdly confirmability 

relating mainly to triangulation and finally transferability, which involves purposeful 

sampling, used here for the phenomenological study, data and theoretical saturation, and the 

two use cases. Section 5 outlines a discussion and section 6 concludes the paper with this 

research project’s establishment of trustworthiness. 
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6.2        State of the art 

This project’s research approach and strategies consider the trustworthiness criteria as 

defined in (Guba & Lincoln, 2001) and (Anney, 2014). Added to the trustworthiness 

transferability criterion, the concept of theoretical and data saturation, first introduced in the 

grounded theory method, allows to determine at a point during the qualitative research 

process when no new data or theory are created (Saunders et al., 2017). This is an emerging 

and elusive concept that is difficult to apply since theoretical sufficiency can only be 

determined post-mortem (Sim et al., 2018). Since this project intends to serve as a starting 

point in a series of other research initiatives, the project does not set a saturation goal. The 

project is set to only measure theoretical (data) saturation for the purpose of planning future 

work.  

 

Table 6.1 describes the trustworthiness criteria prescribed by (Guba & Lincoln, 2001) and 

(Anney, 2014) to conduct qualitative research and the key design decisions made to ensure 

that the research process design satisfies these criteria. First of the trustworthiness criteria is 

the credibility criterion, which entails that the findings are considered believable by various 

stakeholders such as publication’s editorial boards and the participants (co-researchers) to the 

research. This is done through thick description and by triangulation, i.e. the relative 

similarity of the findings using methods with different data sources such as a Systematic 

Literature Review (SLR) eliciting data from rigorously selected publications and a 

phenomenological research method extracting data through semi-structured interviews. 

Secondly, the transferability criterion allows examining how the findings can be used in a 

specific context through use case scenarios, for example. Thirdly, the dependability criterion 

involves an audit trail. Finally, the confirmability is established by the capacity of the 

research design to allow very similar findings to be produced by other researchers. 

 

In the phenomenological research segment of the project, purposeful sampling allowed to 

select only senior co-researchers with eight years’ experience or more. (Suri, 2011) refers to 

this purposeful sampling approach as criterion sampling. Furthermore, co-researchers are 
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asked to introduce other potential participants on a voluntary basis, which Suri refers to as 

snowball sampling. Snowballing consists in the co-researchers reaching out referred potential 

participants and asks permission to be contacted by the researcher or invited to contact the 

researcher directly. Also part of the phenomenological research method, bracketing allows 

the researcher to mitigate the risk associated with the researcher’s bias on the phenomenon 

itself. While being a senior practitioner thus establishing investigator authority, a credibility 

sub-criterion, the researcher may also induce a bias in analyzing and synthesizing the data 

and producing the findings. The researcher’s experience must not influence in any way the 

findings of this study, complying to (Bevan, 2014) citing (Husserl, 1970) in refraining from 

using the researcher’s personal knowledge in a phenomenological research method. 

However, the researcher’s knowledge of the phenomenon allows determining peripheral 

issues such as defining the notions of accuracy and quality of a data integration model. The 

notion of bracketing is covered in more detail in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018c). Added to 

the trustworthiness’s transferability criterion in (Forero et al., 2018), the concept of 

theoretical and data saturation, first introduced in grounded theory method that allows to 

determine the point during the qualitative research process when no new datum or theory is 

created (Saunders et al., 2017). This is an emerging and elusive concept that is difficult to 

apply since theoretical sufficiency can only be determined post-mortem (Sim et al., 2018). 

Since this project intends to serve as a starting point in a series of other research initiatives, 

the project does not set saturation goals. The project is set to only measure theoretical (data) 

saturation for the purpose of planning future work and not to establish trustworthiness.  

 

Table 6.1 describes in more detail the trustworthiness criteria and associated measures drawn 

from (Guba & Lincoln, 2001) (Anney, 2014) (Forero et al., 2018) and (C. Moustakas, 1994) 

that are used in this project. Firstly, the credibility criterion establishes to what extent the 

qualitative method(s) and the findings may be trusted and believed. Secondly, the 

dependability or repeatability criterion intends to demonstrate that the same or at least very 

similar findings would be obtained using the same data, co-researchers and publications but 

with a different researcher or researchers. Thirdly, the confirmability criterion attempts to 

establish to what extent the methods can be used with different co-researchers (participants) 
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in the phenomenological research approach. Also, use cases covering different industry 

sectors, while addressing the same research question, would contribute similarly in 

establishing transferability. Fourthly, and finally, the transferability criterion intends to show 

that the research design can be used in other contexts for different research questions, theses 

or problems to solve. 

 

Table 6.1 Trustworthiness criteria for a dual method qualitative research 
 
Criteria Detailed measures for establishing trustworthiness 
Credibility • Involving if possible more than one researcher. In Moustakas 

phenomenological research method, participants may be 
empowered to become co-researchers and participate in a 
more active way than in a more traditional setting; 

• A pilot project allows testing the research protocol; 
• Researchers possess training and experience in designing 

questionnaire, conducting interviews and in the research 
subject matter; 

• All notes taken during the interviews, the interviews’ 
recordings and all the worksheet representing every stage of 
the analysis and synthesis activities are kept in safe storage; 

• The transcripts of the interviews allow the co-researchers to 
confirm the knowledge transmitted during the interviews. 

Dependability • The research protocol is richly documented; 
• The findings are richly described; 
• The establishment of the trustworthiness criteria is richly 

described as well; 
• All steps in the protocols with intermediate results are 

documented and can be audited. 
Confirmability • Investigator triangulation is performed  when more than one 

researchers are involved; 
• Other researches may constitute data source and investigator 

triangulations;  
• Data source triangulation consists in the context of qualitative 

research as inducing knowledge and know-how from more 
than one source, e.g. publications vs. participants;  

• Methodological triangulation originates from the use of more 
than one research method, either quantitative, qualitative or 
both; 
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Table 6.1 Trustworthiness criteria for a dual method qualitative research 
(continued) 

 
Criteria Detailed measures for establishing trustworthiness 
Transferability • The use of more than one sampling technique; 

• A use case provides context to the application of an emerging 
theory and attempts to demonstrate to what extent the 
emerging theory can be applied to solve the research problem; 

• The quantification of data saturation and theoretical saturation 
may provide a form of assessment on the sample size and the 
relative state of the theory-building process. However, the 
data source and theoretical saturation concepts are often 
confused, lack standards and are still embryonic in the 
literature (Marshall et al., 2013) (Sim et al., 2018). In this 
project, data saturation is an assessment of the relative state of 
theory-building process using the same research question and 
protocol, e.g. the practical screen definition in an SLR, the 
questionnaire for semi-structured interviews, etc.;  

• Theoretical saturation represents a continuation of data 
saturation by using different research questions and protocols. 
For example, in the context of this project, new search queries 
and questionnaires may be designed to allow exploring in 
greater detail specific modules or subcomponents of the multi-
domain ontology. While the concept of saturation of the 
theory already exists, the distinctive data and theoretical 
saturations as proposed here represent an innovative addition 
to qualitative research methodology;  

• The present project expects that variations of the current SLR 
practical screen and questionnaire will be needed to ensure 
completeness of the theory. Other knowledge induction 
techniques such as focus groups may be needed to reach the 
sought completeness. At this point, it is difficult to determine 
a priori when either data or theoretical saturation are reached. 

 

This section examined the four criteria needed to establish the trustworthiness of a dual 

method qualitative research design executed using SLR and phenomenological research 

protocols, and, two use cases demonstrating transferability of the set of the elicited agnostic 

CODPs. The four trustworthiness criteria, credibility, dependability, confirmability and 

transferability provide the readers the means to assess the proposed research design.  

Although currently the subject of great scrutiny in treating trustworthiness, data and 

theoretical saturation represents here means to plan future research activities in using the 
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same protocols as previously executed for the former type of saturation and changing the 

protocols for the latter type. Data saturation is expected to be reached first with the same 

practical screen applied to the uncovered years prior to 2009 in the case of SLR study and 

with the interview of new co-researchers using the same process and questionnaire for the 

phenomenological study. For theoretical saturation, modified protocols for both research 

methods, and perhaps new research methods will be used in the attempt to complete the 

elicitation process. In the next section, the findings for both the SLR and phenomenological 

studies are represented to support the measures taken for the trustworthiness criteria. 

 

6.3        Protocols and findings from the dual method qualitative research studies 

The previous section outlines the approach to establish the trustworthiness of this project’s 

qualitative research process. The quantitative research methods use internal and external 

validation techniques within a hypothetico-deductive reasoning process (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 

2012). While the validation process is clearly the responsibility of the researcher, the burden 

of establishing trustworthiness is shared with the reader of a qualitative study (Borrego et al., 

2009). This project considers that the researcher can ease the burden of trustworthiness in 

qualitative research on both the researcher and the reader by adopting a rigorous 

trustworthiness approach as proposed in this paper based on (Guba & Lincoln, 2001), 

(Anney, 2014) and (Forero et al., 2018). In addition to thick description, an elaborate 

qualitative theory-building approach clearly establishes and demonstrates to the readers the 

trustworthiness, i.e. the credibility, dependability, confirmability and transferability of the 

research approach meant to elicit agnostic CODPs. A qualitative research approach intends to 

build theory while demonstrating that it and the theory it is building deserve trust. Data 

saturation occurs when no new theory is added with the same protocol. Theory saturation 

would consist in no additional theory being added even with various protocols and different 

research methods. Theory saturation constitutes a state where the theoretical framework is 

complete. Although undetermined at this point, future phases of the project would see the use 

of mixed qualitative quantitative and ultimately quantitative hypothetico-deductive research. 

Since data saturation is not at this point achieved, the next phase of the project will involve 
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the same protocols, including the SLR’s same practical screen except for different years and 

interviews with new co-researchers using the same questionnaire for the phenomenological 

study. 

 

6.3.1 SLR research protocol and findings 

This SLR takes its methodological roots from (Kitchenham, 2004), (Okoli, 2015) and (Okoli 

& Schabram, 2010).  The SLR approach can be performed in either the quantitative or the 

qualitative research methods. This paper outlines a qualitative SLR based on the need to 

create theory about agnostic CODPs for a multi-domain ontology for performing data 

integration (Fitzpatrick, 2012). The following SLR steps are further detailed in (Fitzpatrick, 

Ratté, et al., 2018a). 

 

6.3.1.1 Previous exploratory literature survey 

A previous exploratory literature survey in this project identified conceptualization patterns 

in semiformal ontologies. Prior to the undertaking of this SLR, a lengthy multiyear 

conventional literature review was performed. Over 200 articles were found and studied. This 

conventional literature review supported a qualitative research project conducted using a 

phenomenology method in an exploratory fashion. Although the guides used in this SLR do 

not prescribe to start with an SLR research with an exploratory literature survey, this project 

includes it as a necessary primer step. 

 

6.3.1.2 Formulation of the research objective 

This activity indicates the purpose of the research and is reproducible. In the context of a 

qualitative SLR, as it is the case here, the objective is broad (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012). 
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6.3.1.3 Formulation of a research question 

As indicated by (P. Leedy & Ormrod, 2012) and (John W Creswell, 2003), a research 

question, not hypotheses, guides the remaining activities for a qualitative research. 

 

 

6.3.1.4 Drafting the protocol 

The design of the protocol for this SLR draws from (Okoli, 2015; Okoli & Schabram, 2010) 

for all steps of the protocol except for the Analysis and Synthesis steps. The Analysis and the 

Synthesis steps originate from the adapted phenomenology research method outlined in 

(Fitzpatrick, 2012). 

 

6.3.1.5 Formulating the practical screen 

The practical screen establishes the criteria that will allow the researcher of this SLR to select 

the publications that will be analyzed and synthesized. The criteria ensure the feasibility of 

completing the SLR by allowing a number of publications that can be read and treated by the 

authors. The practical screen comprises two subdivisions: metadata level and content level. 

The metadata level comprises any information available without actually reading the 

publication. The metadata level part of the practical screen allows only to either entirely 

reject the publication or allowing it to be further examined at the content level part of the 

practical screen. The content level provides the criteria that will allow the researcher of this 

SLR to retain and further process part or all of the content. 

 

6.3.1.6 Search results. 

The logical query defined in the previous step is executed in each of the publication 

databases earmarked in the practical screen.  The metadata level criteria allow the retention 

or the rejection of publications without actually reading the content in first elimination. Once 
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the metadata level part of the screening is completed, the retained publications’ content is 

examined, but not analyzed, to determine if there is any material that can be used in the 

content of this SLR. Some publications may be rejected if no material of interest is found. 

  

6.3.1.7 Content analysis 

Each publication is then read for analysis. This SLR authors’ previous publications are the 

first to be analyzed. The note-taking technique employed here consists in using Nuance 

Communications’s Dragon Naturally Speaking dictation software where speech is converted 

into text and inserted in a Microsoft Word document. The extracted components are: the 

main agnostic concept, the subsumed subordinate concepts, the definitions and relationships. 

The properties, rigid properties and instances are not covered by this SLR. The 

documentation is segmented by publication and then by main agnostic CODP. 

 

6.3.1.8 Content Synthesis 

Agnostic CODPs found in all retained publications are then merged with same concepts that 

were elicited in the previous step. The documentation for the content synthesis step is 

segmented by agnostic CODP and represented in a simplified domain diagram where the 

patterns are represented as classes and not in an axiomatic form. The axes for the synthesis 

activity are for each CODP: the universal thing concept, the main agnostic concept, the 

subsumed subordinate concepts, the definitions and relationships. The rules are based on the 

same rules used in this paper’s companion publication that uses a phenomenological research 

method to also elicit agnostic CODPs for a multi-domain ontology. The ontology elements 

and structures are considered as meaning units as in the phenomenological approach. And as 

in the phenomenological research method, the semantic material extracted in this SLR is 

coalesced using the described rules. 
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6.3.1.9 SLR findings 

The statistics show the total number of publications displayed after executing the search 

query in all research sources libraries from 2009 through 2017 inclusively.  The search query 

listed a total of 860 publications from the source libraries prescribed in the practical screen 

over nine years. Figure 6.1 shows 69 papers, or eight percent of the 860 returned publications 

from the query, retained publications for analysis and synthesis once the filtering criteria are 

applied. As established in the metadata level criteria of the practical screen, this SLR’s 

authors’ publication (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012) are included in the statistics although 

being elicited in the query. The small number of publications that were finally retained can 

be explained mainly by publications that treated the matter regarding data model patterns 

without actually showing any. 
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Figure 6.1 Number of publications per year screened and retained  
for analysis and synthesis 

 

The first papers analyzed are some of this SLR’s authors’ previous publications, i.e. 

(Fitzpatrick, 2012; Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2012, 2013; D. Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). These 

publications cover research performed on the concept of Reference Architecture – Enterprise 

Knowledge Infrastructure (RA-EKI). RA-EKI defines processes, data structures and 
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ontologies to produce knowledge, actionable information, and know-how, functional 

knowledge. It proposes an assembly line like epistemological approach to convert data into 

information, then information into knowledge and know-how. Knowledge and know-how are 

stored and executed from an ontological structure composed notably of the multi-domain 

ontology, a contribution of this project. These publications, while describing RA-EKI, also 

provided the following descriptions of agnostic concepts in Table 6.3. Only concept names 

and descriptions are provided. This set of agnostic concepts and the multi-domain ontology 

architecture modules serve as the foundation, the starting point, for the content synthesis 

process. 

 

6.3.2      Phenomenological research protocol and findings 

6.3.2.1 Preparation 

This protocol step sees the design of the questionnaire. The first set of questions intends to 

outline the contextual aspect, i.e. the background, of the co-researcher, notably the number of 

years the participant had experience in conceptualizing as a data modeler, data architect, 

software engineer, developer, etc. The question about the years of experience allows the 

researcher to verify that the potential co-researcher meets the minimal years of experience 

criterion of eight years. The other background question indicates the various industry sectors 

the practitioner has performed conceptualization. (Suri, 2011) refers to this purposeful 

sampling approach as criterion sampling. Co-researchers are asked to introduce other 

potential participants on a voluntary basis, which Suri refers to as snowball sampling. 

Snowballing consists in the co-researchers reaching out to the referred potential participants 

and asked permission to be contacted by the researcher or invited to contact the researcher 

directly. The preparation step also involves the design of the questionnaire with the following 

questions outlined in table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2 Questions used for the semi-structured interview 
 

Question no. Question formulation 
Q01 How many years have you performed conceptualization, e.g. data 

models, canonical models, domain model, XSD, etc.? 
Q02 What are the industry and government sectors have you 

performed conceptualization? 
Q03 Name and describe abstract (agnostic) concepts that you believe 

may apply to any industry and government sector. 
Q04 Indicate relationships between these abstract concepts. 
Q05 For a maximum of three industry or government sectors, list 

domain specific (low abstract) concepts and identify to which 
abstract concept they relate to (generalization specialization only). 

Q06 Do you believe that a data integration function should be designed 
using abstract (agnostic) concepts as you indicated in question 3? 
Provide a score from 1 to 10. Please comment. 

Q07 Do you believe that a data integration function should be designed 
using low abstract (domain specific) concepts that would be 
understandable by business users? Provide a score from 1 to 10. 
Please comment. 

Q08 Do you believe the problem of semantic heterogeneity (see the 
introduction deck) should be addressed by scientific research? 

Q09 Have you participated as a designer, architect, developer or 
software engineer in the development of a data integration core 
structure for a data warehouse or of a canonical model? 
This question does not constitute a precondition for the 
continuation of the interview. 

Q10 Did you ever observe line of business influence on the design of a 
data integration platform? Please comment. 

Q11 How do you or would you define and measure the efficiency of a 
data integration model? 

Q12 How do you or would you define and measure the quality of a 
data integration model? 

Q13 Optional snowballing: If willing, could you please refer one or 
two persons, with conceptualization experience (8yrs+). 

 

6.3.2.2 Bracketing 

This step consists in the researcher to explicitly express own beliefs in answering the 

questionnaire using text and diagrams. Before the start of the first interview, the researcher 

answers in writing the questionnaire. The researcher also draws light UML diagrams to 
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represent the agnostic concepts, relationships and associated definitions. Furthermore, the 

researcher abstains from participating in the phenomenological study. Bracketing and the 

researcher’s non-participation contribute to preserve the integrity of the research process 

(Bevan, 2014), (C. Moustakas, 1994), (Hays & Wood, 2011). 

 

6.3.2.3 Interview 

The researcher provides a preparation document that describes the research along with the 

questionnaire between three and five days before the scheduled time for the interview. At the 

scheduled time, the researcher calls the co-researcher as agreed and recapitulates the 

information previously provided. After obtaining the permission to record the interview, the 

researcher and co-researcher then cover in order as a very informal conversation.  The 

researcher performs imaginative variation in providing a context or adding detail 

considerations to a question. For example, the researcher reminds throughout the interview 

that the co-researcher in answering should discount any constraint that would normally 

influence the design of a data integration platform in real life, such as politics, funding, etc. 

The imaginative variation technique, widely recognized as a trademark component of the 

phenomenological research methodology (C. Moustakas, 1994) (Wertz, 2005). 

 

6.3.2.4 Transcript 

While recording the interview, the researcher notes the agnostic concepts, their relationships 

and the domain specific concepts with generalization-specialization relationships with 

agnostic concepts, along with a summary of the responses from the other questions from the 

co-researcher. Once the interview completed, the researcher listens to the recordings and 

completes the transcripts to be sent to the co-researcher for approval. This approach ensures 

the accuracy and the richness of the notes taken during the interview and allows eliciting the 

most difficult data to collect such as comments to questions and the concept and relationship 

definitions (Bevan, 2014). 
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6.3.2.5 Content analysis 

The analysis process elicits extracts agnostic CODPs along with their definitions, 

relationships, the “low-abstract” domain specific concepts and the subsumption relationships. 

The researcher breaks down the elicited material, meaning units, in spreadsheets. The 

spreadsheets also reflect for each of the 22 interviews which agnostic concepts were provided 

by the co-researchers. This account are used to contain the meaning units in various forms, 

such as comparative series of scoring with questions Q06 and Q07, comparing the average 

and standard deviation of the numeric responses. The domain specific concepts are to be used 

in future “use case” reports that would comprise a competency question directed to a given 

industry or government sector.  

 

6.3.2.6 Content synthesis 

The researcher aggregates the extracted meaning units and uses the rules listed in table 6.3 to 

perform the synthesis step. The synthesis step consists in integrating disparate meaning units 

from the transcripts into a consolidated set of agnostic CODPs. The integration of meaning 

units extracted from the content analysis step is guided using the RA-EKI multi-domain 

ontology architecture. The RA-EKI multi-domain ontology architecture provides modules 

that house the agnostic CODPs.   
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Table 6.3 Meaning unit coalescence rules 
 
Meaning 
unit 
number 

Meaning unit type description Meaning unit coalescence rule 
description 

1 Years of experience of the co-
researcher 

Basic aggregating statistical functions 
such as average and standard deviation. 

2 The industry or government 
sectors that the co-researcher 
performed conceptualization. 

Basic aggregating statistical functions 
such as average and standard deviation. 

3 The agnostic concepts • Concepts defined in the same 
manner are retained if it was 
identified by at least two co-
researchers; 

• In the case of synonyms, only 
the term with the greatest 
selection by co-researchers is 
retained. In case of equal 
number of selections, the 
researcher makes the final 
decision; 

• In the case of concepts that have 
been defined in more than one 
way, the same rule as in the 
case of synonyms applies.  

4 The subsumption and other 
relationships between the 
agnostic concepts. 

• The relationships need to be 
selected only once to be 
retained;  

• In case of conflicting 
relationships, only the one with 
the greatest number of 
selections is retained. 

5 The definition or description of 
the agnostic concepts. 

The texts are integrated by the 
researcher. 
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Table 6.3 Meaning unit coalescence rules (continued) 
 

Meaning 
unit 
number 

Meaning unit type description Meaning unit coalescence rule 
description 

6 The de facto agnostic CODPs 
derived from the above-
mentioned meaning units. 

The aforementioned meaning units are 
then integrated in distinct modules 
using RA-EKI’s module structure as a 
starting point (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 
2013). The researcher may decide to 
diverge from the SLR’s architecture on 
a case-by-case basis. The researcher, 
for example, may opt to rename and 
redefine the Contract module to 
Agreement if the phenomenology 
research reverses the subsumption 
relationship between Contract and 
Agreement. 

 

6.3.2.7 Findings from the phenomenological study 

The 22 semi-structured interviews by telephone lasted between 60 and 90 minutes. The co-

researchers had all previously received preparation material and the questionnaire. The first 

two questions provided context to the study in terms of years of experience in performing 

conceptualization, an average of 21 years, and the industry sectors the co-researchers have 

conceptualized in average 6.3 different industry sectors. The numbers of years of experience 

in conceptualization of the co-researchers range from eight to 40 years. The three 

phenomenon questions directly relate to the sought agnostic CODPs, relationships, 

definitions and associated domain-specific concepts. The findings are outlined in table 6.4 

co-located with the findings from the SLR study and the results from the best practice study 

performed in (Blomqvist, 2010). This table provides an insight that can be used for 

triangulation, which will be further discussed in section 4. 
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6.3.3 Findings related to agnostic CODPs from both SLR and phenomenological 
studies 

In the previous sections, the protocols and some of the findings specific to each of the SLR 

and phenomenological studies have been discussed. The core meaning units that are common 

to both methods, the agnostic CODPs are shown in table 6.4. This table means to support the 

assessment of the triangulation trustworthiness criterion, discussed in section 4. The table 

outlines the CODPs placed in the (architecture) modules identified in RA-EKI (Daniel 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). Both lists in table 6.4 only contain retained agnostic CODPs using 

the second selection rule, which entails that an agnostic concept is retained when elicited by a 

paper for a second time in the context of the SLR, or elicited by a co-researcher also for a 

second time in the context of the phenomenological study. The concept names in bold 

represent agnostic CODPs those are common to both studies. 

 

Table 6.4 Agnostic CODPs elicited in the dual method SLR and  
phenomenological studies 

 
RA-EKI 
modules 

SLR study’s agnostic CODPs Phenomenological study’s 
CODPs 

Party Organization , Person , Party, 
Position, Department, Name, 
Organization Unit, Company, 
Government Agency 

organization, person, party, 
individual 

Product Product, Service, bill-of-
material, Part, Equipment, 
Facility, Good, Inventory, 
Item, Unit of Measure, 
Package, Requirement, Vehicle, 
Product Type, Service Type, 
Material, Measure, Order, Order 
Line, Road, Quantity 

product, service, bill-of-
material, part, equipment, 
facility, good, inventory, 
item, unit of measure, 
package, building, cost, 
market, request 

Agreement Agreement, Contract, Term,  agreement, contract, term, 
tacit agreement, law 

Price Rate, Price rate, price 
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Table 6.4 Agnostic CODPs elicited in the dual method SLR and 
phenomenological studies (continued) 

 
RA-EKI 
modules 

SLR study’s agnostic CODPs Phenomenological study’s 
CODPs 

Event Event , Currency, Payment, 
Time, Transaction, Transaction 
Type, Period of Time 

event, currency, payment, 
time, transaction, credit, 
debit, charge, financial 
transaction, communication, 
amount 

Document Document Document 
Network Edge, Vertex network item 
Account account  account, account receivable, 

account payable, general 
ledger, charter of account, 
invoice, invoice line 

Context Context Context 
Location Address, Email address, 

Telephone, Location, Country, 
State, City  

address, email address, 
telephone, location, country, 
web site, place, IP address, 
URL, continent, grid, area 

Role Role, Actor, Asset,  Customer, 
Employee, Supplier, Resource, 
Relationship, Relationship Type, 
Vendor, Role Type, Agent, 
Contextual Role, Organization 
Role, Person Role, Contact 
Mechanism 

role, actor, asset, Customer, 
employee, supplier, resource, 
party role, locator, consumer, 
contact 

Process Task, action, Process, Rule, 
Business rule, Plan, Operation, 
Sale, Strategy, Task Type, 
activity, Process Type, Business 
process, Channel, Goal, Project 

task, action, process, rule, 
business rule, control, 
regulation, objective 

Concept Concept, Entity, Model Concept 
 

Both studies show common concepts in all modules except Network. In the case of the 

Network modules, the SLR shows the “edge” and the “vertex” concepts corresponding to 

network links and nodes respectively. For the phenomenological study, only the “network 

item” concept is elicited. If the Network modules of both studies were integrated, the 

“network item” concept, being higher abstract, would subsume the “edge” and “vertex” 

concepts. The other twelve remaining modules for both studies share the same key concepts, 
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i.e. the concepts that bear the same name as the modules. In the case of the Party module, 

both studies share, in addition to “party”, two other important concepts i.e. “person” and 

“organization”. The Product modules share “good” and “service”, the two important 

subclasses subsumed by “product” and shared by both studies. (Blomqvist, 2010) also shares 

the same common concepts for the Party and the Product modules as both studies in this 

project. The cited Blomqvist paper reports a research project that elicited ontology design 

patterns as best practice cases based on their cross-domain applicability. The Blomqvist 

study also shares common concepts with the SLR and phenomenological studies not only for 

Product and Party, but also with the Process, Role and Event modules. It is noteworthy 

indicating that both studies contain unselected concepts, i.e. elicited only once in a paper or 

during an interview, that would have been common to both studies. For example, the SLR 

elicited but did not retain concepts such as “cost”, “building”, “control” and “network item” 

that were retained in the phenomenological study. It also important to indicate that, in 

addition to cases of same name concepts, concepts from both studies, or within the studies 

themselves, may be related on bases of synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, meronymy and 

holonymy. For example, “request”, “individual”, “objective” from the phenomenological 

study and “order”, “person” and “goal” from the SLR may respectively be considered as 

synonyms. Several concepts within each study and between them can also be related in 

generalization-specialization relationships. For example, “position”, department”, 

“organization unit”, “company”, government agency” could be construed as specializations 

of the “organization” concept. These exemplary ascertainments may be confirmed with the 

use of the Wordnet (Miller, 1995) thesaurus in conjunction with more focused systematic 

literature searches and phenomenological semi-structured interviews in future steps of the 

project. The use of Wordnet may assist in preparing proposed terminological assertions to be 

submitted in SLR and phenomenological studies (Zong et al., 2015). 

 

The outcome of the elicitation of agnostic CODPs from both SLR and phenomenological 

protocols, albeit in a project still in its infancy, provides interesting insight considering that 

either data source or theoretical saturations have been achieved. In the case of data saturation, 

both protocols in their current design have not reached a point where no additional theory is 
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added. Consequently, the SLR study would expand its scope for publication years before 

2009 and after 2017 while being treated with exactly the same protocol, i.e. with the same 

research question and definition of the practical screen. Similarly, the phenomenological 

research needs to continue with new co-researchers while using the same questionnaire. 

Extending the searched publication years may allow to better assess data saturation for the 

SLR. Figure 6.2 shows a downward sinusoidal trend in the number of agnostic concepts 

being retained in chronological order of analyzed and synthesized publications. 
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Figure 6.2 Saturation events in the SLR synthesis step 

 

Figure 6.2 appears to indicate that the protocol in its current design is near a point of data 

saturation. In the next stages of this project, an expansion of the publication years range and 

processing of other papers will provide a better understanding of the data saturation concept. 

This expansion is to be performed with the same research question and the same practical 

screen. The expansion consists in extending the study to cover a number of years before 

2009. In figure 6.3, the same data saturation downward sinusoidal graph this time for the 

phenomenological study provides a relative state of completion of the research process. Data 

source or theoretical saturations do not represent accurate and reliable a priori indications for 

when the research is expected to be completed (Sim et al., 2018). The authors in (Guest et al., 

2006) mentioned that in the context of their project, the planned 60 interviews were 

completed before realizing post-mortem that their social study project achieved 92% 
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saturation on the 12th interview, which would have satisfied the requirements of their 

research. In the case of this project’s phenomenological study, data saturation appears to be 

less advanced than the SLR’s.  
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Figure 6.3 Progression of the theoretical saturation events 
 

The next stage of the project will involve expanding the number of publication years prior to 

2009 for the SLR, and in due time 2018 and on, and recruiting new co-researchers for the 

phenomenological protocol. In the next section, the dual method qualitative research 

approach and the findings relevant to this paper are discussed.  

 

6.4        Assessment of the trustworthiness of the dual method approach 

In the previous section, the findings relative to both SLR and phenomenological studies were 

outlined and discussed. In this section, both of the dual method approach and the relevant 

findings are assessed using the trustworthiness criteria described in section 2. Although the 

research project is arguably only in its infancy, interesting conclusions of this first leg of the 

journey may be drawn. 

 

As covered in detail in section 2, trustworthiness of qualitative research encompasses the 

credibility, dependability, confirmability and transferability criteria. The dual method 
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qualitative research approach used in this project and the specific findings relative to elicit 

agnostic CODPs is assessed in the next few lines. 

 

6.4.1 Credibility 

• In the phenomenological study, the participants are deemed co-researchers (C. 

Moustakas, 1994).The researcher empowers the co-researchers in providing 

background material such as a summary of the project, research method, etc. 

Suggested reading is also provided to the participants; 

• A pilot project performed prior to the design and execution of the dual method 

approach, allowed testing the questionnaire for the semi-structured interview used in 

the phenomenological research study and the fine-tuning of the search criteria for the 

SLR; 

• The researcher possesses training and experience in designing questionnaires and 

conducting interviews. Furthermore, the researcher tallies over 30 years experience in 

conceptualization and data model patterns; 

• All notes taken during the interviews, the interviews’ recordings and all the 

worksheet representing every stage of the analysis and synthesis activities are kept in 

safe storage; 

• The transcripts of the interviews allow the co-researchers to confirm the knowledge 

transmitted during the interviews. 

 

6.4.2 Dependability  

• The dual method qualitative research design is thickly documented in (Fitzpatrick, 

Ratté, et al., 2018b). The individual protocols for the SLR and phenomenological 

research methods are richly described; 

• The findings for both SLR and phenomenological research studies are also richly 

documented. The findings in the SLR include the agnostic CODPs, their definition 

and their relationships. The findings in the phenomenological study include the same 
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meaning units as in the SLR. In addition to the same meaning units as the SLR, the 

phenomenological study also produced findings, the contextual meaning units, about 

the years of experience of the co-researchers and the industry sectors they intervened. 

Finally, the phenomenological study elicited peripheral meaning units such as the co-

researchers’ appreciation on the usage of agnostic CODPs, forming the multi-domain 

ontology, in the design of a data integration function; 

• The establishment of the trustworthiness criteria on the dual method qualitative 

research design is thickly described in the present paper; 

• All steps in the SLR and phenomenological research protocols are documented with 

intermediate results in spreadsheets. 

 

6.4.3 Confirmability 

• Investigator triangulation is performed in the phenomenological study with 22 co-

researchers eliciting agnostic CODPs. Also in other research projects, strong 

commonality with this project’s findings is deemed as investigator triangulation; 

• Data source triangulation stems from the dual method protocols where data on 

agnostic CODPs are elicited from publications and senior experienced practitioners, 

as well as other research projects; 

• Methodological triangulation originates in this project from using two different 

qualitative research protocols for data collection. Both SLR and phenomenological 

protocols use the same analysis and synthesis approach, inspired from Moustakas’ 

approach on performing analysis and synthesis (C. Moustakas, 1994). The analysis 

and synthesis approach is considered very common in qualitative research with some 

variants and also described as a de-contextualization and re-contextualization cycle 

(Thomas & Harden, 2008). 
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6.4.4 Transferability 

• A single purposeful sampling criterion for the phenomenological research protocol 

consists in choosing practitioners with eight years’ experience in conceptualization; 

• Two use cases are written and executed to demonstrate the applicability of the elicited 

agnostic CODPs in the context of collaborative (manufacturing) product design and 

collaborative logistics planning for military coalition force deployment. 

 

6.5        Discussion 

Although this project is still at an early stage, both of the SLR and phenomenological studies’ 

set of agnostic CODPs show common concepts in 12 out of 13 modules. This comparison 

only considers same name concepts. The comparison does not consider synonyms or 

generalization-specialization relationships, notably, within and between both studies. Using a 

reliable process that would not involve the researcher’s opinion and that data saturation 

would be achieved in both protocols, it is likely that a much greater number of common 

concepts would be obtained. This would contribute significantly to establish a much greater 

trustworthiness and to a greater consensus on resolving semantic heterogeneity. 

 

As discussed in section 3, the same commonality of concepts is also observed with the set of 

best practice ontology design patterns identified in (Blomqvist, 2010). Furthermore, in one of 

the publications elicited in the SLR (West, 2011), the author proposes an agnostic cross-

industry general-purpose data model, the High Quality Data Model (HQDM). The HQDM 

model is inspired from ISO 15926 (Leal, 2005), a data integration model standards for the oil 

industry sector but generic enough to be used in other sectors as well. HQDM uses similar 

concepts to the ones elicited in this project. Concepts such as “party”, “role”, “agreement”, 

“person”, organization”, “price”, “process” and several others are common to HQDM and 

this project dual methods’ findings.  

 

This project primarily explores the architecture and design of a multi-domain formal 

ontology to resolve semantic heterogeneity using agnostic content ontology design patterns 
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that would be usable in any industry sector. During the phenomenological study, the co-

researchers provided a relatively close to unanimous response about the usage of agnostic 

concepts for the design of a data integration platform. Responding with an average score of 

8.6 out of 10 with a standard deviation of 1.4, the co-researchers clearly and collectively 

emphasized the importance of agnostic concepts in data model patterns for data integration. 

On the other hand, two systems of beliefs emerged regarding the use of domain specific 

(low-abstract) concepts in the design of a data integration platform. One group opposed at 

various degrees the use of domain specific concepts in designing a data integration function 

and considered that only agnostic concepts should be used. The other group considered that 

domain specific should be used with agnostic concepts to design a data integration platform. 

More details can be found in respect to the specific findings of the phenomenological study 

in (Fitzpatrick, Ratté, et al., 2018c). This project expects both system of beliefs will be 

examined concurrently to explore both designs of a multi-domain ontology: one that only 

uses agnostic CODPs and a second one that uses both (cross-industry) agnostic and domain 

specific CODPs. It is important to indicate that the two new research tracks are either 

completely antagonistic or partially antagonistic to the position taken by the authors in 

(Diego Calvanese et al., 2009). In their paper, Calvanese and co-authors argue that a data 

integration function’s design would be based on domain specific concepts as viewed by a 

user. We counter-argue that a domain specific data integration ontology would either 

partially or totally exacerbate the semantic heterogeneity problem in an enterprise, based on 

the early evidence elicited using this project’s dual method qualitative research protocols. 

This project considers the publication of the ISO 15926 standards as a significant 

achievement in terms of the recognition by a whole industry sector of the importance of 

agnostic conceptualization in the design of a data integration platform. As argued in this 

project, agnostic concepts may be used as agnostic CODPs for the formal multi-domain 

ontology, to be eventually used in the development and run time operation of a cognitive data 

integration application. 
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6.6        Conclusion 

This paper intended to establish the trustworthiness of a research project based on a dual 

method qualitative design. The project’s fundamental purpose is to contribute in solving the 

semantic heterogeneity problem. The semantic heterogeneity problem hinders all industry 

sectors’ efforts, private and governmental alike, to ensure interoperability between 

enterprises IT systems. The RA-EKI architecture model uses an ontology layered structure 

that includes a type of mid-level ontology called a multi-domain ontology, composed of 

modules, that is designed to play a key role in data integration and other cognitive 

applications by defining a cross-industry semantic structure. Guarino and co-authors in 

(Guarino et al., 2009) posit that only a richer set of axioms may enhance an ontology. Such a 

richer set of axioms can only be obtained through an effective and quality-driven 

conceptualization, a language-independent concept. Such quality conceptualization can be 

found in data model patterns as proposed by M. West in (West, 2011) based on ISO 15926, a 

highly generic data integration model standards. Based on the works of Thomas Erl on 

service-oriented architecture, conceptualization such as West’s HQDM is considered 

agnostic since the data model’s conceptualization can serve to design a data integration 

platform usable in any industry sector. This project’s objective is to elicit agnostic data 

model patterns here considered as content ontology design patterns. The primary thesis of 

this project is that such agnostic CODPs do exist and can be used to solve the semantic 

heterogeneity problem. Due to the theory-building role of this project, a qualitative research 

approach constitutes the appropriate manner to conduct research. Contrary to theory-testing 

quantitative methods that rely on well-established validation techniques to determine the 

reliability of the outcome of a given study, theory-building qualitative methods do not 

possess standardized techniques to ascertain the reliability of a study. The secondary thesis of 

this project is that a dual method theory-building approach may demonstrate trustworthiness. 

The first method, a qualitative SLR approach based mainly on the guide provided in (Okoli, 

2015), induces the sought knowledge from publications using a practical screen. The second 

method, a phenomenological research method based on the works of C. Moustakas, elicits 
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mainly the agnostic concepts from semi-structured interviews involving senior practitioners 

with eight years or more of experience in conceptualization (C. Moustakas, 1994).  

 

The SLR retains a set of 89 agnostic concepts from 69 publications from 2009 through 2017. 

The phenomenological study in turn retains 83 agnostic concepts from 22 interviews. During 

the synthesis stage for both studies, data saturation was calculated for each of the retained 

concepts at the point, publication or co-researcher sequential number, where the concepts 

have been selected for a second time. The saturation points are tallied and represented on a 

diagram for each of the two studies. While this measure constitutes an element of 

trustworthiness notably by (Forero et al., 2018), this project can only use it for planning 

purposes since data saturation cannot be used on an a priori basis, i.e. it cannot serve to 

predict if the planned sample size for interviews or otherwise is sufficient. Although it can be 

asserted that this effort of establishing the trustworthiness can be construed as extensive and 

this research track is promising, data saturation for both studies has still not been reached. 

Further work is required using exactly the same protocols for each of the methods, expand 

the year range for the SLR and to recruit new co-researchers for the phenomenological 

protocol. This work will continue until these protocols do not elicit new theory material. At 

this point, new protocols for both methods will be designed and executed with the intent to 

measure theoretical saturation. For both the methods, this entails in formulating new research 

questions that may, for example, focus on agnostic themes such as finances, infrastructure, 

relationships, classifications, etc. For the SLR, this may translate into designing a practical 

screen that will search for publications specialized in specific agnostic themes. For the 

phenomenological study, this may entail designing new questionnaires for semi-structured 

interviews and possibly employing other knowledge elicitation techniques such as focus 

groups. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 7 
 

DISCUSSION 

We set sail on this new sea because there is new knowledge to be gained,  

and new rights to be won, and they must be won and used for the progress  

of all people…We choose to…do… things, not because they are easy,  

but because they are hard; because that goal will serve to  

organize and measure the best of our energies and skills. 

John F. Kennedy, September 12, 1962, "We choose to go to the Moon" speech. 

 

This chapter aims to provide a better understanding of this project’s findings. This chapter 

also intends to explain consequences and ramifications related to not only the individual 

research processes described in the chapters but also to the project as a whole. We also relate 

the findings to key studies and look back to the research questions (Hess, 2004) (Jenicek, 

2006). 

 

Firstly, we discuss the selection of the individual research methods and the design of the 

overall approach. We then cover the specifications and findings of the qualitative SLR. The 

two use cases on collaborative product design and collaborative military logistics planning 

are discussed specifically about the intent to transfer the elicited SLR knowledge in the form 

of agnostic CODPs to industry settings. In a similar fashion to the SLR, the phenomenology 

study is critically examined in respect to its activities and its findings. Finally, we discuss the 

consequences and ramifications of the establishment of trustworthiness. 

 

The inherent challenge to theory building is that there is no validation approach in a true 

hypothetico-deductive sense. Also, there is no unified framework to perform analysis and 

synthesis in qualitative research. Contrary to quantitative researchers, qualitative 

investigators must spend time and effort to design a research process that deserves to be 

trusted. Qualitative researchers in IS, IT and software engineering are sometime confronted 

with distrust from fellow researchers who did not heed Wanda Orlikowski  and Jack 
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Baroudi’s warning that homogeneously using positivist inspired research methods may be 

detrimental to the IS research domain (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Furthermore, any 

attempt to explicitly establish the confidence on a qualitative research may contradict 

fundamental interpretivist tenets, although not universally shared, against attempting to 

validate qualitative findings. We greatly inspired ourselves from the Bano team’s multi-

method approach. Instead of phenomenology, the Bano team utilize case studies along with 

an SLR (Bano et al., 2017). Bano and her team have not cover or demonstrate the intent to 

explicitly covered trustworthiness criteria. This project’s choice of the phenomenological 

research method allowed, we believe, a more credible inductive process at least until the 

multi-domain ontology can submit to experimental trials with consensually agreed upon 

measurements. As Mulrow indicated in a short but thoughtfully written paper: «Systematic 

literature review is a fundamental scientific activity» (Mulrow, 1994) . We strongly consider 

that the use of a qualitative SLR method, while not universally recognized as such in the IS, 

IT and software engineering domains, constitutes an imperative, especially for kick-starting a 

new research track.  

 

The qualitative SLR method is the more subjective of the two methods used in this project’s 

dual method approach since it relies on a single individual to elicit the data. In the case of the 

phenomenological method, all 22 co-researchers elicit from their «first person» experience 

the sought agnostic patterns and other knowledge such the notions of quality and efficiency. 

The weakest point in terms of rigor remains the reading of publications retained after 

applying the metadata screen, the filtering logic used to reject or accept publications before 

being read. The researcher reads the text of each publication after passing the metadata 

screen in the attempts to detect and collect agnostic concepts and relationships to form 

agnostic CODPs. The researcher has previously performed bracketing before starting the dual 

method process by documenting his own belief. Nevertheless, the researcher remains a 

imperfect data collection instrument. This fact further justifies using a dual method approach. 

The query selected 860 publications before being filtered by the practical screen. The 

practical screen retained 69 publications that had agnostic concepts and relationships and 

yielded 89 agnostic concepts. 
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For the most part, publications that were not retained did not actually show any agnostic 

concept or pertained on formal ontologies. The SLR elicited 89 agnostic concepts from 69 

retained publications from 2009 through 2017. The SLR’s original query selected 860 

publications. We determined that the study is nearing (relative) data saturation based on the 

position of the downward sinusoidal curve’s position reaching the abscissa of the SLR’s 

diagram of saturation events. However, this should not be construed as an end of the 

execution of this particular SLR protocol. It is important to note that there is only one SLR 

for the ODP science community to date (Hammar & Sandkuhl, 2010). This project produced 

the first SLR that intended to elicit ODPs. 

 

As indicated earlier in this chapter, the use cases were designed to explore their use for 

establishing transferability. This has not yet been covered in the contemporary literature. In a 

quantitative research, we would use an external validation approach to show potential 

generalizability. Both use cases, after introducing the problem and context, surveyed each 

two areas of literature: the subject matter literature and the publications pertaining to 

ontology research applied to the subject matter (business) domain. For collaborative 

(military) logistics planning, the use case includes a review of military planning papers and 

publications related to research on the use of ontologies for supporting business processes. 

For collaborative product design, the use case surveyed papers pertaining to: Set-Based 

Design (SBD) (Kerga et al., 2016) and the modular approach (Buergin et al., 2018). In both 

use cases, the transferability attempt to demonstrate is significantly limited to the subjective 

application of the SLR’s elicited agnostic CODPs to a specific business area by the 

researcher. Although the business concepts were in relatively small number and related 

mostly to the product and process modules, the future of this specific transferability approach 

is to be reviewed for methodological enhancements to reduce the level of subjectivity.  

 

The phenomenological research method used in this project gathered one of the most 

experienced group of participants, the co-researchers, in a subject related study based on 

(Simsion et al., 2012) with over 20 years experience. The co-researchers contributed 83 

agnostic concepts. The co-researchers also provided mainly generalization-specialization 
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relationships and examples of low-abstract domain specific concepts subsumed to the 

agnostic CODPs. It is important to note that few concept definitions have been provided, 

which will be taken into account when future phases and projects are planned for continuing 

this research track. During the phenomenological study, the co-researchers provided a 

relatively close to unanimous response about the usage of agnostic concepts for the design of 

a data integration platform. Responding with an average score of 8.6 out of 10 with a 

standard deviation of 1.4, the co-researchers clearly and collectively emphasized the 

importance of agnostic concepts in data model patterns for data integration. This in itself, 

provides an antagonistic position to using a user-centric set of domain specific concepts to 

design a semantic data integration platform as advocated by (Diego Calvanese et al., 2009).  

 

On the other hand, two systems of beliefs emerged regarding the use of domain specific 

(low-abstract) concepts in the design of a data integration platform. One group opposed to 

various degrees the use of domain specific concepts in designing a data integration function 

and considered that only agnostic concepts should be used. The other group considered that 

domain specific concepts and associated semantic elements should be used with agnostic 

concepts to design a data integration platform. This former position closely aligns with the 

HQDM model, based on the ISO 15926 data integration model, developed by Matthew West 

in (West, 2011) and contains only highly abstract (agnostic) concepts. As discussed in 

chapter 2, a commonality of concepts is also observed with the set of best practice ontology 

design patterns identified in (Blomqvist, 2010), which reinforces confidence in the approach 

and the findings.  

 

 

 

  



 

CONCLUSION AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

 

“What one believes is irrelevant in [science,  

only what can be argued matters…]” 

Stephen Hawking character’s in the movie  

Theory of everything (2013) 

 

This section provides a recapitulation of this project’s fundamental tenets, the problem to be 

solved and the research questions that were addressed by the research processes. A closing 

statement ends this section establishes the direction of future research as prescribed in 

(Aitchison, 2016). 

 

Twenty-five ago, Orlikowski and Baroudi alerted the IS scientific community to the 

detrimental effect of homogeneously applying positivists inspired, hypothetico-deductive, 

methodology to advancing science. A decade later, Gregor and co-authors have proposed a 

theory on theory, the descriptive, explicative, predictive and prescriptive components of any 

theoretical framework. They also incited the larger computer science community, which this 

project includes IS, IT and software engineering communities to conduct projects using 

interpretativists inspired qualitative methods. In 2012, in a vibrant call to order, Ivar 

Jacobson, pioneer in software engineering and reputed member of the UML “three amigos”, 

called upon software researchers to get together and formally build a universal software 

engineering theory, citing Gregor’s work. The project deliberately embarked on the 

contentious road of inductive research to solve the semantic heterogeneity problem, which 

affects all enterprises’ efforts to interoperate their systems. We now conclude the first leg of 

a journey we hope will definitely solve the “old” problem. 

 

The exploration initiative we have also taken considers the sensitivity of using theory 

building methods within the engineering field. The project has taken great care by 

considering developing a trustworthiness establishment approach. The project also made it 

clear that theory testing deductive methods will also be used at the earliest opportunity. This 
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project initiated the first steps of this research track by asking two questions: what are the 

agnostic CODPs that may constitute the building block of a cognitive data integration 

platform, and, what is the appropriate approach to conduct the research. For the second 

question, we proposed a dual method qualitative research approach based on an IS 

methodologically similar project conducted by Bano and her team on the relationships 

between user involvement and the success of a system development project. We then 

introduce a clear and explicit strategy to establish the trustworthiness of the approach and its 

findings with the understanding that the project will spawn into subsequent phases and other 

projects that will likely use inductive methods. 

 

The selected methodology, the SLR and the phenomenological research methods, have 

elicited 89 and 83 highly abstract concepts respectively in the form of agnostic CODPs. 

These design patterns will eventually be translated into terminological axioms and compose 

the multi-domain ontology, centerpiece of the RA-EKI framework and reference model for 

the purpose of solving the semantic heterogeneity problem. In the course of the 

phenomenological study, the project also showed in a preliminary fashion, that the use of 

agnostic concepts in the design of a data integration platform is strongly prescribed almost 

unanimously by the 22 co-researchers. We also demonstrated that significantly more research 

is needed to eventually derive quality and efficiency metrics for measuring the data 

integration function. 

 

Based on the triangulation criterion and other trustworthiness criteria as well, we conclude 

that the dual method inductive approach has produced, again in a preliminary fashion, 

interesting insight in identifying candidate agnostic CODPs notably that will be critical to 

plan and design future protocols. The project has also demonstrated in an adequate manner 

that this research track deserves to be continued. 
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Contributions 

 

The project has contributed methodological and architectural elements that may benefit not 

only ontology engineering but also other IS, IT and software engineering scientific domains 

as well.  

These contributions are: 

 

• The Reference Architecture – Enterprise Knowledge Infrastructure. 
 
RA-EKI represents one of the first cognitive architecture models to be outlined and to 
cover the full epistemological spectrum. It was the subject of conference papers (…) 
and presented at various conferences including the International Conference on 
Product Lifecycle Management and on the International Conference on Military 
Computer and Communications Systems. In an earlier form, the research plan of this 
framework was submitted to the first doctoral workshop of the 2012 International 
Conference on Product Lifecycle Management in which it was awarded the first prize 
of the best research plan; 
 

• A Multi-Domain Ontology. 
 
This type of mid-level formal ontology was the first to be published that entails the 
conceptualization and representation of a universal set of all business concepts. As 
agnostic CODPs are elicited, the multi-domain ontology will expand and will be 
experimentally developed as the terminological component of a cognitive data 
integration platform; 
 

• A dual method qualitative research approach. 
 
This is the second dual method qualitative approach to be used in the greater 
computer science domain. This approach contrasts with the popular quantitative-
qualitative mixed method approach in that it only includes inductive processes and 
techniques; 
 

• Distinct data and theoretical saturation concepts. 
 
Currently confused as synonyms in all related publications, the two saturation 
concepts are used distinctively by this project. Data saturation represents the state of 
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completeness of a theory at the protocol level. Theoretical saturation shows a relative 
state of completeness for the entire research track. Since several protocols and 
methods will be required to complete building the data integration theoretical 
framework, data saturation will be measured for each protocol execution. Theoretical 
saturation should provide an overall assessment of the research track’s progression. 

 

 



 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

“As with all aspects of the research design, the theoretical perspective  

one chooses, whether positivist, interpretivist… is ultimately  

driven by, and must be consistent with, the research questions 

 of the study [and the problem it is trying to resolve].” 

(Borrego et al., 2009) 

 

Based on the findings of this research, we recommend that use cases in other domains be 

written to illustrate the role of the SLR’s agnostic CODPs for solving competency questions. 

The competency questions are drawn from two conference papers that previously covered 

these domains at a more holistic architectural level (Daniel Fitzpatrick et al., 2013) and (D. 

Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The new use cases will cover the competency questions at a more 

detail ontology design level, using this SLR’s elicited CODPs.  

 

Following the final formulation of the resulting conceptualization composed of the set of 

agnostic CODPs elicited in this research project, the multi-domain ontology is to be 

formulated as a formal ontology using the OWL language with an approach as proposed in 

(J. Dietrich & Elgar, 2005) and deployed in the form of an Application Programming 

Interface (API) as prescribed by (Horridge & Bechhofer, 2011). 

 

Finally, in the wake of this project, it is recommended to investigate intends a position in 

which single domain ontologies would be contraindicated for runtime operation of any 

cognitive applications. This contraindication would apply for cognitive application capable 

of knowledge reuse, as described in this SLR at section 2.2.3, for data integration or any 

other inferential applications. However, single domain ontologies would be used in 

development time as input to the design of the multi-domain ontology prior to its deployment 

in run time within a cognitive application. 
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The author consider that the phenomenological research method has supported quite 

adequately their needs for eliciting agnostic CODPs and other insights, such as prescriptive 

directions to eventually study design methods for multi-domain ontology based applications 

to resolve semantic heterogeneity. While it is expected that qualitative research protocol will 

predominate in this research project for some time in the future, it is conceivable that, on 

occasions, when sample size and other conditions are met to perform hypothetico-deductive 

methods that theory-testing protocols may complement the current approach. 

 

Following this phase project, where an SLR approach and a phenomenological research 

method were used, a new group of about twenty-five participants will be solicited to become 

co-researchers. The phenomenological research method will be executed identically as in the 

present study. Additional semi-structured interview questionnaire, surveys and focus group 

sessions will be designed to further investigate some questions studied in this paper such as 

additional agnostic CODPs, additional domain-specific concepts, the influence of lines of 

business and others. This project intends to increase the size of the co-researcher group from 

twenty-two to approximately 100. 
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Abstract  

 

In the context of a broadened product lifecycle management environment, a traditional 

product information management, also referred to as product master data management (P-

MDM) needs to be complemented by other MDM domains. Such MDM domains may 

include Customers, Financials, Suppliers, Human Resources, Events and other domains. To 

satisfy such a transversal set of requirements requires a true cross-enterprise semantic 

integration capability. This capability cannot be met by current off-the-shelf technologies. 

This paper proposes a research approach that would elicit the definition of a reference 

architecture and a multi-domain ontology, from research and development work performed 

notably in ontology engineering, in both academic and industry domains. 

 

Keywords. Product lifecycle management, product master data management, ontology-based 

data integration, data architecture, qualitative research 
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I.1        Context 

 

Industry sectors have vested interest in technology that allows sharing data, information and 

knowledge within the enterprise and with the outside world. Through interoperability, the 

enterprises are looking to improve the product-centric processes’ efficiency and robustness to 

cut waste and sustain growth. The PLM concept comprises a large array of data domains, e.g. 

financials, customer, etc., which are traditionally used also by other process paradigms such 

as customer-centric and supplier-centric, notably.  

 

The pervasiveness of the data used by product-centric processes represents a challenge in 

providing consistent, coherent and unified data as if provided seamlessly by a single 

source.Product lifecycle management (PLM) is one of the keystone paradigms that bring 

value to the stakeholders, notably shareholders and customers. In the aftermath of what is 

currently called the great recession, PLM processes are focused to sustain growth, to improve 

products and processes on a continuous basis and eliminate wasteful activities and 

constraints. 

 

I.2        Problem statement 

 

For cross-enterprise PLM product-centric processes, source database heterogeneity 

constitutes an important problem. The processes require a single point of truth in acquiring 

coherent and consistent data in a seamless manner. Especially in large enterprises, data must 

be extracted from a great number of systems, each possessing its own syntactic and semantic 

structures. Shortcomings in the methodology and technology increase the complexity of the 

work of designing a multi-domain data integration capability to be not only challenging but 

also failure prone. 
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I.3        Hypotheses 

 

1. There exist data architecture patterns that allow efficient (through reusability) multi-

domain semantic integration in the enterprise. A pattern here is a generic solution to a 

recurring problem in the form of a conceptual data model or any other types of 

ontology; 

 

2. The primary concepts of these data architecture patterns are rich axioms that can 

constitute the core structure of a multi-domain ontology. In other words, semantic 

efficiency and cross-enterprise capability in semi-formal ontologies, as obtained in 

certain best-of-breed EDW projects, will be obtained with the same types of concepts 

in formal ontologies. 

 

I.4        Research objective 

 

This doctoral thesis intends to propose a reference architecture comprising a multi-domain 

ontology-based data integration capability, as a corner stone, to fulfill the inherent 

interoperability requirements for the PLM product-centric processes. 

 

I.5        Theoretical background 

 

I.5.1 Product Lifecycle Management 

 

The Open Group Architecture Framework, or TOGAF, provides the theoretical foundation 

that can assist an organization to implement an enterprise architecture practice. TOGAF 

comprises notably an Architecture Development Methodology, a documentation 

management approach, high level specifications to ensure system interoperability with the 

use of an enterprise ontology and of the Integrated Information Infrastructure Reference 

Model (III-RM). The III-RM represents a high level architecture pattern to implement system 

interoperability through integrated information brokerage between the organization's 
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systems. The reference architecture proposed by the research project is a more specific 

instance of the III-RM pattern and uses the semantic enterprise data warehouse concept to 

deliver the information brokerage capability.(Group, 2009) 

 

I.5.2 An epistemological perspective 

 

Information technologies draw in part from philosophy. Logic and epistemology have 

inspired, per example, the creation of the relational model (Codd, 1970) and the new 

emerging research initiatives such as IBM’s Hyper project that introduces the use of 

epistemic logic at the heart of the peer to peer data integration concept (D. Calvanese, 

Damaggio, De Giacomo, Lenzerini, & Rosati, 2004).  

 

Data integration is a term that may even be questioned in the course of this study as a suitable 

title for the research project. Furthermore, the primary purpose of data integration is to 

supply ultimately knowledge and intelligence for research, decision making, predicting and 

other knowledge based activities. 

 

As indicated in (Liew, 2007) and (Bouthillier & Shearer, 2002), the notions of data, 

information and knowledge remains elusive. In order to clearly elaborate an architectural 

approach for data integration, a theoretical stance must be taken where these fundamentals 

are described with as much rigor as possible. Figure I.1 illustrates the building blocks behind 

semantic integration. 
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Figure I.1 Building blocks behind data integration. 
 

The building blocks are represented here as concepts used by the human mind to, per 

example, decide on a course of action. The concepts here, from (Liew, 2007), (Michaels, 

Goucher, & McCarthy, 2006), (Sajja, 2008) and (McInerney, 2002) are: 

• Data: factual elements represented by symbols that can used for analysis or computer 

processing; 

• Information: data that are assembled thru a context, contextual data 

• Knowledge: a set of information elements that can lead to taking action, actionable 

information; 

• Know-how: a structure composed of knowledge and propositional predicate, forming 

a functional construct; 

• Intelligence: a super set of know-how allowing self-learning capability, a cognitive 

construct; 

• Insight: or wisdom gained by cumulative form of intelligence resulting in advanced 

reasoning and creativity. 
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I.5.3 Product Lifecycle Management 

 

This business paradigm covers human, material and data assets, along with processes to 

manage and execute the various activities involved for each product from the early stages of 

R&D and design, or beginning-of-life (BOL), thru the commercial stage of the product life, 

or middle-of-life (MOL), and terminating at its retirement, or end-of-life (EOL) (Terzi et al., 

2010). 

 

PLM evolved as a more complex set of processes, a value-chain, used for creating value for 

shareholders and customers alike. It involves using information, knowledge and know-how 

to continuously perfect on product efficiency, performance and quality. Some of its processes 

have the capacity to trace manufacturing errors and other quality and performance issues, to 

monitor product through logistics store and transport, material recycling and energy saving. 

Finally, PLM also consists in optimal decision-making through product lifecycle stages, from 

BOL to EOL. A data integration capacity makes it possible to properly deliver timely 

information and knowledge for PLM processes and also for collaborative activities with other 

business paradigms, such as the customer-centric CRM. Table 1 illustrates various types of 

data needed for the PLM product life stages (Matsokis & Kiritsis, 2010; Terzi et al., 2010). 

This is only a minimal list of types of data. This research is likely to unearth a much greater 

list. 

 

Table I.5 Types of data needed at the PLM product lifecycle stages 
 
PLM Product life stages Types of data 
Beginning-of-life Product, equipment, material, plant, employees, tools, 

techniques, methodologies, document, suppliers,  
Middle-of-life Product, customer, employees, services, service providers, 

events, geography, financials, document, 
End-of-life Product, customer, service, service providers. 
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I.5.4 Master data management (MDM) 

 

Master data are the data that allow the organization to reach its objectives. Master data is 

used to produce valuable contextualized information and knowledge in to support PLM. 

(Panetto, Dassisti, & Tursi, 2012) This research considers all data as master data in the 

context of a specific enterprise’s PLM environment. Data subjects, such as parties, products 

and others constitute a more reliable data taxonomy system. 

(Dreibelbis et al., 2008)  and (Dyché & Levy, 2006) propose the Coexistence implementation 

style. The Coexistence style (see figure I.2) integrates data from heterogeneous sources in a 

batch mode in the context of an enterprise data warehouse environment. It integrates master 

data and delivers back to its sources, but usually also in a batch mode.  Although it produces 

a golden record that can be used to alter master data located in source system, it does not 

constitute a system of record since change is not instantaneous. Great care must be taken in 

the correcting master data in operational systems using the MDM’s golden record. It uses a 

physical database instance in a read-only mode approach. In some cases, a direct Enterprise 

Application Integration (EAI) feed allows some near-real time or even real-time events or 

other data to be loaded for intraday event processing. The coexistence implementation style 

serves as the basis for the architecture of an enterprise data warehouse for the PLM 

pardigm.(Loser, Legner, & Gizanis, 2004) 
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I.5.5 Ontology 

 

An ontology is defined as an «explicit representation of a shared conceptualization». (T. R. 

Gruber, 1993) The basic purpose of the ontology is to produce a shareable and reusable set of 

information elements to be used by people and computer systems. Also, the ontology must 

distinguish between domain knowledge that may be extra organizational versus localized 

application level knowledge. The criterion of orthogonality is defined as the requirement of 

basing a newly created ontology on one or more existing ontologies. This practice, if 

generalized, would help reduce the silo effect in the development of ontologies. It would 

therefore favor the trend toward a greater universal interoperability across all industries. 

(Smith, 2008) The preliminary results outlined in this paper illustrate how the criterion of 

orthogonality is applied.(D. Fitzpatrick, F. Coallier, & S. Ratté, 2012) 

 

A conceptualization is independent of the notional language. However, an ontology’s 

specification, or representation, is dependent on the language. An ontology is a logical theory 

that describes the intended meaning to its defined vocabulary, in other words, using the 

committed concepts to a particular conceptualization of the real world. It is important to 

remember that ontologies only approximate a conceptualization. The only way to enhance 

the representation is to develop a richer set of axioms.(Gruber, 1995) The search for a richer 

set of axioms explains this research project's interest for data architecture patterns for multi-

domain data integration developed in the industry for acquiring the sought semantic richness. 

An ontology is also defined as a formal, referenceable and consensual representation of a set 

of shared concepts to a domain with classes, properties, and relationships amongst them. 

(Salguero, Araque, & Delgado, 2008) The use of a formal ontology implies treating it 

through a semantic Reasoner. 

 

A domain comprises objects and properties verbs and paraphrases that identify activities, 

processes and primitive concepts constituting the theoretical basis. A task ontology provides 

a specification of strategies designed to solve problems, for example fuzzy logic, neural 

network, constraint solver, etc. 
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Guarino classifies all ontologies in four types:  

• Top level or foundational ontologies, such as Cyc, SUMO and Proton describe some 

of the basic objects of reality such as time, matter, action etc. These concepts are 

independent of a particular problem or domain. This type of ontology supplies the 

fundamental concepts serving as the basis to define the other type of ontologies; 

• Domain ontologies, where domain ontology represents semantically the vocabulary of 

a generic domain that may exist in several organizations;  

• Task ontologies describe a generic process structure that can be used to solve a 

certain type of problem; 

• Application ontologies, which describe semantic entities that stem from a domain and 

task ontology or ontologies, both providing a specific function context (N. Guarino, 

1998). 

 

There are essentially three types of ontology applications: 

• To support the mediation between people and ontology representing a vocabulary for 

the exchanges between people and organizations; 

• Domain interoperability, support to develop (development time application) or to 

operate (run time application) systems of the same or different domains; 

• Knowledge reuse requires the highest level of rigor, in addition to axioms, other 

concepts and their properties, ontologies for knowledge reuse will rely heavily on 

constraints and other type of restrictions. Problem solving methods or PSM have the 

capacity to support shared knowledge. They often include generic algorithms to 

perform various functions within the domain.  

 

Figure I.3 illustrates a summarized definition of an ontology. One type of application that is 

growing in popularity in the research domain is ontology-based information extraction 

through natural language processing (NLP). (Navigli & Velardi, 2008; Völker et al., 2008; 

Wimalasuriya & Dou, 2010) In (Ratté et al., 2007), NLP processes are proposed to extract 
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information from the organization's internal documents. These aspects constitute key 

elements behind the proposed reference architecture in this research project. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure I.3 Summarized definition of an ontology 
 

An ontology does not impose the application of properties to a given instance of a class or 

concept. The finality here should be to build libraries of reusable knowledge and knowledge 

services available on networks. Ontological commitments or agreements pertaining to classes 

and relationships of an ontology are discussed among software agents and knowledge bases. 

(T. R. Gruber, 1993). A concept definition is a human readable text that in itself provides 

significance, meaning therefore semantically whole. (Gruber et al., 2009),  (Noy & 

McGuinness, 2001) 

An effective equilibrium must be achieved in defining ontology constrains rules in order to 

avoid affecting the concept abstraction level in the ontology even if it supports 

interoperability in a more effective manner. Affecting the ontology’s abstraction level may 

lower the robustness and flexibility of the vocabulary. (Spyns et al., 2002) 

Semantic relationships are categorized as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, meronymy and 

holonymy relations. Synonymy relationships relate two similar concepts. An antonymy 

relation indicates opposing or disjoint concepts. The Hyponymy category pertains to a 

generic to specific relationship between concepts. The meronymy and holonymy 

relationships support the build of material structure between concepts, the former indicates 

that a concept is included in another one, while the latter indicates that a concept includes the 
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object of the relationship. Figure I.4 illustrates the conceptualization aspect of an ontology 

that is language independent (Lacy, 2005). 

 

 
 
 

Figure I.4 Language independent aspects of  
an ontology : the conceptualization 

 

Ontologies can be used to solve syntactic and semantic problems, and to automate data 

integration. However, some of the ontologies written in specialized languages such as OWL, 

RDF, RDFS, PLIB have grown to be voluminous and are becoming difficult to execute in 

main memory. A hybrid solution has been proposed by both academic and industrial 

organizations to address to address the in memory loading of voluminous ontologies (Khouri 

& Bellatreche, 2010). 

Figure I.5 illustrates the language dependent aspects of ontologies. In terms of their level of 

formalism, there are: highly informal, semi-informal, semi-formal and highly formal 

ontologies. The first level of formalism is the highly informal level. It refers to a natural 

language text. In the case of semi-informal, an ontology is represented as a restricted and 

structured form of natural language, such as a concept map. In a case of a semi-formal 

ontology, the vocabulary would be expressed in an artificial language such as pseudocode or 

an entity relationship diagram. Finally at the highly formal level, ontologies possess  
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"meticulously defined terms with formal semantics, theorems and proofs of such properties 

as soundness and completeness, i.e. classes including property information, value 

restrictions, more expressivity, arbitrary logical statements, first order logic constraints 

between terms and more detailed relationships such as disjoint classes, disjoint coverings, 

inverse relationships, part and whole relationships, etc.(Xie & Shen, 2006). 

 

Formal ontologies can be based on first-order logic, frame-based constructs or both. (A. 

Gómez-Pérez et al., 2004; Lacy, 2005) The concept of multi-domain ontologies has been 

researched to facilitate the exchange data, information and knowledge between domains 

(Jinxin et al., 2002). 
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Figure I.5 The language dependent  
aspects of ontologies 

 

I.5.6 Data integration 

 

Taken holistically, data integration represents the computerized capability to address the 

problem of providing data thru a single perspective from heterogeneous sources located 

within an organization (Lenzerini, 2002). Along with data quality, data profiling and other 
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MDM functions, data integration attempts to service the organizations and the community at 

large with the widest perspective possible. Data is usually located in specialized systems. 

These silos are difficult to link together to provide transversal views of the data. There is a 

growing need to deliver cross-domain data, a usually highly difficult task considering that 

there are rarely any common semantic convention that may allow interoperability amongst 

systems (Ullman, 1997). 

 

(Ullman, 1997) proposes a common data integration architecture composed of wrappers and 

mediators. In this architecture, source databases or systems are wrapped by specialized 

software components that convert the source’s local semantics into a global set of shared 

concepts. The wrappers allow the source to which it is attached to interact with the rest of the 

world. Mediators are components that issue queries or sub-queries to wrappers or other 

mediators to gather data. Mediators are views that are designed to satisfy queries issued by 

humans and systems. Persistent forms of mediators are also designed in the form, notably, of 

enterprise data warehouses.  

 

A research track covers the design of semantic enterprise data warehouses. The use of 

ontologies is central to this concept. Ontologies are not only used to design and execute data 

integration functions but to design multidimensional databases, design and implement data 

transfer processes more rapidly and to allow data queries in natural language.(Jiang, Cai, & 

Xu, 2010; Marrakchi et al., 2010; Nazri, Noah, & Hamid, 2010; Vaisman & Zimányi, 2012; 

Villanueva Chavez & Li, 2011)  

 

I.5.7 Research gap 

 

This project would address the scarcity of work on enterprise ontologies dealing with 

multiple domains in the PLM paradigm. The reference architecture will comprise a multi-

domain ontology that is neither a foundational ontology, although may be based on some, 

and neither a domain ontology. A multi-domain ontology approach could significantly 
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contribute to the research on data integration ontology engineering for semantic data 

warehouses. 

 

 

I.5.8 Research questions 

 

1. What are the main axioms of an enterprise multi-domain ontology for data integration 

that can support contemporary product-centric processes? 

2. What generic architecture, or reference architecture, can cover the design of a 

semantic enterprise data warehouse (EDW) that can support PLM? 

 

I.6        Methodology and data 

 

The qualitative research protocol in this project involves a series of semi structured 

interviews to collect data architecture patterns and other related knowledge and know-how 

from seasoned and experienced practitioners. A pilot project phase will be conducted to test 

the questionnaire prior to the actual field research phase. Purposeful sampling will be done 

for both the pilot project and field research phases. Both phases will focus on the 

conceptualization aspect of the design of a multi-domain data integration capability. In 

addition to allow the extraction of more and richer pattern-like information throughout the 

field research part of the project, this approach provides two other important benefits: it 

assists the researcher to better select the interviewees («first-persons») and allows the 

researcher to submit himself or herself to a very rigorous and effective preparation to better 

conduct interviews. The data collection processes are executed in the context of the field 

research phase of the project in which a minimum of 15 participants are interviewed 

individually (C. E. Moustakas, 1994). 

 

The current IT theoretical frameworks do not adequately support the industry in terms of 

knowledge and know-how.(Shirley Gregor, 2009) A qualitative research project to achieve 

the research objective is therefore warranted. For this purpose, a theory building qualitative 
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research approach is considered here to tackle this research project problem (Halevy, 

Rajaraman, & Ordille, 2006). 

 

Through the analysis processes, conceptual data modeling patterns would be identified along 

with valuable methodological heuristics such as how to ensure the reusability and robustness 

of the underlying conceptualization, used for the specific purpose of data integration. These 

findings will be used to formulate the intended reference architecture and multi-domain 

ontology. The final results of this project will be subjected to a validation process with the 

contribution of a 20-member committee composed of subject matter experts from the 

scientific and industry realms. 

 

Following the data collection phase, data analysis is performed as illustrated in Figure I.7 and 

consists of the following steps (C. E. Moustakas, 1994) (J.W. Creswell, 2007; Patton, 2002; 

Tesch, 1990): 

 

1. The Bracketing or Epoche step: the researcher, using the transcripts, identifies the 

preconceived opinions that he possesses on the subject matter, the research problem 

and the phenomenon itself, i.e. a successful ontology-based data integration 

capability. The researcher only retains what is essential, unbiased toward the 

phenomenon, by using a multiple perspective ‘peeling-off’ approach while going 

through the transcripts; 

2. The Reduction step: the researcher then associates elements of text between them on 

the basis common characteristics that are existential, perceptual, etc. The reduction 

step does not entail shortening of the text; 

3. The Imaginative variation step:  the researcher generates and textural and structural 

meaning units using various angles, theories, domains, perspectives, that may be 

diverging, converging, etc. He uses his own experience and the literature pertaining 

on the phenomenon; 
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4. The Synthesis step: the researcher finalizes the data analysis activity by consolidating 

the textural and structural text fragments (or constituents) into data architecture 

patterns. 

 

 
 

Figure I.7 Data analysis process 
 

I.7        Expected results 

 

About a dozen axioms that would serve as the fundamental set of concepts for the reference 

architecture’s multi-domain ontology have been identified. Although the research is not yet 

completed, some of these axioms can be found in some of the widely used data modelling 

patterns used in the industry and successfully implemented in conventional enterprise data 

warehouse solutions. The reference architecture would also deal with the integration of semi-

structured and unstructured data for PLM. It would also cover a dual channel data transfer 

concept with the ETL and EAI approaches.  

 

Data collected from some of the participating practitioners were used to provide preliminary 

results for the research project. Inspired by the MDM coexistence implementation style with 

the trickle-feed function, discussed earlier, a reference architecture of a semantic enterprise 

data warehouse, as illustrated in figure I.8, is proposed to provide a multi-domain data 

integration capability to support contemporary PLM. Although, some of the illustrated 

functions, such as data profiling and archiving, are not detailed in this paper, the multi-

domain ontology approach will impact these functions. Per example, data profiling results 
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can constitute factual assertions to allow the ontologies to evolve with little or possibly no 

supervision. 

 

 

 
 

Figure I.8 Reference architecture of a  
semantic enterprise data warehouse 

 

The proposed reference architecture of the semantic enterprise data warehouse could be used 

to design a multi-domain data integration capability, notably, to support PLM processes as 

defined by (Terzi et al., 2010). It would also include other MDM functions such as data 

quality, data profiling and data archiving, which are essential in insuring effective cross-

enterprise data integration for operational and business intelligence applications. Semi-

structured and unstructured data can also be extracted internally in the enterprise and 

externally on the web, and, be annotated with tokens allowing linking with structured data. In 

light of the criterion of orthogonality, figure I.9 subsumes the proposed multi-domain data 

integration ontology in respect with the foundational ontologies such as SUMO, Cyc, Proton 

and others. Domain specific ontologies such as Onto-PDM proposed by (Panetto et al., 2012) 

which incorporates product technical data standards STEP and IEC62264 are subsumed to 

the multi-domain ontology proposed in this paper. Then, the ontology structure comprises 

generic task ontologies, such as for natural language processing (NLP), for dealing with 
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semi-structured and unstructured data, and for mapping heterogeneous sources to the Data 

Integration Core. Finally, the structure is completed with application ontologies to support 

domain specific tasks such as processing unstructured text from social media regarding PLM.  

 

 

 
 

Figure I.9 Reference architecture  
ontology structure 

 

Figure I.10 identifies data domains that would compose the multi-domain data integration 

ontology. In its final formal form, each of these data domains, and others, would include one 

or more axioms that would serve as the core concepts allowing cross-enterprise 

interoperability to fully support PLM. Some of these data domains are already well known in 

the data modelling community. The Party concept was first published by (Hay, 1996) and 

successfully used in several enterprises and industry data models to represent customers, 

vendors, employees, partners, organizational structures and more. Then, data architecture 

patterns were also developed for the Product concept, a key concept for PLM. Through the 

remaining part of the research project, these artefacts will be detailed while validated by a 

committee of experts from the scientific and industry realms. The completion of these 

artefacts will be done through knowledge extraction performed using the research method 

described in the following section.  
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Figure I.10 Data domains for the  
multi-domain ontology 

 

I.8        Contribution to theory and practice 

 

A significant number of publications have addressed the data integration problem in the 

context of the semantic web, much less for the semantic enterprise. This project proposes a 

reference architecture and a multi-domain ontology that specifically addresses the data 

integration problem in the confine of an enterprise in support of its PLM. 
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